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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

This thesis has its foundations on a contextual analysis of the coffee industry. The phenomenon 

under investigation is specifically that of the rise of the Fourth Wave, implying a market for coffee 

where such commodity has increasingly shifted its perception towards a premium-luxury image 

and coffee pods have taken the position of market drivers for growth in the industry. 

Given such paradigm shift, coffee pods companies are facing the need to differentiate themselves 

from a consolidated competitive landscape, where entry barriers have been lowered and the 

attractiveness of this market category has seen a rising threat of new players. With their 

competitive advantage at risk, existing companies need to identify opportunities in the market, 

which their competitors have not been able to address yet. 

A market development strategy is therefore suggested throughout this thesis, by means of the 

case study of Nespresso. Specifically, it is assessed whether the inclusion of Prospective 

Consumers in the existing audience of the brand is feasible and profitable for Nespresso in the 

long term, and whether it can result in anticipated loyalty. With a background knowledge of 

theoretical literature on this topic, data collection and analysis have been adopted in the form of 

qualitative methodology to specifically address relevant key issues, such as rationales behind such 

strategy, the practical implementation of it, and the risks and benefits to be acknowledged. 

By generating conclusions at the case level for Nespresso, a broader and wider perspective on the 

issue at hand was gained. This resulted in the development of implications, both in terms of 

managerial actions and a theoretical contribution to the marketing literature. 

On the light of the overall findings, considerations about the applicability of the newly developed 

theoretical framework have been undertaken, with respect to the case company itself and other 

industries, which may benefit from the outcome of the research. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 

1.1 The evolutionary ‘Waves’ of the coffee industry 

Coffee is one of the most traded and most valuable commodities in the world, for a total value of 

approximately $60 billion and more than 2 billion cups consumed every day (Pendergrast, 2010; 

Euromonitor, 2011; Ponte, 2002; Giuli and Pascucci, 2014). 

Before gaining such an important value nowadays, coffee underwent a peculiar evolutionary 

pattern, which did not take place in the same way in all countries (Giuli and Pascucci, 2014). A 

general model, originally created by Toffler (1980), explains the development of economic phases, 

or ‘Waves’, and it can be applied specifically to the evolutionary pattern of coffee. 

Toffler (1980) theorized that there are three main ‘Waves’ of economic development. Specifically, 

the First Wave covers a rural and agricultural stage, lasting approximately until the 18th century; 

the Second involves the industrial revolution, up to the 1980s; the Third concerns the post-

industrial post-capitalist information era. Each of the waves was peculiar and characterised by 

different patterns. However, the passage from one to another was neither fluid nor progressive: 

the concept of a ‘collision of waves’ by Toffler (1980) explains the idea that these phases 

overlapped and had an influence on each other. 

The first author to ever apply such terminology to the coffee industry was Trish Skeie (2003), 

stating: “First Wave, Second Wave, Third Wave: this is how I think of contemporary coffee. There 

seem to be three movements influencing [...] Specialty Coffee”. Skeie (2003), in addition, argues 

that each wave had a characterising philosophy and peculiarities, and that consumers’ perceptions 

and experience of coffee were shaped accordingly. 

By focusing on the developmental dynamics of the market in North America, Gold (2008) has 

described the First Wave as the commoditization of coffee as a mass market product; the Second 

as the proliferation of coffee chains and the so-called ‘Latte revolution’ (e.g. Starbucks); the Third 

as a back-to-the-origins process, with beans source from farms and a focus on roasting and the 

quality of coffee (cfr. Appendix I for an in-depth discussion of the waves’ characteristics). 

Giuli and Pascucci (2014) represent the evolutionary pattern of coffee, reported in Figure 1, by 

applying Toffler’s (1980) ‘wave-front analysis’. The authors hold that this developmental model 
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can be applied to the coffee industry and it represents a valid and reliable framework for the case 

at hand. 

 

Figure 1. The evolutionary pattern of coffee, adapted from Giuli and Pascucci (2014) 

 

1.2 The Fourth Wave of coffee: trends and characteristics 

Figure 1 shows that, in addition to the waves assessed in previous works, there is a Fourth Wave 

represented. Giuli and Pascucci (2014) hold the view that there has been a recent evolution from 

the Third Wave to a Fourth one, as a result of a paradigm shift, centred around the rise of coffee 

pods and single-serve portions. Despite not being an innovation by definition, as the first pods 

machines were developed in the late 1970s, they gained popularity at the beginning of the 

millennium, most probably due to the fact that the market had not thrived enough. 

Within this shift, consumers’ needs are found to have evolved. While the price for coffee pods was 

once perceived a barrier for purchase, nowadays it signals a higher level of quality and an easier 

usage, both positively valued by consumers (Euromonitor, 2011; Giuli and Pascucci, 2014). 

The paradigm shift has brought to life the Fourth Wave of coffee, which the authors maintain is 

still in a growth process and not at a maturity level, despite the evidence of its effects in the 

market. The following key points summarise this emerging Wave, from the discussion of Giuli and 

Pascucci (2014). 
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1. Home-domestic consumption and OCS (Office Coffee System) are the focus. 

2. Coffee is not perceived as a commodity anymore, rather as a premium and luxury product. 

This is a trend which has taken place and that has been expected for the last half decade. 

The strategy of premiumisation and luxurisation has been discussed with respect to the 

new coffee pods industry and it has been seen as a potential for most coffee producers, as 

consumers are deemed to be ready for a shift towards premium and luxury coffee 

(Euromonitor, 2011). 

3. Consumers are invited to deepen their knowledge and culture about coffee and companies 

invest in educating them. 

4. The main coffee companies in the market are multinational or big corporations. 

5. Branding and communications are leveraged as essential means to be successful in the 

market. 

 

1.3 Focus on the pods industry 

As the main focus of the above-described Fourth Wave, coffee capsules or pods play a key role in 

the development of a new coffee culture. Still far from a maturity level, the market for coffee pods 

has been growing at an annual average growth rate of 26% between 2007 and 2012, more than 5 

times the average growth rate for the overall coffee industry, with a retail value of $8 billion in 

2012 and an expected one of $13 billion in 2017 (Euromonitor, 2013). In the mature market for 

coffee, coffee pods are driving and adding value, as a result of their premium positioning: pods 

contributed 41% of the retail coffee industry’s absolute value growth in 2012 (Euromonitor, 2013). 

The popularity of coffee pods has been rising also as a consequence of their usage convenience 

and quick and easy consumption: as consumers live busier lifestyles, there is an increasing demand 

for convenience (Euromonitor, 2013). Coffee pods have targeted this need, adding the perception 

of quality and fresh coffee to that, and creating the perfect blend. 

As a result of such usage convenience and the premium positioning of coffee pods producers, it is 

not surprising that the price per cup has been set as more than twice the price of instant coffee or 

fresh ground coffee (Euromonitor, 2013). However, despite the high price, the combination of 

usage easiness and quality are deemed to justify the premium spending for coffee drinkers in 
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higher income markets, who are already accustomed to paying high prices at specialist coffee 

shops. The growing appeal of coffee pods among such consumers is also evident in the growth of 

coffee pod machines: their retail volume is growing even faster than the one for coffee pods 

themselves (Euromonitor, 2013). 

The market for coffee pods has been mostly consolidated among top brands, as it is still a 

relatively new industry. The top 5 brands (i.e. Nespresso from Nestlé, Keurig from GMCR, Senseo, 

Nescafè Dolce Gusto from Nestlé and Tassimo) accounted for 64% of the retail value in 2012 

(Figure 2) (Euromonitor, 2013). Nevertheless, the expansion of the market and its extremely high 

growth rate have been attractive for many new players: 2012 was the year showing the highest 

growth rate for the pods industry, but also the lowest growth rate for the top brands like 

Nespresso, Senseo and Nescafè Dolce Gusto. At the same time, another appealing driver for new 

brands to enter the market has been the expiration of key patents on coffee pods, as the one for 

Nestlé and GMCR in 2012. The patent loss is likely to cause a challenge to the market share of both 

corporate brands (Euromonitor, 2013). 

 

 

Figure 2. The consolidation of the coffee pods market in 2012 (Euromonitor, 2013). 
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In summary, the two main trends that are highly likely to affect the pods industry are the 

intensifying competition level and the loss of patents for the top brands, which will further 

intensify the likelihood of new players entering the market (Giuli and Pascucci, 2014). 

 

1.4 The Danish coffee market 

According to Euromonitor (2014), Denmark ranks as the sixth country for the highest consumption 

of coffee, with 845 cups per year per capita. Last year, trends featured an increase in popularity 

for instant coffee, accounting for the 8% of overall volume sales in retail, showing a 7% growth 

from 2013. The appeal of this typology of coffee is due to its convenience and fast preparation, 

which is especially important for younger consumers who have a fast-paced lifestyle (Euromonitor, 

2015). 

The coffee category with the fastest growth in Denmark, however, is coffee pods, with a 10% 

increase in volume terms in 2014, due to the convenience of use and the easy maintenance and 

cleanliness of the machines. Usually, consumers of coffee capsules tend to combine the purchase 

of pods with that of instant coffee, to be used as a replacement. The CAGR is anticipated to be of 

7% in forecasts over 2015-2020, and its premium positioning will support the increasing sales 

(Euromonitor, 2016). Danes seem to prefer coffee pods machines during weekends or when they 

have friends over, and some of them just have machines in the kitchen as a piece of design 

(Euromonitor, 2016). In general, the use of coffee pods is increasing in relation to standard types 

of coffee, and the trend is forecast to continue, as shown in the table (Figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 3. The forecast for an increasing use of coffee pods until 2020 (Euromonitor, 2016). 
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Euromonitor (2014) reported an increase of the average price of coffee by 3% in retail in 2014, due 

to a growing price of coffee in the world’s stock markets and to Danish economy recovering, 

leading to a selection of better quality and more expensive kinds of coffee. 

The main tendencies in coffee trends are expected to be convenience and speciality, as Danish 

people seek convenient solutions to prepare coffee in a fast and simple way, and the desire for 

speciality is manifested in the demand for premium Italian-style coffees (e.g. espresso) and 

certified sourcing of coffee beans (Euromonitor, 2015). Another important trend in Denmark is 

toward environmentally friendly and fair trade coffee, with special focus on origin, quality and 

certifications (Euromonitor, 2016). 

 

2. FOCUS OF RESEARCH 

2.1 Problem statement 

Given the trend from commodity to premium and luxury discussed for the Fourth Wave and the 

rising importance of pods in the coffee industry, it was discussed how a few brands have emerged 

as leveraging on the industry context by following both trends. Due to the rise of new competitors 

that are trying to define themselves and being identified as part of the premium-luxury offer, 

existing players have to sustain their first-mover position in the market, protect their positioning 

as not to lose market share, and maintain a sustainable competitive advantage (Porter, 1985).  

The present situation seems to suggest that there is an opportunity to be exploited to face the 

competitive landscape. In fact, none of the pod market players seems to have engaged into 

activities aimed at developing an attachment to the brand from an earlier stage of consumption 

lifecycle among consumers that could potentially enter the consumer base in future stages. This 

strategy is justified by the fact that consumption and purchase habits change and adapt to 

different stages in life (Attanasio and Browning, 1995) and it can be related to one of the four 

growth strategies developed by Ansoff (1957), namely that of ‘Market development’. Such 

strategy suggests the inclusion of a new segment into the consumer base of an existing product 

(Ansoff, 1957). 
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Since no brand has identified this opportunity, our thesis purpose is to analyse the reasons why a 

prospective consumer should be included in the audience of a brand. Then, we aim at 

recommending marketing tactics and evaluating the convenience of doing so. 

 

2.2 Research question 

On the basis of the phenomenon of the Fourth Wave, the increasing competitive trend harming 

the top performance of established premium and luxury brands, and the opportunity identified to 

maintain a competitive advantage, the following research question has been formulated. 

 

How to create a sustainable competitive advantage, from a Customer-Based Brand Equity 

perspective, and anticipate loyalty in prospective consumers? 

 

In answering this, the following sub-questions are relevant and need to be assessed to provide a 

final answer to the main research question. We will touch these key topics throughout the 

methodology and the implications of the thesis. 

 

1) What are the drivers and rationales for prospective consumers to be included in the 

marketing audience for a brand in the coffee pods industry? 

 

2) What are the strategic marketing and branding activities that can be implemented to 

leverage on prospective consumers to increase brand equity and create anticipated brand 

loyalty? 

 

3) What are the benefits and risks of tapping into prospective consumers for a luxury brand 

in the coffee pods industry? 
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2.3 Research question elaboration 

Before proceeding, it is essential to clarify and elaborate on the meaning of ‘Prospective 

Consumers’. Broadly speaking, by Prospective Consumers we mean those customers who do not 

belong yet to the current target market or the current customer base. More specifically, 

Prospective Consumers, in our understanding, are related to the lifecycle segmentation (Attanasio 

and Browning, 1995): considering the target market of premium-luxury brands (e.g. Nespresso) as 

Target Consumers (i.e. professionals), Prospective Consumers are those in an earlier stage of life 

development (i.e. students) who will become the ‘professionals of tomorrow’. 

 

2.4 Research design and approach 

The thesis adopts an inductive approach. Given the understanding of a phenomenon and the 

industry in which it occurs, we have identified a marketing problem. By means of a case study and 

a review of relevant literature, conclusions at a case level will be  drawn on the basis of data 

collection and analysis. Theoretical and managerial implications will follow as a consequence of 

the conclusions from the case analysis (Bryman and Bell, 2007; CBS Master Thesis Seminar, 2015). 

Figure 4 represents the case study research design and the different building blocks of the thesis. 
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Figure 4. The inductive process and building blocks of the thesis. 

 

2.5 Research philosophy 

Research philosophy refers to the development of knowledge and the nature of that knowledge. It 

contains assumptions about the way the world is viewed by the researchers and such an 

assumption underpins the general research approach and methods chosen (Saunders et al., 2009). 

The philosophy is understood in terms of ontology and epistemology. 

 

2.5.1 Epistemology: Interpretivism 

As opposed to the scientific and rational approach of positivism, the interpretive view adopted in 

this thesis takes the stand that the world is too complex to be understood by means of standard 

rational rules. Interpretivism is an epistemology advocating that we need to understand humans in 

their roles as social actors, according to the different meanings and interpretations that they 

might have. Individuals make sense of the world, and this is what researchers need to understand 

by adopting an empathetic attitude (Saunders et al., 2009). 
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The interpretivist approach is reflected in the choice of the main methodology for this thesis, 

discussed throughout the following paragraphs. 

 

2.5.2 Ontology: Relativism and Subjectivism 

The understanding of reality of this thesis is based on a subjectivist view of the world, namely a 

subjective interpretation of the meanings that individuals give to the world, the context, and the 

interaction with the brand (Saunders et al., 2009). The thesis holds as a starting point the idea that 

individuals create meanings per se in a subjective way, and we aim at understanding respondents 

from their point of view and making sense of their reality (Saunders et al., 2009). 

In terms of ontological position, relativism is adopted, as it is proper of an epistemological 

interpretivist view (Scotland, 2012). Given the idea that reality is subjective, the interpretation of it 

varies among individuals. Scotland (2012), reporting the findings of Crotty (1998), argues that 

meaning is personally created by individuals when interacting with objects. This individual 

interpretation is affected by factors like culture, which influences the way the world is conceived 

(Scotland, 2012). As researchers, we seek to make sense of their subjective reality to understand 

what is meaningful for them in terms of motives, actions and intentions. 

 

2.6 Thesis relevance 

There are two major implications that we expect to be able to generate. 

In terms of managerial implications, the thesis will be useful mainly to those brands in the coffee 

pods industry which have followed a premium strategy and need to come up with strategies to 

maintain their competitive advantage in the market (i.e. Nespresso, as a consequences of the 

adopted case study). Thus, the thesis will provide an understanding of the benefits and risks of 

increasing the customer base with Prospective Consumers, and recommend marketing activities to 

leverage on this to increase brand equity and create loyalty from the early stages of customer 

development. 
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On the other hand, in terms of theoretical implications, the thesis provides an empirical 

assessment on how to tap into Prospective Consumers and how it can be beneficial for a company. 

In particular, we come up with grounded theory on the importance of Prospective Consumers and 

the link to brand equity and loyalty, by means of an inductive approach, given the gap in the 

literature about the topic. 

 

3. CASE STUDY: NESPRESSO 

The case of Nespresso is taken into account throughout the thesis as the basis for the research, its 

methodology and its implications. 

Among the different players in the market, Nespresso is the company that has better taken on the 

characteristics of the Fourth Wave. In particular, among all its competitors, it is the one brand that 

has played on the concept of luxury branding and it has marketed its coffee pods as such, not only 

focusing on its quality and offer, but also on the experience of coffee consumption itself. 

Nespresso is indeed the leading pod brand and it was the first to be ever launched, back in 1986 

(Nestlé Nespresso SA, 2016). In 2012, it ranked first on top of its competitors in terms of market 

share, and second for retail sales (Euromonitor, 2013). 

There is a number of key marketing elements that contributed to the great performance of 

Nespresso over time and the development of such a strong brand. These can be extrapolated from 

the beginning of a letter from Nespresso’s CEO, Jean-Marc Duvoisin, where he states that “Our 

vision at Nespresso is to be recognised as the ultimate coffee experience worldwide. For us, that 

means a relentless commitment to continuous innovation, aiming to consistently create moments 

of pleasure for our Club Members” (Nespresso, 2016). 

 

3.1 Marketing at Nespresso 

To assess the marketing activities of Nespresso, it has been chosen to adopt the framework of the 

7Ps (Masterson and Pickton, 2004). While it is acknowledged that the 4Ps may be suitable, as 

Nespresso is as a matter of fact selling a tangible product (i.e. machines and capsules), the 7Ps 
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typical of intangible services have been adopted given the claim that “Nespresso strives to provide 

the ultimate experience to coffee lovers all over the world” (Nespresso, 2016) and that therefore 

experiential marketing is the core of its activities. Following the 7Ps, the experiential element is 

analysed more closely, together with the phenomenon of the Nespresso Community. 

 

Tangible product. Nespresso offers a wide variety of core and complementary products, both for 

home and business solutions. With respect to the core products, the capsules offering includes 23 

Grand Crus choices that can be classified in six sub-categories: Intenso, Espresso, Lungo, Pure 

Origin, Decaffeinato (without caffeine) and Variations. These categories aim at diversifying 

capsules based on the strength of coffee (intensity from 1 to 13), the size of the cup (ristretto, 

espresso and lungo) and the aromatic family (balanced, intense and fruity) (Nespresso, 2016). 

Periodically, Nespresso introduces limited editions of capsules to keep an element of novelty and 

exclusivity (Nespresso, 2016) (Figure 5). 

 

 

Figure 5. Different types of Nespresso capsules (Nestlé Nespresso SA, 2016). 

Each capsule line has its distinctive colour and aesthetic features that distinguish them, and they 

are designed to keep the quality and the aroma of the coffee unchanged. As stated on the official 

website, in fact “The capsule is hermetically sealed to prevent oxidation of the freshly ground 

coffee. To keep the coffee fresh right up to the moment of tasting, Nespresso has designed its 
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capsules from aluminium, a material that protects the coffee from air, light and humidity” 

(Nespresso, 2016). Aluminium is the material of choice also because of its recycling ecological 

properties, and 80-90% of the capsules are made of recycled aluminium. 

On the other hand, Nespresso machines full range includes more than 60 models designed and 

manufactured in collaboration with eight production partners (Nestlé Nespresso SA, 2016). There 

are eight main ranges of machines that allow for adaptation to consumers’ preferences and 

lifestyles (U, Prodigio, Maestria, Pixie, Lattissima, Essenza, Citiz, Inissia) (Figure 6). All of these 

machines have been patented by Nespresso, but these patents have expired in 2012 (Nestlé 

Nespresso SA, 2016). 

 

 

Figure 6. Different types of Nespresso machine (Nestlé Nespresso SA, 2016). 

 

Price. Compared to other brands, Nespresso offers a higher price for its products, which is in line 

with the strategic luxury management of the brand. The capsules prices range from DKK 2.99 to 

DKK 3.60. For what concerns the machines, official prices from the Nespresso distribution range 

from DKK 800 to DKK 5.300, while retail chains offer lower prices (Nespresso, 2016). 

 

Place. The distribution of capsules is exclusive to Nespresso Boutiques or the online service, while 

machines can be bought also in electronic and household shops. The distribution can be thus 

argued to be extremely exclusive to a very limited number of places in each town, in line with its 
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luxury image. In Copenhagen, for example, only three locations for purchasing Nespresso capsules 

are available. 

 

Promotion. The elements that are specific to the communication of the Nespresso brand revolve 

around the luxury positioning that the company wants to achieve in consumers’ mind. 

Advertisements of the brand display the most iconic elements such as the black background, the 

coffee cream, the Nespresso logo and the hand-written slogan “What else?” (Figure 7).  

 

 

Figure 7. An example of a print ad from Nespresso with all the characteristic elements (extravaganzi.com). 

 

Nespresso has been endorsed for many years by the brand ambassador George Clooney, who has 

been periodically joined by other notorious actors such as Penelope Cruz, John Malkovich, Jean 

Dujardin, Matt Damon and recently by Jack Black. The commercials tend to recall an Italian fancy 

style, use a subtle humour and convey an image of exclusivity. In terms of other typologies of 

promotions, free trial of Nespresso coffee is available at Nespresso shops and discounts over 

machines or capsules delivery are offered on the homepage of the website (Nespresso, 2016). 

 

Physical evidence. Understanding physical evidence in particular in terms of the ambience, its 

colour, music and décor (Masterson and Pickton, 2014), the general atmosphere of a Nespresso 

boutique is distinctive and fully focuses on experiential marketing, by using visual elements 

pertaining to luxury codes (FutureBrand, 2016). Nespresso Boutiques serve as showrooms of the 
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brand, with a strong focus on the visual and sensorial elements through design components. In an 

art-gallery style, the Boutiques allow consumers to buy capsules and machines, to experience 

guided coffee tasting in the Testing Area, to receive customer service and to recycle capsules 

(Figure 8). 

 

 

Figure 8. Picture from the inside of a Nespresso boutique in Paris (Nestlé Nespresso SA, 2016)). 

 

People. Nespresso focuses on a pleasurable experience in-store, and all salespersons receive a 

month of training before earning the title of Coffee Specialist and guiding customers through the 

experience of coffee. 

 

Process. From the point of view of purchase experience, the offline boutiques are supported by 

highly trained people, while the online Website is user-friendly and support is provided 24/7 on a 

customer service line. Delivery of capsules bought online occurs within 24 hours and is free for 

more than 200 capsules purchased (Nespresso, 2016). In terms of customer relationship 

management, Nespresso has been putting strong efforts in supporting its customers at its best, 

handling their orders and issues continuously. In addition to the 24/7 line Customer Service line 

available, the Facebook page where consumers  most often comment and complain always 

features a responsible person ready to comment and reassure consumers for any problem, helping 

them solve the issue (Facebook, 2016). 
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Experience. The strategic statement “Coffee is at the heart of all we do. Yet consumer pleasure is 

why we do it.” (Nestlé Nespresso SA, 2016) shows that the company is not only focused on 

delivering a high-quality and innovative product, but also an unforgettable experience to 

consumers. The experiential approach of Nespresso mostly occurs within two dimensions, namely 

that of its business model and the Nespresso Community. 

 

Nespresso Club. With the aim of creating long-term relationships (Nestlé Nespresso SA, 2016), a 

Nespresso Club has been created around the brand. Customers subscribing to this online 

community receive additional benefits as coffee specialists available for advice 24/7, faster 

delivery, a very attentive customer service and care (Nespresso, 2016). 

 

Overall, the success of Nespresso not only lies on its first mover advantage in terms of innovation 

and on quality, but also on its branding efforts, which have contributed to creating a premium and 

luxury image of the brand in the mind of consumers. 

With respect to this, Kapferer and Bastien (2009) have explained why Nespresso encompasses 

both a premium and a luxury identity and image and how the interplay between these two has led 

to an extremely successful example of a mixed strategy. 

As far as the luxury strategic approach is concerned, the elements described above of a complete 

control over distribution, direct contacts with customers, quality and variety of coffee pods and 

the very high price are all signals of a luxury marketing mix (Kapferer and Bastien, 2009). It can 

thus be argued that the brand is perceived for its luxury aspects when it comes to the coffee pod 

itself. On the other hand, the Nespresso branded machine is seen from a premium perspective: 

most systems are co-branded and machines have been distributed more openly (Kapferer and 

Bastien, 2009). At the same time, the advertising has been implemented in a premium way, with 

the choice of George Clooney - picked by members of the Nespresso Club (Nestlé Nespresso SA, 

2016) as the brand endorser and ambassador: he is “more ‘man’ than ‘star’” (Kapferer and 

Bastien, 2009, p.289), allowing for a premium rather than luxury image. 
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3.2 A focus on Nespresso consumers 

To understand the Target Consumers of Nespresso, it is deemed important to consider 

psychographic and lifestyle segmentation as a basis for assessing the specific brand’s target of 

“coffee lovers” (Nestlé Nespresso SA, 2016). Generally speaking, lifestyle segmentation is a 

“matter of self-image, identity and status, but also of ethics and aesthetics in the way we live our 

lives” (Copenhagen Institute for Future Studies, 2002, p.11). The result of considering lifestyle is a 

number of archetypes whose lives are undersetood in terms of values and opinions, or on their 

motivations to spend money and time. 

For the case of Nespresso, the simplified Minerva model has been adopted and applied. On the 

light of the considerations that can be made on this theoretical framework, the lifecycle 

segmentation from Attanasio and Browning (1995) can be further expanded for the case at hand. 

 

3.2.1 The Minerva model 

This model has been specifically designed to work within a Scandinavian context and it entails an 

understanding of lifestyle and a description of psychographic variables. The overall population, 

according to the model, is divided into five main segments: the Blue, the Green, the Violet, the 

Pink and the Grey (CIFS, 2002; ACNielsen, 2005). This distinction is carried out on the basis of 

whether people are modernist or traditionalist and materialist or idealist, as reported in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9. The Minerva model by ACNielsen. 
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A brief description of each segment follows, according to the discussion in the Minerva Snapshot 

by ACNielsen (2005). 

Blue. The blue segment includes those who have a higher education and generally a higher 

income. They are individualistic, result-oriented, career-focused, with modern values and an 

emphasis on social objectives like growth, prestige and success. As a consequence, they try to 

express such status with the latest products and technologies. 

Green. The green segment mirrors a higher education and modern values, but a more group-

oriented outlook, reflected in the ideological accomplishment of personal values but also those 

entailed in family life and attention for the environment. 

Violet. The violent segment is characterized by a shorter education and a work of practical nature. 

These people are individualistic and traditionally oriented, with strong ideologies (e.g. 

independence, authoritarian workplace). 

Pink. The pink segment is traditionally oriented and materialistic in nature. With a shorter 

education and a group orientation, they are strongly attached to the family and the community 

(i.e. local solidarity). 

Grey. The grey segment, not included in the original Minerva model (Copenhagen Institute for 

Future Studies, 2002), is a ‘surplus segment’ entailing a mixture of the different segments. These 

people are undecided in their lifestyle and are not thus specific to any category. 

 

The Nespresso consumer, in our understanding, can be stereotypically identified within the Blue 

and Green archetypes in the Minerva model. As a matter of fact, these consumers have been 

defined by Brema Drohan, Nespresso UK’s managing director, as “30, obsessed by their 

gastronomy and more likely to entertain at home than splash out on restaurants. He or she is 

wowed by a coffee that does not disappoint. And it is high quality” (The Independent, 2007). This 

fits with the dimensions of modernism and materialism characterising the Blue segment. Besides 

this, the focus of Nespresso on sustainability and corporate social responsibility issues (i.e. the 

positive cup) (Nespresso, 2016) are also appealing for the Green segment. 
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3.2.2 Lifecycle segmentation 

As mentioned before, within the Blue and possibly Green segments, the lifecycle segmentation 

(Attanasio and Browning, 1995) can be applied and three main types of consumers can be 

identified. On the light of the considerations from Copenhagen Institute for Future Studies (2012), 

our understanding of this segmentation is that it builds upon the lifestyle of consumers as well as 

their purchase habits. Figure 10 shows the three main archetypes portraying the different types of 

current and future consumers for Nespresso. 

 

 

Figure 10. The lifecycle segmentation based on purchase for Prospective, Overlapping and Target Consumers of 

Nespresso. 

 

As it can be noticed, the terms ‘Prospective Consumers’ and ‘Target Consumers’ follow the 

explanations given throughout the research question elaboration. Namely, Prospective Consumers 

are those students and professionals of tomorrow who do not consume Nespresso, while Target 

Consumers are those professionals who drink Nespresso on a daily basis. The linking figure 

represents another group that will be assessed and taken in consideration throughout this thesis, 

that of ‘Overlapping Consumers’, students who already use Nespresso. The understanding of this 

linking group serves the purpose of finding the possible connections and rationales that can drive 

students to buy Nespresso at the present lifecycle stage. 
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4. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

4.1 Perspectives on consumer behaviour 

Østergaard and Jantzen (2000) explained that, during the last half decade, there have been 

different perspectives on how consumers are understood and how research is conducted. These 

four approaches are described in terms of how the consumer is perceived metaphorically 

speaking, the ontology of consumption, epistemology of research (i.e. methods), the character of 

the subject matter and the scientific foundation. The authors identify four distinct perspectives, 

namely buyer behaviour, consumer behaviour, consumer research and consumption studies, 

summarized in Figure 11 according to the dimensions mentioned above. 

 

 

Figure 11. Four perspectives on consumer behavior and main characteristics (Østergaard and Jantzen, 2000, p.19). 

 

When considering the four perspectives, a fundamental shift is identified in between the 

consumer behaviour and the consumer research ones. Defined as an “interpretive turn” (Sherry, 

1991), scholars started understanding consumers as not purely rational. Consumer research and 

consumption studies depart from the study of consumer behaviour “before and after the 

purchase” (Østergaard and Jantzen, 2000, p.12) by considering the general patterns and motives 

of consumption, everyday life interactions and how products and services shape the image 
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consumers have of themselves and how they are perceived by others (Østergaard and Jantzen, 

2000). 

For the purposes of the thesis and its ontological and epistemological approach, the following 

theoretical section is based on the understanding of consumers according to the perspectives of 

Consumer Research and Consumption Studies. Both approaches are explained in details and 

theoretical frameworks relevant to each are taken into account and applied. 

 

4.1.1 Consumer Research 

Consumer research represents the shift in perspective toward the interpretation and 

understanding of the consumer following the framework of the interpretive turn (Sherry, 1991). 

This approach assumes that the individual is narcissistically and emotionally determined, looking 

for new experiences through consumption. Behaviour, according to this perspective, is driven by 

the desire for a meaning in life (Østergaard, 1991) and the consumption of products and services is 

the means through which the individual creates a meaningful and coherent life. Decisions are 

guided by the heart, where feelings and emotions come from. By adopting the metaphor of the 

consumer as a tourist, Østergaard and Jantzen (2000) receive the individual as looking for 

experiences and expressing emotions in a natural way. 

The focus of consumer research, as opposed to the consumption studies perspective, remains the 

consumer as an individual who takes decisions on the basis of emotions for the purpose of a 

meaningful life. This approach finds its scientific foundation in existential psychology, according to 

which the consumer perceives consumption as a prerequisite for existence (Belk, 1988). 

 

Hedonic and experiential consumption. Consumer Research stands against the rational paradigm 

that permeated Consumer Behaviour perspective, agreeing with researchers who started 

questioning its ability to understand important consumption phenomena (Hirschman and 

Holbrook, 1982). Instead, consumption is perceived as a flow of fantasies, feelings and fun under 

the so-called ‘experiential view’. According to this, consumption is a subjective state of 

consciousness with a variety of symbolic meanings, hedonic responses and aesthetic criteria 
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(Holbrook and Hirschman, 1982). Consumers’ behaviours in general are seen as a complex system, 

which is senses-, imagination- and emotions- driven (Hirschman and Holbrook, 1982). Hedonic 

consumption, thus, is related to many theoretical fields that have been fundamental for marketing 

researches, such as behavioural science, sociology, aesthetics, linguistics, psychology and 

psycholinguistic, motivation research and product symbolism (Hirschman and Holbrook, 1982). 

Hedonic consumption can be defined as “those facets of consumer behaviour that relate to the 

multisensory, fantasy, and emotive aspects of one’s experience with products” (Hirschman and 

Holbrook, 1982, p.1). The adjective ‘hedonic’ is not necessarily only related to the product itself in 

terms of its tangible characteristics and benefits or the way a product is marketed, but it can also 

be related to consumption and general consumer activities which are defined as hedonic for the 

search for satisfaction and pleasure (Crossen, 2006). 

In the existing literature, there has been a strong debate about the nature of consumers’ goals, 

whether utilitarian or hedonic (Batra and Ahtola, 1991; Pham, 1998). Alba and Williams (2013), as 

a matter of fact, emphasized that consumption behaviours are driven by a combination of 

motivations that can be both hedonic and utilitarian, and finding the relative strength of each 

motivation can be daunting. Seemingly, utilitarian activities can be pleasurable for non-utilitarian 

reasons (Arnold and Reynolds, 2003). Products themselves have a double nature of satisfying both 

utilitarian and hedonic goals and thus present motivational ambiguities: “Two consumers may 

drink identical cups of coffee, one to provide a boost in energy during a stressful workday and the 

other to facilitate a relaxing afternoon among friends” (Alba and Williams, 2013, p.4). 

In pursuing hedonic goals, Alba and Williams (2013) argue that an important aspect of hedonic 

consumption is whether consuming as an experience is inherently pleasurable. In fact, an essential 

and shared characteristic of hedonic consumption is that it is expected to be pleasurable. 

The interaction between products and pleasure has been broadly investigated (e.g. Noble and 

Kumar, 2010) and two main sources and determinants of pleasure have been identified: namely, 

one related to the tangible features (i.e. aesthetics and design) and one to the consumers’ 

experience and interpretation of it (Alba and Williams, 2013). 

For what concerns the physical product, some features may be psychologically pleasurable for 

consumers, such as the thought, care, or style put into it (Alba and Williams, 2013). 
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Aesthetics and design. Aesthetics and design features play an important role in the search for 

pleasure from a product. The concept of aesthetics is often related to the one of ‘good taste’. 

When it comes to consumer behaviour, the latter is described as “that prescribed by professional 

experts in a particular cultural field” (Holbrook, 2005, p.75) and it has been wondered whether 

consumers who are part of the mass audience and not experts have ‘good taste’ (Hoyer and 

Stokburger-Sauer, 2011). Hoyer and Stokburger-Sauer (2011) summarized all these definitions 

under the following conceptualisation: “Consumer aesthetic taste constitutes an individual’s 

consistent and appropriate response to aesthetic consumption objects through any five senses that 

is highly correlated with some external standard” (p.169). 

Bloch (1995) argues that individuals’ innate design preferences are crucial in driving one’s taste 

and people with a sense of aesthetics have more sophisticated preferences about the design of 

things. Products with a relevant hedonic dimension show a strong dependence from aesthetics in 

consumers’ judgments and decisions (Hoyer and Stokburger-Sauer, 2011). 

The relation between aesthetics design and consumer behaviour or marketing has been analysed 

broadly in the literature. For instance, Veryzer and Hutchinson (1998) investigated the influence 

on consumers’ aesthetic responses of two important categories of design, namely unity and 

prototypicality. Unity is the harmonic interaction of design elements as to create visual relation, 

while prototypicality stands for the representativeness of an object in relation to a specific 

domain. The authors found that these two principles positively affect aesthetic response. Other 

authors (e.g. Hoegg and Alba, 2007) examined the positive effect of visual cues in product 

evaluation on the gustatory taste for food and beverages. 

The interplay between consumer behaviour and product design has been the centre of a special 

issue of the Journal of Consumer Psychology in 2010 (e.g. Krishna et al. 2010), which deals with 

the role of taste in aesthetic products experiences. This shows that “the full form of appreciation 

of an experience’s beauty of good taste comes from the combination of visual and other sensory 

inputs” (Krishna et al., 2010, p. 410). In general, the issue advocates for the multisensory 

engagement of the senses in the positive effect on the evaluation of the experience of a product. 

In the understanding of the relation between products and the determinants of pleasure in terms 

of hedonic consumption, Norman (2004) identified three levels of processing and understanding 

products and their tangible features. The Visceral level is a hard-wired response to physical 
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features relatable to aesthetic response (aesthetic design and form); the Behavioural level instead 

includes function, performance, and usability. The third level, Reflective, involves meaning and 

interpretation. 

There is evidence of the importance of aesthetics in the decision-making process inasmuch 

consumers care about aesthetics also within product categories that are not purely aesthetic 

(Hagtvedt and Patrick, 2008). Aesthetics can be enjoyed in context through its influence on other 

product-related dimensions, like when the placement of artwork on a package changes the 

perceived luxury of a brand. “Perceptions of luxury and the pleasure that results from those 

perceptions, whether induced via artwork or otherwise, in turn may prompt consumers to be more 

cognitively accommodating, more prone to affect-based than cognition-based processing, and 

therefore more accepting of brand extensions into distant categories” (Alba and Williams, 2013, 

p.4). 

Chitturi et al. (2008) argue that hedonic reactions to aesthetics characteristics can overwhelm 

utilitarian considerations on products not typically considered as hedonic. When consumers face a 

choice between two products that meet or exceed functional and hedonic basic requirements, the 

product that is hedonically superior is favoured. Consumers in general tend to prefer aesthetically 

interesting products if they are confident about its functional utility. When the product meets or 

exceeds utilitarian criteria, consumers experience satisfaction; when a product meets or exceeds 

hedonic criteria, consumers experience excitement and delight, become more loyal, and are more 

inclined to engage in positive word of mouth (Chitturi et al., 2008). Firms can increase consumer 

excitement and delight by promoting aesthetic or hedonic characteristics of their products (Alba 

and Williams, 2013). 

 

Seeking pleasure. Many pleasures are experienced passively, like receiving chocolates or watching 

amusing videos, but consumers also look for pleasurable products and experiences. Consumers 

decide about indulging in hedonic consumption based on what they think will be pleasurable. 

Consumers quickly habituate and calibrate to consumption experiences, and thus satiate or adapt 

to them, with the involving risk of brand switching (Alba and Williams, 2013). However, consumers 

are not able to predict the degree or the speed of their pleasure satiation and cannot therefore 

estimate accurately the degree to which the pleasure derived from a product will decrease the 
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more they consume it (Kahneman and Snell, 1992). Wang et al. (2009) show that consumers 

expect pleasure to diminish after repeated experience and they seek for novelty and variety. 

Therefore, consumers seem to prefer assortments in which variety is easier to perceive (Kahn and 

Wansink, 2004). 

Possession vs Experience. A distinction between experience and possession is useful to shape the 

hedonic nature of consumption. The issue at stake here is to determine whether people derive 

more pleasure from possessions or experiences. Boven and Gilovich (2003) state that experiences 

give more happiness, even if they are temporary, whilst possessions remain. In fact, we can assert 

that possession is static, while experience is intangible and it exists only in consumer’s minds. 

Experiences are also more likely to be social and to be shared with others, both of which can 

increase enjoyment of positive experiences (Raghunathan and Corfman, 2006). 

Pleasure from experiential consumption derives also from the meaning consumers associate with 

it. Bloom (2010) for example argues that things have a true nature that cannot be observed 

directly, but their hidden nature is what really matters. He also says that the “pleasure we get 

from many things and activities is based in part on what we see as their essences. … it underlies 

our passions, our appetites, and our desires.” (p.22). Food and wine taste better when identified 

with a prestigious name that implies level of essential quality (Alba and Williams, 2013). 

The focus on experiential consumption rather than on possession is in line with the hedonic 

standpoint that contrasts mere utilitarian functions. This perspective allows to take into account 

the pleasure-seeking motivation that drives consumers who are looking for fun, amusement, 

sensory stimulation and enjoyment (Holbrook and Hirschman, 1982). 

 

4.1.2 Consumption studies 

Zerubavel (1997) suggested "…that we think not only as individuals and as human beings, but also 

as social beings, products of particular social environments that affect as well as constrain the way 

we cognitively interact with the world." (p.6). Rejecting the extreme view of cognitive 

individualism, Østergaard and Jantzen (2000) elaborated that, while the previously discussed 

consumer research perspective focuses on the individual as the unit of research, the consumption 
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studies approach starts from the presumption that the relations between consumers are to be 

assessed. 

Briefly, a few key points that this perspective entails are the fact that individual consumers are 

conceived as members of tribes. Products take on symbols that create a universe for the tribe. 

Therefore, the consumption act is aimed at being recognized by other members of the same tribe, 

who will in turn understand whether or not an individual properly belongs to the tribe. In this 

judgement, the eye is the metaphor adopted to guide the recognition process. In short, consumers 

are understood in their interaction by means of consumption, with a scientific foundation of 

cultural and social theories. 

Consumer interaction and tribes membership. Zerubavel (1997) indeed stated that consumers 

have mental memberships in various thought social communities. He calls this ‘cognitive 

intersubjectivity’, arguing that there are some social mindscapes, schema (Di Maggio, 1997) or 

mental models, shared in common with other members of the thought community. This is to say 

that what goes on inside our head is also affected by the particular community to which we 

belong. 

Ethnoconsumerism is the approach to consumption which focuses on the shared emotion and the 

tribe as an actor capable of collective or group action (Dibie, 1998, as in Cova and Cova, 2002). 

Therefore, consumption is studied from the point of view of the social group or cultural group 

symbols do not exist in isolation, but the tribal culture constructs them (Cova and Cova, 2002). 

With Desjeux’s (1996) work as a basis, Cova and Cova (2002) talk about four social levels (Figure 

12) and they adopt Østergaard and Jantzen’s (2000) work on consumption studies as related to a 

micro-social perspective of society, where actors are not seen as individuals but as members of a 

tribe in continuous interaction. At this level, to consume is mostly seen as a means to create social 

links (Desjeux, 1996). 
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Figure 12. The four social levels of analysis (Cova and Cova, 2002, p. 601). 

 

For consumers to signal their belonging to a certain community, they use what McCracken (1986) 

defines as rituals. Considering the model the author developed on the movement of meaning 

(Figure 13), “usually, cultural meaning is drawn from a culturally constituted world and transferred 

to a consumer good” (p.71). Then, the meaning is derived from the object and transferred to an 

individual consumer. This suggests that meaning resides in three places: 1) the culturally 

constituted world, 2) the goods and 3) the consumer. 

 

 

Figure 13. The movement of meaning (McCracken, 1986, p.72). 
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1. The culturally constituted world. It is “the world of everyday experience” (McCracken, 1986, 

p.72) that the individual lives in. Culture constitutes the world as the lens through which 

the individual view phenomena and the blueprint of human activities. 

2. The consumer goods. These are a vital and tangible records of the cultural meaning of the 

world. Goods make culture material. The cultural meaning of the world is transferred to 

consumer goods by means of two instruments, namely advertising and the fashion system. 

3. The consumer. To address how meaning resident in consumer goods moves into the life of 

consumers, there is another set of instruments to acknowledge. McCracken (1986) talks 

about rituals, defined as “a kind of social action devoted to the manipulation of cultural 

meaning for purposes of collective and individual communication and categorization [...] an 

opportunity to affirm, evoke, assign or revise the conventional symbols and meanings of the 

cultural order.” (p.78). The author identifies four different types of rituals: exchange, 

possession, grooming and divestment. By means of such rituals, consumers use goods in 

order to constitute their lives in terms of the goods’ meaning. 

Recognition: reference groups and anticipatory socialization theory. In line with Østergaard and 

Jantzen’s (2000) consumption studies, the consumer has been defined as a member of a tribe. We 

live in a world with a multiplicity of thought social communities (Zerubavel, 1997) and where 

individuals can belong to more than one community at the same time (Cova and Cova, 2002). With 

such assumptions, it is reasonable to assume that individuals can move across different 

communities, according to the meanings and symbols that they attribute to goods and the rituals 

used (McCracken, 1986), with the aspiration to be recognized as members of a certain community. 

Generally speaking, Arnould, Price and Zinkhan (2005) argue that everyone is influenced by 

groups, whether they belong or not to them. With the understanding of consumption happening 

within a group setting, the authors elaborate on the concept of reference groups. This term was 

originally coined by Hyman in 1942 in a study, when asking individuals which groups they 

compared themselves to (as in Bearden and Etzel 1982). Among the extensive literature about the 

topic, Shibutani (1955) is one of the first to give a formal definition of reference groups, 

emphasizing three key points related to it: 1) they are groups serving as a comparison point for the 

individual; 2) they signal which groups an individual aspires to gain or maintain acceptance for; 3) 

they entail attitudes and behaviors (i.e. perspectives) which are assumed by the individual. 
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Overall, a reference group can be defined as “an actual or imaginary individual or group conceived 

of having significant relevance upon an individual's evaluations, aspirations, or behavior” (Park and 

Lessig, 1977, p.102). There are three ways in which such “relevance” (i.e. influence) can occur and 

shape individuals’ perspective of the world (Park and Lessig, 1977; Bearden and Etzel, 1982). 

1) Informational. The influence is accepted if it is perceived to increase the knowledge of an 

individual about the environment, whether the individual proactively searches for information 

from opinion leaders or whether he/she infers it from the behaviour of his/her reference group 

members. 

2) Utilitarian. The influence takes place if the situation is perceived to bring a reward or 

punishment that the individual wants to earn or avoid, and if the individual believes his behaviour 

will be visible to others. 

3) Value expressive. The influence works so that the individual uses a group to express himself and 

bolster his ego or because he feels an affective bond to the group. An individual is expected to 

associate himself with a positive referent and dissociate from negative groups. 

 

Four types of different reference groups can be identified (Assael, 1998), according to whether 

individuals are members of it or not and to whether they have a positive or negative attraction 

towards the group. The matrix in Figure 14 represent the four types. 

 

 

Figure 14. Different types of reference groups adapted from Assael (1988). 
If the individual is a member of the group and has a positive relationship with it, then the 

reference group is a Membership/Contactual group, while if the actor is not a formal member but 
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still feels positive attraction, then the group is an Aspirational one. On the other hand, if the 

attraction is negative, the reference groups are Avoidance/Dissociative and Disclaimant, 

respectively whether the individual is a member of the group or not. 

In particular, there have been studies focusing on the importance of aspirational groups and their 

influence on consumers. Individuals might decide to engage in consumption acts just to be 

recognized by other members of a community they would ideally like to belong to. In 1949, Robert 

Merton formulated that individuals tend to compare themselves to reference groups of people 

who occupy the social role to which the individual aspires (Holton, 2004). This provide the 

foundations for Merton’s theory of anticipatory socialization. As reported by Calhoun (2010), 

“thinking like the incumbent (...), in a sense anticipating becoming one of them, could change one’s 

behavior and prepare one to enter a world of which he or she was not yet a part” (p.81). 

Elaborating on Merton’s work (Merton, 1957), it is reported that an individual willing to do so 

needs to metaphorically become an anthropologist and observe the culture of the reference 

group, socializing himself/herself in anticipation to take on manners and habits of the aspirational 

group. 

Product symbolism: the extended self. In the introductory discussion of consumption studies, we 

took into account that the individual is “a member of a tribe where the product symbolism creates 

a universe for the tribe” (Østergaard and Jantzen, 2010, p.18). As a matter of fact, McCracken’s 

model of the movement of cultural meaning (1986) mirrored the idea the symbolic meanings lie 

within consumer goods and that these are taken on by the individual by means of rituals. Levy 

(1959) affirmed that the role of consumers has shifted away from its economic nature: “people 

buy things not only for what they can do, but also for what they mean” (Levy, 1959, p.118). In 

other words, the perception of goods comprises personal and social meanings and a symbolic 

character. 

The existing literature has agreed on the general idea that there is a strong relationship between 

individual consumers and the symbols of products, stating that symbols are often the rationale for 

purchase and consumption as they impact on the perception of the self (Solomon, 1986; Belk, 

1988; Patrick et al., 2002; Kleine et al., 1995). This notion falls within the research stream in 

sociology, defined - by most of the previously considered authors - as symbolic interactionism. 

More broadly, the focus is on the “process by which individuals understand their world (...) [and 
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that+ a person’s relation to physical (objective) reality is mediated by the symbolic environment” 

(Solomon, 1986, p.320). 

Possession as material goods have a personal storytelling function, reflecting the life of the 

individual consumer and the desire to connect with others. In other words, the attachment to 

goods signals the extent of me-ness (Kleine et al., 1995). 

Belk (1988) has elaborated on the idea that the concepts of “me” and “mine” are interrelated, 

explaining that the consumer has an extended self, which is reflected in the way he or she 

consumes. The three main functions of the extended self are that of ‘having, doing, being’, 

‘mastery of possession and human development’ and the ‘sense of past’. More specifically, the 

process of self-extension occurs when the individual either takes appropriation of the object, 

creates it, or has a deep and profound knowledge about it. 

Among the different functions of the extended self, Belk (1988) identifies that of ‘having, doing, 

being’. Within such function, the symbolic meaning of an extension is considered: “possessions can 

also symbolically extend self [and] (...) allow us to convince ourselves (and perhaps others) that we 

can be a different person than we would be without them” (Belk, 1988, p.145). 

When analysing consumers as part of a community, individuals might consume with the aim of 

being recognized among the community itself. Among the different rationales for possessions, 

therefore, one could be that of ‘affiliation’ and the idea of being connected to relevant others 

(Kleine et al., 1995). In particular, Patrick et al. (2002), with the acknowledgment that little has 

been done on the topic of the role of products in realizing a future-oriented dimension of the self 

concept, elaborate on the idea of hoped-for self. The authors confirmed Morgan’s (1993) original 

assumption that “consumers are able to attribute products, services and activities to the approach 

of envisioned hoped-for selves” (Patrick et al., 2002). In the very same article, it is reported that life 

transitions faced by individuals are a predominant domain for the development of hoped-for 

selves. Broadly speaking, in the achievement of a hoped-for self, consumers were found to rely 

more on products and services, rather than on their own activities (Patrick et al., 2002). 
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4.2 Branding 

4.2.1 Definition of brand 

The term ‘brand’ has been given many definitions. A brand is a “name, term, sign, symbol, or 

design, or a combination of them, intended to identify the goods and services of one seller or group 

of sellers and to differentiate them from those of competition” (American Marketing Association, 

in Keller, 1993, p.2). Other authors argue that a brand is “a set of attributes, that have a meaning, 

an image and produce associations with the product when a person is considering that brand of 

product” (Pickton and Broderick, 2005, p. 242) and that brands exist in the minds of consumers 

(Kotler and Armstrong, 2006). 

 

4.2.2 Customer-Based Brand Equity Pyramid 

Within the field of branding, the theoretical model taken into account throughout this paper is 

that of Customer-Based Brand Equity (Keller, 1993, 2001). 

Originally developed in 1993, the concept of brand equity was defined in terms of the marketing 

effects uniquely attributable to the brand: more specifically, it is “the differential effect of brand 

knowledge on consumers’ response” (Keller, 1993, p.2). 

Briefly, the original model developed by Keller in 1993 shows that brand equity is a function of 

brand knowledge (i.e. when associations to the brand are retrieved in the memory of consumers). 

This has two major dimensions, namely brand awareness (i.e. ease of memory and strength of 

associations in mind) and brand image (i.e. consumers’ perceptions reflected by the associations 

to the brand). Both dimensions have a number of sub-factors, represented in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15.   Original Customer-Based Brand Equity model from Keller (1993, p.2) and dimensions of brand 

knowledge. 

 

In 2001, Keller implemented the model by developing the so-called Customer-Based Brand Equity 

Pyramid, in Figures 16A and 16B. 
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Figures 16A and 16B. Customer-Based Brand Equity Pyramid framework (Keller, 2001, p.7-8). 

 

In order to build a strong brand, there is a sequence of steps, which are respectively contingent 

upon the successful completion of the previous one. The four steps of this ‘branding ladder’ are 

described one by one according to the brand-building blocks. The following discussion is entirely 

based on the work of Keller (2001). 

 

A. Brand identity. 

The first step of the pyramid answers the question ‘Who are you?’ from the consumers’ 

perspective with respect to the brands. Achieving the right consideration from consumers requires 

the creation of salience for the brand (Keller, 2001). Brand awareness in particular is about the 

ability to both recall and recognize a brand by linking it to associations in memory and understand 

which category and which products a certain brand related to (Keller, 2001). 

The first stage of the pyramid is achieved when brand awareness is both deep (i.e. customers can 

easily recall and recognize the brand) and broad (i.e. customers understand the purchase and 

consumption situations associated with the brand). Saliency occurs, therefore, when the brand is 

not only top of mind, but also understood in the right time and place (Keller, 2001). 
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B. Brand Meaning 

Once brand salience is created, the establishment of brand meaning follows, answering 

consumers’ question ‘What are you?’. Brand meaning involves customers forming a brand image 

and an understanding of what characterizes the brand (Keller, 2001). There are two main 

categories to account for in assessing brand meaning, as in Figure 16A: performance and imagery. 

These respectively have sub-dimensions, here listed and explained. 

Performance. This directly refers to the customers’ assessment of the product or service: the 

brand is thus understood according to the inherent performance of the tangible product or 

service. Brand performance includes five core attributes and benefits (Keller, 2001). 

 Primary Characteristics and secondary features. These concern the supplementary 

elements and features of a product which customers hold beliefs about (Keller, 2001). 

 Product reliability, durability and serviceability. Reliability is the consistency of 

performance over time and from purchase to purchase; durability concerns the expected 

economic life of the product; serviceability entails the ease of servicing the product when 

repair is needed. Attributes involved include care, accuracy, speed, promptness, 

helpfulness, quality of service and so on (Keller, 2001). 

 Service effectiveness, efficiency and empathy. When interacting with the service, customers 

value how completely the brand satisfied their requirements (i.e. effectiveness), its speed 

and responsiveness (i.e. efficiency) and the perception of the brand being as trusting and 

caring (i.e. empathy) (Keller, 2001). 

 Style and design. This includes the aesthetic and sensory aspects and appeals of a product 

(i.e. shape, size, material, colours) (Keller, 2001). 

 Price. The price level, its volatility and variance for the brand in the category can generate 

associations in the minds of consumers (Keller, 2001). 

Imagery. While brand performance deals with the intrinsic properties of a brand, brand imagery 

involves extrinsic characteristics, related to consumers’ psychological and social needs. Imagery is 

the way consumers perceive the brand and it is related to more intangible aspects, as the 

following (Keller, 2001). 
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 User profiles. This is includes people and organisations using the brand. Imagery may result 

in a profile or image by customers of actual users or aspirational idealized ones. This profile 

is shaped by demographic, psychographic, and other relevant factors (Keller, 2001). 

 Purchase and usage situations. This includes the conditions under which the brand can be 

bought and used (Keller, 2001). Different considerations for this involve: 

 Type of channel 

 Specific store 

 Ease of purchase 

 Time to use the brand (day, month, year) 

 Location to use the brand (in house or outside) 

 Type of activity where the brand is used (formal vs informal) 

 Personality and values. Brand personality occurs when brand take on personality traits or 

values and it is based on five dimensions: 

1.      Sincerity 

2.      Excitement 

3.      Competence 

4.      Sophistication 

5.      Ruggedness 

 Heritage, history and experience. Brands can take on associations depending on past 

events or past experiences of consumers (Keller, 2001). 

 

Strong, unique (i.e. distinctive) and favourable brand associations are necessary for this second 

step of the pyramid to be achieved properly and ensure the brand to move one step closer to 

positive established brand equity (Keller, 2001). 

 

C. Brand responses 

By brand responses, Keller (2001) means how the customer responds to the brand and all is 

marketing activity and other information; namely, how customers think or feel about the brand. 

Hence the following sub-points. 
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Judgements. These entail opinions and evaluation of the brand from customers (Keller, 2001). 

Four main types of summary brand judgements are particularly important. 

 Brand quality. 

 Brand credibility. It refers to the extent to which the brand is seen as credible in terms of 

dimensions as perceived expertise (i.e. competent, innovative), trustworthiness (i.e. 

dependable, caring) and likeability (i.e. fun, interesting) (Keller, 2001). 

 Brand consideration. Going beyond the concept of awareness, consideration covers the 

likelihood that the brand will be included in the consideration set of the customers for a 

certain product category. This is usually the case when the brand is seen as personally 

relevant (i.e. personally and meaningful to the self) (Keller, 2001). 

 Brand superiority. Superiority occurs when customers view the brand as unique and better 

than other players in the market (Keller, 2001). 

Feelings. Brand feelings relate to emotional reactions and responses, either positive or negative 

(Keller, 2001). The main six brand-building feelings are as follows. 

 Warmth: sense of calm and peacefulness, sentimental feelings. 

 Fun: the consumers feel amused, joyous, playful, cheerful. 

 Excitement: the consumers feel energized and that they experience something special, 

with a sense of elation. 

 Security: the sense of safety, comfort, self-assurance. 

 Social Approval: when consumers have positive feelings about the reactions of others (i.e. 

looking favourably on their appearance and behavior). 

 Self Respect: when consumers feel good about themselves due to the brand (i.e. sense of 

accomplishment or fulfilment). 

All types of customer responses need to be positive and accessible, as coming to mind when 

consumers think of the brand, for the following step to be enforced. 

 

D. Brand relationship 

The last step of the model focuses on brand resonance, the nature and intensity of the 

relationship that customers have with the brand. If this is strong, given the previous stages of the 
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pyramid, customers are deemed to engage in activities engendered by this loyalty to the brand 

(e.g. repeat purchase, direct search for information, and so on) (Keller, 2001). Brand resonance 

can be broken down in four categories. 

 Behavioural loyalty. This is represented by repeat purchases, amount and share of category 

volume for the brand. Sufficient purchase frequencies and volumes must occur (Keller, 

2001). 

 Attitudinal attachment. While some customers only buy for necessity, there needs to be a 

strong personal attachment to create resonance: this implies going beyond a positive 

attitude and feeling a special relationship with the brand (Keller, 2001). 

 Sense of community. Customers may feel affiliation with other people based on their 

association with a brand (Keller, 2001). 

 Sense of engagement. Active engagement is probably the strongest affirmation of brand 

loyalty and customer are willing to invest time, money and energy into the brand beyond 

the purchase and consumption phases (Keller, 2001). 

 

Brand relationship can be characterized in terms of its intensity (i.e. strength of attitudinal 

attachment and sense of community) and activity (i.e. frequency of purchase and use and 

engagement) (Keller, 2001). 

 

4.2.3 A focus on brand loyalty 

Brand loyalty is defined by the American Marketing Association as “the situation in which a 

consumer generally buys the same manufacturer-originated product or service repeatedly over 

time rather than buying from multiple suppliers within the category”, or better “the degree to 

which a consumer consistently purchases the same brand within a product class”. 

Brand loyalty is a concept that Oliver (1999) has defined as a “deeply held commitment to rebuy or 

repatronize a preferred product/service consistently in the future, thereby causing repetitive same-

brand or same brand-set purchasing, despite situational influences and marketing efforts having 

the potential to cause switching behaviour” (p.34). The author, building on previous work on the 
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topic (e.g. Jacoby and Chestnut, 1997), describe four phases to show how consumers become 

loyal. 

A first ‘cognitive loyalty stage’ occurs when loyalty is based on brand belief at an attribute 

performance level and related to information available about the brand. If satisfaction related to 

information and attribute performance is positive, the brand becomes part of the daily life and 

experience of consumers, with an ‘affective component’ of loyalty. The consumer, at this stage, 

likes the brand and buys it for this reason. The ‘conative phase’ follows, as a consequence of 

repeated experiences of positive affect toward the brand: the consumer becomes committed to 

buying the brand and has the intention to do so. When this happens, ‘action loyalty’ takes place, 

where the consumer holds readiness to act and various obstacles that might prevent the purchase 

are overcome. 

On the light of Oliver’s (1999) elaboration, two different types of brand loyalty can be identified: 

behavioural and attitudinal (Chaudhuri and Holbrook, 2001; Gounaris and Stathakopoulos, 2004). 

The latter refers to the values associated with the brand and the dispositional commitment, 

preference or intention to purchase of the consumer, while the former involves repeated 

purchase. 

Antecedents and consequences of brand loyalty. Punniyamoorthy and Prasanna Mohan Raj 

(2007) have defined brand loyalty as a multidimensional construct, given the influence that a 

variety of factors have on it. A model developed by Gounaris and Stathakopoulos (2004) shows the 

different variables influencing brand loyalty and possible consequences of it (Figure 17). 

 

Figure 17. Antecedents and consequences of brand loyalty (Gounaris and Stathakopoulos, 2004, p. 288). 
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There are three main categories of antecedents affecting brand loyalty, namely consumer drivers, 

brand drivers and social drivers. 

1. Consumer drivers. These include individual characteristics such as risk aversion (i.e. the 

degree of uncertainty and complexity associated with a certain purchase) and variety 

seeking (i.e. whether the routine leads to emotional stimulation or to monotony). 

2. Brand drivers. Belonging to this category, brand reputation and availability of substitute 

brands can influence loyalty. 

3. Social drivers. Consumers’ brand loyalty can be further influenced by social norms 

influencing behaviour. Social group influences (i.e. reference groups) and peers’ 

recommendations fall within this category. 

 

On the other hand, Gounaris and Stathakopoulos (2004) have identified four possible 

consequences of brand loyalty in terms of consumers’ behaviour and actions. 

1. Word of mouth communication. This is the most expected outcome from loyalty, namely 

brand recommendation. When consumers are satisfied, they tend to share this feeling with 

their peers. Sometimes, it is the experience of sharing the brand rather than the brand 

itself that provides satisfaction (Oliver, 1999). 

2. Buy alternative brand. If a consumer is brand loyal and the brand is not available at a 

particular store, they may decide to either delay the purchase or switch brand (Oliver, 

1999). 

3. Go to a different store. Consumers who are brand loyal will likely choose to go to another 

store if the brand is not available in a certain place. 

4. Buy nothing. Premium loyalty occurs when a consumer decides not to make a purchase if 

the preferred brand is unavailable at a certain point of sale. 
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4.2.4 Luxury branding 

Luxus, from Latin, indicates the indulgence of senses, a sumptuous ostentation regardless of price. 

It is sometimes linked to prestige, which refers to the illusion and seduction that a person or a 

thing can exercise to attract someone. The definition of luxury, thus, includes the characteristics of 

a prestigious good that is ‘top of the range’, a product made difficult to access to due to price or 

scarcity. A McKinsey report (1990) defines luxury brands as “those which have constantly been 

able to justify a high price i.e. significantly higher than the price of products with similar functions” 

(as in Radòn, 2012, p.107). Kapferer and Bastien (2009), however, questioned whether a mere 

price gap was enough to define a luxury brand. 

The luxury brand is defined thus by its special characteristics, qualities, attributes and the 

emotional and intangible relationship it has with the consumer. Danziger (2005) asserts that it is 

indeed the special relationship that a consumer has with the product that differentiates a luxury 

brand from any other one, thanks to the luxury characteristics related to the hedonic and 

experiential perspective. She explains that “the luxury brands’ essential role is to perform luxury 

fantasy fulfilment for the consumer, with a focus on the word perform, because it is through luxury 

brand performance that the real action lies” (Danziger, 2005, p. xvi). 

The evolution of the luxe over the centuries led to a gradual development, however, of an 

idiosyncratic character of luxury. From the 20th century an ever-growing part of the population 

begun to have access to the world of luxury. Some fundamental sociological changes drove the 

democratisation of luxury (Kapferer and Bastien, 2009). Democratisation implies that the 

consumer base grew exponentially and now almost everyone has access to luxury. This of course 

comes with the risk of vulgarisation, which has to be avoided through a thoughtful management of 

the brand. The increased spending power, in fact, leads to the availability of money to be spent on 

less-necessary goods and activities (Kapferer and Bastien, 2009). 

 

Premium vs luxury brands. The democratisation of luxury, however, made it ubiquitous, and the 

word luxury became commonplace and imprecise. Ambiguities also increased because of the 

proliferation of similar concepts that reflect the trend of trading up goals of some traditional 
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brands. A general confusion exists between ‘premium’ or ‘upper-range’ products and ‘luxury’ 

products. This misunderstanding came from the mistake of associating luxury with high price and 

“the accumulation and convergence of genres” (Kapferer and Bastien, 2009). 

With the rise of purchasing power, mass-market products price fell for economies of scale, while 

other mass-products followed a trading up premiumisation strategy to the point where their price 

caught up with entry level luxury products. This shows how the overlapping region created a 

confusion between premium and luxury brands, which in turns explains why price is not, by itself, 

a characteristic of luxury. 

By “accumulation of genres”, Kapferer and Bastien (2009) mean the trend of brands to sell a mix 

of luxury, upper-range and even mass products. The convergence of genres derives also from non-

luxury brands behaving as if they actually were luxury. These upper-premium brands try to 

reproduce luxury ones through imitation of codes and manners, but on higher volumes of 

production. 

 

Luxury characteristics and the brand. Focusing on luxury, the unit of analysis is the brand. A brand 

is luxury when it is perceived as such, and a product is luxury when it bears the seal of a luxury 

brand, in a circular reasoning (Teil, 2005). Teil (2005) highlights also that luxury entails a ‘double 

work of qualification’: authenticate it as true luxury, and a true luxury consumer base that can 

understand it. 

Kapferer and Bastien (2009) argue that, beside the symbolic value, an object is valued from three 

sources: usage value, exchange value and work value. The usage values relates to the use of the 

product and its functionalities. Luxury, thus, signals that the consumer is no longer looking for the 

functional, but the aesthetic, the sensual, the hedonic and the cultural. The exchange value 

deduces, finally, the luxury level from the price level. An object can be extremely expensive 

without being luxurious. Work value is mixture of intangible values added to implementation 

process (Kapferer and Bastien, 2009). 

The consequence of qualifying an object as luxury is the self-centered nature of the qualification: it 

never compares with others, on the contrary, all other products aspire to be like it. This non-

comparative feature has to be implemented also in the commercialization and communication 
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dimensions, to distantiate the product from competitors (e.g. exclusive or selective distribution) 

(Kapferer and Bastien, 2009). 

Exclusivity, which is an important feature of luxury brands, has to be moderate: we cannot desire 

what is extremely out of reach. It is the brand that needs to be perceived as exclusive, not the 

product. Even if barriers exist, the object has to be accessible, otherwise desire cannot be set in 

motion. Another way to distantiate a luxury product from the masses and spread a sense of 

exclusivity is the creation of selective clubs (Kapferer and Bastien, 2009). 

 

Consumer behavior for luxury brands. An adaptation of the theories analysed within the 

Consumer Behaviour section can be assessed for the purposes of luxury branding and 

consumption. Some examples from the literature follow. 

1. Extended self. Belk (1988) asserts that “people seek, express, confirm and ascertain 

a sense of being through what they have” (p.146), stressing the symbolic meaning 

of products and other’s opinion in the process of building a certain image or 

identity through possession. Luxury consumption can be seen as an interactive 

process where acquisition, possessions and consumption are activities that take 

place in a process of self/identity building. 

2. Social interaction. Luxury brand consumption also locates the consumer into 

society. By providing a number of examples for luxury brands, Wattanasuwan 

(2005) states that these products “tell stories about with whom we identify” 

(p.179). Goods function as marker of status, social relations and social 

classifications; they can create and maintain social relationship, and communicate 

information on lifestyle to other member of society and to consumers themselves 

(Douglas and Isherwood, 1996). 

3. Aspiration and reference groups. Veblen and Chase (1934) took into consideration 

the emulative aspect of consumption, studying how members of the newly rich 

class imitate upper echelons to show their belonging to the higher status group by 

purchasing and displaying objects that are status symbols. Luxury brands 

consumption serves to prevent downward mobility and to achieve upward mobility. 
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Motives for luxury consumption. Motives that satisfy external needs are called interpersonal 

motives, while those that satisfy internal needs are personal motives. People, rich and poor alike, 

try to impress others in an attempt to gain advantage through conspicuous consumption, defined 

as the waste of money/resources to display a higher status than others (Veblen and Chase, 1934). 

Veblen and Chase (1934) defined two kinds of interpersonal motives: pecuniary emulation (the 

motivation for consumers to project an image that is consistent with the class above) and 

invidious comparison (motivation to distinguish from the class below). A more modern version of 

these concept has been theorised by Levy (1978), who suggests a relational approach where lower 

classes desire to belong to the upper class and uses consumption as a means to actualise this 

desire. 

Another reason in line with this is the bandwagon motivation, according to which demand 

increases because other people are consuming the same product (Liebenstein, 1950). 

Consumption actualise the desire to be associated with a group of consumers, where consumers 

buy a product in order to conform with the group and the product reflects a social value 

(Liebenstein, 1950). These kind of consumers attach less relevance to price as a prestige-marker, 

while the focus is on the effect on others while consuming luxury brands. 

However, luxury brands consumption can be explained also through motivations that are more 

personal and less social. Some consumers are more prone to consume luxury brands (Wong and 

Ahuvia, 1998): those who derive self-directed hedonic experience from the use of a product, those 

who pursue private meanings in a product, and those who judge the product on individual based 

standards. 

Hedonist consumers are more interested in their thoughts and emotions, in fact consumers with 

an independent self-concept, focused on the internal self, emphasize the hedonic experience as a 

motivation for luxury consumption (Wong and Ahuvia, 1998). They value the perceived utility they 

can get from a luxury good to arouse feelings and affective states, they relate personal values 

depending upon the individual alone for a fulfilment. Price and other’s opinion are not their focus. 

Another personal motive related to luxury consumption is perfectionism, which refers to the value 

of perceived quality. The perfectionist consumer expects functional attributes and products 

performance to be of superior quality than non-luxury brands. They think that a luxury brand is 

more valuable because it has higher quality (Vigneron and Johnson, 2004). They also avoid risk, by 
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purchasing a brand that is assumed to have a better performance than others, which in turn 

reduces the search costs due to perceived quality. 

 

5. HYPOTHESES FORMULATION 

On the basis of the literature review and the theories which are deemed to be relevant for 

answering the main research question and the sub-questions, four hypotheses can be generated. 

These reflect the expectations of the writers in terms of a connection between theories and the 

responses of participants to the methods of choice. Each hypothesis will be tested and accepted or 

rejected according to the findings from the interviewees. Each hypothetical statement is hereby 

briefly explained. 

 

H1: Coffee consumption in the Fourth Wave is driven both by utilitarian and hedonic reasons, with 

a stronger motivation coming from the latter. 

 

According to hedonic consumption theories, the utilitarian function of coffee is the energy boost 

that caffeine provides to those who drink it, whilst the hedonic motivation relates to the multi-

sensory pleasure that the experience of drinking coffee provides to consumers. The Fourth Wave 

accounts for the progression of motivation for drinking coffee from the utilitarian to the hedonic 

standpoint. 

 

H2: The aesthetic appeal of Nespresso machines and capsules positively influences the coffee 

experience. 

 

Aesthetics responses to design elements of products are said to drive positive evaluation of a 

brand experience. Given the strong visual elements that distinguish Nespresso, we deem that the 

aesthetic appeal is part of the consideration set of attributes that is important for consumers. 
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H3: The aspiration to become like a professional is a relevant driver for the future consumption of 

Prospective Consumers. 

 

This hypothesis relates to theories of reference groups and anticipatory socialization, together 

with the lifecycle segmentation model explained at the beginning of the thesis. We expect that 

Prospective Consumers’ coffee consumption can find a driver in the aspiration to become a 

professional and thus habits from the latter group may be imitated in such an effort. 

 

H4: A Nespresso machine carries a symbolic meaning that can be used in a social setting. 

 

With reference to the theory of the extended self, it is argued that individuals may value the use 

of a Nespresso machine as a means to express themselves in a social context, namely with friends 

or family. 

 

6. METHODOLOGY 

6.1. Qualitative research 

Following the interpretive epistemological approach and the subjective and relativist ontology 

adopted as research philosophy, qualitative methods are deemed appropriate as they allow to 

gain the participants’ personal accounts of reality and non-observable and measurable data can be 

obtained (Kumar et al., 2002). Moreover, for a better understanding of consumers related to the 

interpretivist approach, Moisander and Valtonen (2011) suggest that qualitative methods are 

opportune for carrying out marketing research. 
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6.2. In-depth Interviews 

One of the methods adopted to answer the research question and sub-questions and to test the 

hypotheses is in-depth interviews. 

In-depth interviews are one of the main methods of data collection as far as qualitative research is 

concerned, and they consist of an interviewer asking questions to an interviewee about a 

particular topic that the researchers want to study and explore in depth (Kumar et al., 2002). As 

the final goal, interviews have that of capturing natural data within a face-to-face interaction 

setting (Legard et al., 2003). 

For this thesis, semi-structured and focused individual interviews have been chosen, as opposed to 

non-directive interviews. This allows to cover a number of key topics to be explored, with an open 

structure allowing for greater flexibility (Kumar et al., 2002; Legard et al., 2003). 

 

6.2.1 Role of researchers 

Kvale (1996), as reported by Legard et al. (2003), has identified two possible types of roles that 

researchers can take on when carrying out in-depth interviews, namely that of the “traveller” and 

that of the “miner”. Specifically, it is explained that the researcher as a miner sees knowledge as 

given and in-depth interviews are viewed as a chance to uncover this knowledge from the 

participant. On the other hand, the traveller makes a “journey with the interviewee” and 

personally interprets the meanings of the participants’ accounts of a certain topic (Legard et al., 

2003, p.139). 

With an overview of these metaphorical positions, for this thesis, we have adopted a traveller 

approach. This better fits the interpretive and relativist outlook underpinning the research 

philosophy, and allows for greater interaction between the participant and the interviewer (Legard 

et al., 2003). 

In each interview, we both participated, with different roles. One played the interviewer and was 

responsible to ensure that the topics of the agenda were covered and that the discussion was 

interactive and flowing smoothly. The second person was the note-taker and had the task of 
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identifying non-verbal cues, as well as checking whether something worth exploring was 

mentioned. As researchers, we tried to facilitate the process for the participants, listening and 

remembering their words during the interviews, showing interest in their answers, giving them the 

necessary time to respond and not making assertions or comments that might have hurt their 

feelings in any way (Legard et al., 2003). 

 

6.2.2 Participants: profiling, choice rational and recruitment 

As reported at the beginning of the thesis, different types of consumers have been taken into 

account. Figure 10 showed that, throughout the consumer lifecycle, three different stages were 

the focus of the research, namely Target Consumers, Overlapping Consumers and Prospective 

Consumers. Rationales for this choice are hereby given for each group. 

 

Target Consumers. Target Consumers were assessed in order to gain an understanding of what a 

typical Nespresso customer values in terms of lifestyle, coffee consumption and other relevant 

dimensions. Discussing with them helped us in understanding what loyalty toward Nespresso 

consists of in practice. Moreover, it was extremely important to assess whether a possible 

introduction of Prospective Consumers within the marketing activities of Nespresso would lead to 

an image and perception deterioration and loss of customers within the affirmed group. 

 

Overlapping Consumers. This group gives important and interesting insights on how it is to be a 

student and drinking Nespresso at the same time. By investigating Overlapping Consumers, it can 

be assessed what the reasons for having a Nespresso machines are even when being students. 

This builds a foundation for making recommendations in terms of marketing and branding 

activities, as lifestyles and coffee consumption are studied as inter-related. 

Prospective Consumers. Prospective Consumers are the focus of this thesis and of the research 

question, thus a lot of attention was dedicated to understanding this group of individuals. In a 

similar manner to the other groups, this group was assessed in terms of lifestyle and coffee 

consumption, with a focus on Nespresso and the reasons why they do not own a machine or 
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consume it. Moreover, the aim was to understand what could have motivated them to include 

Nespresso within their consideration set. 

 

The recruitment for participants belonging to each of the categories was a process shaped by a 

number of choices. First of all, all interviewees were selected according to their nationality, 

namely Danish, to ensure consistency between the sample tested and the market analysed (i.e. 

coffee in Denmark). Eight Prospective Consumers were recruited, while four for each of the 

remaining categories were selected. The specifics for every participant, in terms of name, age, 

category and basic description, are reported in Appendix II. 

To choose the final sample of people recruited, a hybrid sampling procedure has been adopted. 

For what concerns Target Consumers in particular, snowball sampling was used, in order to reach 

this niche of consumers (Kumar et al., 2002). For Prospective Consumers and Overlapping ones, 

convenience sampling was first employed, and friends or acquaintances of the researchers were 

interviewed; following, snowball sampling was used again to reach a higher number of Danish 

students (Kumar et al., 2002). It is essential to mention that, despite the convenience and 

snowball sampling, the topic of the thesis was not known to the interviewees. This choice was 

taken in order not to create bias and affect the responses during the discussion. 

 

6.2.3 Agenda 

An agenda was prepared in advance for all of the in-depth interviews, which provides guidance to 

the interviewer and ensures that all key topics are covered during the time of an interview (Legard 

et al., 2003; Bryman and Bell, 2007; King and Horrocks, 2010). 

The agenda for the in-depth interviews conducted was structured in three different parts, namely 

psychographic and demographic background information, the perception of coffee and habits 

related to it, and a final focus on coffee pods, together with an assessment of Nespresso, in 

relation to the history of consumers with the brand itself. The three topics covered were left 

unchanged for the different groups of people interviewed, to allow for a deeper comparison in 

terms of the dimensions considered. 
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The full agenda for Target, Overlapping and Prospective Consumers is available in Appendix III, 

while a brief overview of the three topics follows. 

 

Background information. This relates to a basic demographic and psychographic knowledge of 

who the participant is, what he or she does in life in terms of work, activities and so on. This is to 

ensure there is a full understanding of the interviewee (Legard et al., 2003). Moreover, each 

participant was asked to come up with three adjectives for self-description and this was compared 

to the judgement of relevant others. Aspirations for 5 years from now were also assessed, as well 

as the influence of role models, if any, in life. 

 

Coffee perception and habits.  Moving on to the core of the in-depth interview, a word-association 

technique was adopted: participants were asked to associate coffee with a single word and to give 

rationales for their choice. This helped understand the first associations interviewees have when 

thinking about coffee (Kumar et al., 2002). Then, questions ranged from coffee habits, to favourite 

types of coffee, frequency of consumption and so on. 

 

Coffee pods and Nespresso. To facilitate the participant into a discussion of coffee pods, it was 

asked whether it was something familiar and, if so, how the interviewee had come across pods 

and which brands specifically. Given that all participants had tried coffee pods and Nespresso in 

particular before, the interviews proceeded with questions related to the different dimensions of 

Keller's (2001) brand equity pyramid (i.e. awareness, evaluation of performance, opinions, 

feelings, imagery). Throughout this section, projective techniques were used (Kumar et al., 2002): 

specifically, participants were to imagine travelling in space and reaching a planet called 

Nespresso, or driving to a city named Nespresso. They were asked to describe the place and the 

people living there. This was helpful in assessing the imaginary associations of participants to the 

brand, both in terms of the description of the physical place and in that of the planet or city 

inhabitants. 
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6.2.4 Questions and techniques 

In addition to the projective techniques planned during the agenda, two main types of questions 

were adopted according to the distinction made by Legard et al. (2003). The authors identify 

content mapping and content mining questions, and different types of sub-questions for each, 

employed to reach breadth and depth of key topics (Legard et al., 2003). These different 

categories of questions also relate to the importance of probing, namely “responsive, follow-up 

questions designed to elicit more information, description, explanation” (Legard et al., 2003, 

p.148). 

 

Content mapping questions. The in-depth interviews agenda included ‘ground mapping’ questions, 

which generated a list of dimensions to be discussed (i.e. “What makes a good coffee for you?”, 

“What are the features you value the most about Nespresso?”). When attributes are listed, 

‘dimension mapping’ questions were asked to gain further elaborations (“Can you elaborate on 

this particular attribute?”, “Why is this particular attribute valuable for you?”). Moreover, 

‘perspective-widening’ questions were used in case attributes were not mentioned, but they had 

appeared in most of the previous interviews (Legard et al., 2003). 

 

Content mining questions. These questions related to different types of probes, namely 

amplificatory, explanatory or clarificatory (Legard et al., 2003). Amplificatory probes were 

generally used for the participant to elaborate on something mentioned during the interview; 

explanatory probes were employed to gain deeper explanations on topics, by asking for rationales; 

clarificatory probes, sometimes, were adopted to challenge the view of the participant and ask to 

elaborate on inconsistencies (Legard et al., 2003). As far as the last type of probing is concerned, 

an example is when the participant explicitly stated that he or she valued attributes matching 

perfectly those of a Nespresso machine but then stated that he or she would not buy one, this was 

brought up by the researcher in a non-confrontational way, and reasons for the choice were 

asked. A second example concerns the high perceived price of Nespresso from Prospective 

Consumers and the interviewer challenging this view by providing them with the actual prices. 
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As far as Overlapping and Target Consumers are concerned, there is one additional technique that 

has been employed, namely laddering. Wansink (2003) describes laddering as an assessment of 

“deeper reasons why individual consumers buy” (Wansink, 2003, p.112) and relates it to a sort of 

psychologist-patient setting, where “Why?” questions are asked to participants in order to go 

deeper into their rationales for consumption and gain a multi-layered analysis of it. It has been 

used for Overlapping and Target Consumers as they are current users of Nespresso. To achieve 

this technique, we have assessed the attributes of the product and linked them to the personal 

values of the participants (Kumar et al., 2002; Wansink, 2003). 

 

6.2.5 Additional details 

As best practices for in-depth interviews recommend (Kumar et al., 2002; Legard et al., 2003; 

Bryman and Bell, 2007; Kings and Horrocks, 2010), each individual interview was carried out in a 

location and a setting that was calm enough for participants to feel safe, comfortable and at ease. 

Coffee shops around the Copenhagen area or within CBS happened to be the most convenient 

places for both parties, and the atmosphere during the interviews was always consistent with the 

suggestions gained from a theoretical view of in-depth interviews. 

To ensure a better analysis of data, as well as the possibility to code every interview, each of them 

was recorded, after gaining permission from the participant. Moreover, an incentive for each 

person who decided to undertake the interview was planned: each participant had one coffee of 

their choice for free in the coffee shops or from the university canteen. 

All these factors are deemed extremely relevant and predictors of an environment for the 

interviewee to be able to open himself or herself about the topic properly, establishing rapport 

and a positive relationship. 
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6.3 Focus groups 

Focus groups are another of the main methods of qualitative research and it involves a discussion 

between a group of participants interacting about a particular topic the researcher wants to 

explore from a group perspective (Kumar et al., 2002). 

For the purposes of this thesis, one single focus group has been conducted for a particular reason. 

While acknowledging the advantages of focus groups, it was chosen not to carry them out with 

respect to the understanding of rationales for coffee consumption, as it is not possible to dig into 

personal interpretations of consumers due to the idiosyncratic nature of this methodology. 

However, we deemed it relevant to have a group discussion in relation to the second sub-

question, namely which strategic marketing activities to implement. The aim was to gain a shared 

understanding from a sample of Prospective Consumers in terms of the possible marketing 

activities and tactics useful for targeting them. For this sub-question in particular, a few insights 

were also gained during the in-depth interviews, but it was assumed that group synergy would 

give more relevant and interesting opinions about the topic (Gordon, 1999). 

 

6.3.1 Role of researchers 

As opposed to the role of an interviewer in a face-to-face in-depth interview, the researcher 

conducting a focus group has a more passive role, which gives greater freedom of interaction 

between participants (Kumar et al., 2002). As a matter of fact, the researcher functions as a 

moderator only, encouraging the participants to freely express themselves and guiding when the 

discussion goes off-topic (Kumar et al., 2002). 

Throughout the focus group, we both participated. The role of one person was to moderate the 

group, ensuring that rapport was established, showing interest and participation when needed 

and having each participant feeling comfortable enough to discuss, so that insecurities would not 

affect the performance of each person in the group (Gordon, 1999; Kumar et al., 2002). The 

second person played the role of the note-taker, studying the dynamics of interaction and 

observing non-verbal cues. 
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The moderator allowed free interaction and discussion, making the focus group psychodynamic in 

nature, as opposed to a dependent one where the moderator would address each single person 

individually. Cultural and social dynamics drove the focus group (Gordon, 1999). 

 

6.3.2 Participants: profiling, choice rational and recruitment 

The participants chosen for the focus group conducted were Prospective Consumers. Five of the 

people from the group, previously selected for an in-depth interview, were invited to participate 

to the focus group as well, given the points made during the single interviews. In particular, three 

of them (i.e. Marie Louise, Rasmus, Tobias) had mentioned George Clooney and the 

advertisements during the in-depth interviews. The remaining two (i.e. Gabriele and Katerine) 

were invited as they both study at CBS and they are thus familiar with Nexus and the fact that they 

serve Nespresso coffee there. Overall, the group had therefore a knowledge of both TV 

advertisements and offline touchpoints, which will be discussed in the following paragraphs. The 

size of the group was chosen according to the recommendations from Morgan (1998) and Gordon 

(1999) that small groups tend to work best, especially when it is in the interest of researchers to 

understand both the group understanding of a certain topic, but also the account of each 

individual participant. The interviewees did not know each other and had no connections 

whatsoever: this made it possible for the group members not to be influenced in any way by the 

presence of a known person. The details for participants invited for focus groups are available in 

Appendix II. 

 

6.3.3 Participants interaction and focus group dynamics 

When it comes to the dynamics of interaction of the focus group, Gordon (1999) discusses five 

typical stages which a group often goes through: forming, norming, storming, performing and 

mourning (Figure 18). While forming occurs within the initial introduction of the moderator about 

the topic and the participants, the remaining stages take place many times throughout the 

discussion. 
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Figure 18. Typical stages and dynamics of a focus group (Gordon, 1999, p.129). 

 

The initial forming part was ensured by the moderator by introducing the discussion of the topic 

and asking each participant to introduce himself or herself shortly to the other group members. 

Once the group is formed, norming usually follows, and group participants start discussing about 

the topic. Most often, a storming phase occurs at some point, in the form of tensions or other 

factors that affect the discussion (Gordon, 1999). It is the role of the moderator to ensure such 

tensions are overcome and the group moves on to a stage of either norming again or performing, 

which involved a group becoming mature enough to discuss the topic (Gordon, 1999). As reported 

by the author, as a matter of fact, the phases do not flow from the first to the last. In the focus 

group in analysis, it can be stated that norming occurred right after forming, and that participants 

were eased into the discussion pretty effectively. As expected, however, on several occasions a 

number of tacit and more apparent conflicts came up, especially between two participants (i.e. 

Rasmus and Gabriele). While some of these were naturally resolved in the group discussion, some 

were instead handled by the moderator, who tried to overcome the tensions and bring the 

discussion back to the original topic by involving the other participants and trying to calm down 

the situation without disrupting the dynamics. 

Towards the end of the focus group, it was reported that the time was almost over and only a few 

key points had to be covered, in order to facilitate the group into a phase of mourning, which is 

the final stage (Gordon, 1999). As recommended by the author, participants were thanked many 

times for their help and food and drinks were made available to them, both during and after the 

discussion. 

Overall, it can be said that none of the participants played an influencing role. While at the 

beginning of the focus group Rasmus in particular seemed very active and might have taken the 
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position of the leader, this did not affect the other respondents, who had very different opinions 

and had no issues in disagreeing and expressing their own points of view. 

 

6.3.4 Agenda 

As for in-depth interviews, a list of key topics to be discussed was written for the focus group as 

well. Because the participants were already aware of the topic discussed, the discussion was 

focused on Nespresso and possible marketing tactics for it. The full agenda can be found in 

Appendix IV, and an outline and discussion of it follows. 

 

Introduction. Initially, the moderator thanked the participants for showing up at the focus group 

and introduced the topic of discussion. Each participant had a chance to introduce himself or 

herself to the others, in order to ensure the establishment of relationships and rapport (Gordon, 

1999; Bryman and Bell, 2007). 

 

Nespresso and current communication. The moderator invited participants into an unaided 

discussion about the ads that Nespresso uses for its campaigns, asking whether they were aware 

of them and, if so, which particular elements they remembered about them. At this point, three 

ads were shown: one of the very first ones from 2006 with George Clooney, one from 2011 with 

George Clooney, and one from 2015 with George Clooney and Jack Black. The URLs for each ad can 

be found in the Agenda in Appendix IV. It was asked for a personal opinion about the ads, as well 

as a perception about the possible target for the ads. The favourite ad among the three was also 

chosen, individually and anonymously, to ensure that no influence from the participants would 

affect the individual decisions of others (Gordon, 1999). 

 

Communication elements. The aim was to gain insights on the current elements within Nespresso’s 

communications and advertisements, including ambassadors, products shown, the setting, and so 

on.  
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Change in communication elements. Given the aim of the thesis to build anticipated loyalty on 

Prospective Consumers, it was asked how such ads could be made ‘younger’ and more targeted to 

a younger generation. 

 

Channels of communication. It was assessed which channels of communications would be the 

most appropriate in the participants’ opinion to reach the younger target.  

 

Reaching students. Due to the focus on students in particular, the participants gave insights on the 

different touchpoints that could be used to reach students with Nespresso’s communication 

effort. 

 

Conclusion. Participants were warmly thanked for participation and invited to eat and drink from 

the provided refreshments. 

 

6.3.5 Additional details 

The basic rules of respect and rapport building that are valid for in-depth interviews are also to be 

adopted for focus groups. Respondents were asked for permission to be recorded and a positive 

environment was created for an improved discussion, given the cosy and quiet location (Gordon, 

1999; Kumar et al., 2002). Incentives were also given, again in terms of coffee and food during and 

after the discussion (Gordon, 1999; Kumar et al., 2002; Bryman and Bell, 2007). 

 

6.3.6 Overall considerations 

The focus group process was extremely interesting, both in terms of dynamics and insights gained 

to answer the second sub-question. As far as dynamics are concerned, it was interesting to see 

how the participants were proactively discussing and giving personal points of view and inputs on 

different topics. Often, the moderator did not need to intervene and ask for clarifications, as the 

group actively interacted and provided all the necessary explanations. Even during the times of 

conflict and confrontations, the group was able to work as one and calm the situation. At the same 
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time, it is worth mentioning that the environment did have a positive influence on the 

participants, as they all seemed to be at their own ease and could freely speak their mind (Gordon, 

1999). 

In terms of insights, on the other hand, certain points matched our expectations, while others did 

not. While the issue of younger and reliable endorsers was clear, as well as the suggestions to 

feature process-related actions in new advertisements, it was interesting to notice that the 

setting-location factor was highly discussed from an angle which we did not consider. It was 

argued that, despite the Italian typical image of coffee, Italy is not accessible for Prospective 

consumers and as such is not a realistic location for a product that, in the minds of participants, 

needs to be reachable. Moving away from this Italian concept, other suggestions were given. In 

our understanding, this is linked to the very fast lifestyle of the participants and it can give insights 

on the more realistic and concrete perspective of Danish students, with respect to their daily life. 

More considerations follow within the Analysis and Findings sections. 

 

6.4 Process Changes 

During the process, there have been changes within the methodological approach and the way it 

was implemented and carried out. It is deemed important to acknowledge such modifications, as 

they shaped the research and gave a clearer understanding of the direction of the research 

question and the thesis in general. 

At first, we had plans to include a variety of different methods to gain methodology triangulation 

(Kings and Horrocks, 2010). Among these, in-depth interviews and focus groups were maintained 

as the primary methods of this thesis. Ethnography and observations were not carried out, as the 

nature of home coffee consumption for Prospective Consumers is hardly observable with an 

outsider perspective. Besides this, despite the different attempts, no permission was gained for 

observing the in-shop experience of Overlapping and Target Consumers in the Danish stores for 

the chosen brand. 

During the process, it was also chosen to increase the number of interviews. While the initial plan 

included 3 Target Consumers, 3 Overlapping Consumers and 7 Prospective Consumers, it was 

decided to have 4 Target Consumers, 4 Overlapping Consumers and 8 Prospective Consumers, for 
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a final number of 16 in-depth interviews. The increase in number of customers interviewed is 

deemed to have resulted in further validation and consistency of the data (Kumar et al., 2012), as 

most of the themes extracted from the coding of the first interviews were maintained and 

supported. 

As mentioned in a previous paragraph, an agenda for in-depth interviews was used to cover a 

number of different topics, as provided in Appendix III. The order of the questions varied slightly 

according to the direction of the discussion (Legard et al., 2003). However, we implemented some 

changes in the questions themselves after the first three interviews, as we realized that some 

adjustments needed to be made. The questions were shaped to be more relevant and 

approachable for the consumers to be interviewed. The major changes occurred in terms of 

adding new questions or changing their nature. 

 

New questions. The first interview with an Overlapping Consumer showed that the issue of 

Nespresso’s distribution was not included in the agenda, while it played a great role in the 

discussion with Target and Overlapping Consumers. The question was thus added and it showed to 

be an important element throughout the following interviews. Besides, a more general question 

including the elements characterizing a good coffee was added, if participants did not talk about it 

on their own. 

 

Changing nature of questions. The usage of a projective technique is generally beneficial (Kumar et 

al., 2002), but in this case there were some problems. The metaphor of the consumer travelling 

through space to reach the Nespresso Planet was adopted, with the original idea was to gain an 

understanding of customers’ imagery of Nespresso and an assessment of those people living on 

the planet, which would have then related to an imaginary description of customers, to be 

interpreted. However, the first interviews showed that participants did not understand a 

Nespresso Planet as inhabited by anybody, thus not allowing for an image of customers. As a 

consequence, it was chosen to add a further question for those interpreting the Planet as people-

free: a more realistic Nespresso City question was added, and participants proved to be more 

reactive to this more concrete setting. 
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As a final point, because of the difficulty of carrying out in-depth interviews and being our first 

time, the first three interviews gave interesting insights, but the transcription showed that a more 

in-depth understanding of the answer given by the respondents could and should have been 

gained. We decided to adopt a technique closer to that of laddering (Kumar et al., 2002; Wansink, 

2010), to understand the deeper rationales for the answers obtained. The three interviews were 

still included in the data set, as they provided relevant and interesting information, which did not 

affect, but rather complemented and confirmed, the final results. 

 

7. ANALYSIS 

The analysis of the data gathered follows the above explained epistemology of the thesis, namely 

an interpretive approach. Participants need to be understood from a subjectivist point of view, 

where individuals make sense of their own world and researchers are concerned with 

understanding participants’ experiences from their own position and terms (Saunders et al., 2009). 

For a matter of clarity and relevance, we will distinguish the analysis processes of the in-depth 

interviews from the focus group. In this way, we will illustrate the utility of these two methods for 

the purpose of answering two different sub-questions. 

 

7.1 In-depth interviews 

As to analyse the interviews, we adopted a bottom-up approach, starting from the transcription of 

the audio files recorded (Appendices V-VII). Each one of the transcriptions served as the basis of 

the thematic analysis of the content of the interview. 

The development of themes resulted from the analysis of patterns recurring in the data gathered, 

which we deemed relevant for the purpose of answering the research questions. By ‘theme’ we 

adopt the definition proposed by King and Horrocks (2010, p.150): “Themes are recurrent and 

distinctive features of participants’ accounts, characterising particular perceptions and/or 

experiences, which the researcher sees as relevant to the research question”. 
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This way of analysing the data allows us to take into account both participants as single individuals 

and as part of their reference group, namely Prospective, Overlapping and Target Consumers. 

In the creation of themes, we aimed at hierarchically organising the conceptualisation of the 

content of the interviews. Given the attempt to understand the phenomenon under investigation, 

some of the themes are linked between them to develop a conceptual model of the issue at stake 

when dealing with grounded theory (King and Horrocks, 2010), for instance as it will be explained 

for the code Sociability. 

The following analysis intend to satisfy a balance between inclusivity and clarity, by covering all 

the relevant data through a structured conceptualisation that will be discussed and explained in 

the following sections. 

Throughout the process, we followed the instructions exposed by King and Horrocks (2010) on 

how to carry out qualitative data analysis. We started with the identification of the relevant 

content by attaching brief notes on the margins next to each transcript, then we used these notes 

as the basis of the creation of descriptive codes. This typology of code usually portrays the basic 

content of what has been said in the interview without adding any sort of interpretation to it, thus 

remaining close to the text itself. The strategy we adopted is the independent code-defining 

approach: the coding process was carried out independently, then met to compare and critically 

discuss about the coding produced (King and Horrocks, 2010). 

The next step, in turns, is to identify those codes that lie outside the mere description of 

participants’ accounts and define the interpretation of the meaning through the so called 

interpretive codes. The procedure to accomplish this, as anticipated before, is a bottom-up process 

in which we aggregated the descriptive codes that shared a common meaning and cluster them 

under a comprehensive interpretive code. The whole process of coding, both descriptive and 

interpretive, was subject to revision and redefinition while proceeding, so as to maintain a precise 

level of consistency and accuracy. 

The third step suggested by King and Horrocks (2010) is the identification of overarching themes 

that stem from the interpretive codes occurring through different individual interviews. This step 

is the one that helped us in building the layout of a relevant schematic conceptualisation of the 

data we gathered. 
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For a matter of clarity, we decided to structure this conceptualisation through a ‘tree’ diagram, 

with sub-themes and interpretive codes branching off the main themes as suggested by King and 

Horrocks (2010). 

In the end, we identified three main overarching themes that occurred repeatedly through the 

interviews: Lifestyle, Coffee consumption, and Relationship with Nespresso. The structure of the 

thematic analysis is segment-specific, meaning that each group of consumers resulted in the 

development of a particular map. However, we managed to organise this conceptualisation in a 

way that allowed us to compare the different segments for the identified themes. 

Specifically, the Lifestyle theme is explained through the interpretive codes regarding the Self, 

Sociability and Activities. Coffee consumption is explained through Consumption rationales, Coffee 

habits, Desired coffee attributes and Sociability. Relationship with Nespresso is defined by 

Awareness, Performance, Imagery and Loyalty. 

Figure 19 illustrates the visual outcome of the organisation of thematic analysis. Only the main 

overarching themes and the interpretive codes are included, for the sake of clarity.  
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Figure 19. Overarching themes and interpretive codes from the coding of each transcript (King and Horrocks, 2010). 

 

The following sections will discuss each of the overarching theme respectively for Prospective, 

Overlapping and Target consumers, focusing on the codes that most define what the themes 

cover. For completeness, a full overview of every theme, interpretive code and descriptive code is 

attached as an Appendix for each theme and each type of Consumer analysed (Appendix VIII). 

 

7.1.1 Prospective Consumers 

Lifestyle. Interviewees described themselves through different characterisations of who they are, 

what they do and who they aspire to be. Through the comparison of different interviews, it 
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appeared that the most common way for Prospective Consumers to describe themselves is as 

ambitious, determined, open to new things and friendly. They tended to assert that the way they 

perceive themselves is the same way other people perceive them, creating thus consistency in the 

way they project the self to the external environment (e.g. Linn: “Oh yes, everyone who knows me 

would totally describe me like that, I am sure!”; Marie Louise: “When I meet people, that’s what 

they say about me. That’s what they think I am, apparently…”). 

In terms of aspiration, this segment is concerned about finding a full-time job position, being it 

relevant to their studies (e.g. Tobias: “Work as a consultant…doing commercial law cause this is 

what I study and I want to work with it and understand it”) or in different fields (e.g. Rasmus: 

“Even though I’m studying for what I’m studying, I think it would be a nice challenge to get into 

something completely different, just for a change”). 

In the definition of their life, Prospective Consumers’ most defining activities related to studying, 

practicing sports, having a part-time job, social life and other interests or hobbies, portraying a 

lively and fast-paced lifestyle. 

Great importance was given to the role of Sociability, in terms of the value of friendship and 

relevant others. In most of the interviews, sharing experiences with friends and family had a highly 

valued role in this segment’s lifestyle (e.g. Katerine: “Family is really really important for me”; 

Emilie: “I value friendship so much, you have no idea how grateful I am to have my wonderful 

friends around every day”), alongside the importance of relevant other’s opinion about the 

respondents and the importance that role models play in influencing them (e.g. Rasmus: “People 

definitely have an influence on the way I behave” ; Philip: “If it wasn’t for my dad I wouldn’t be 

doing all the things I’m doing now…”) 

 

Coffee consumption. It was important for us to understand the characteristics of coffee 

consumption for Prospective Consumers at the present moment, as to later compare them to 

those of the other two segments. We were able to assess the rationales behind the intake of 

coffee by asking people the reasons why they drink coffee. The majority of interviewees gave as 

first answer ‘Taste’ as a rational (e.g. Philip: “Really? It just tastes so good, why else would I drink 

it”; Katerine: “Mostly because I like the taste of it”; Tobias: “Because it tastes good”), followed by 

the energy boost given by caffeine to awake them (e.g. Rasmus: “Coffee is something you use for 
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enjoyment but also for waking”; Emilie: “I really do like it… but it also keeps me awake”). In 

general, considerations about the quality and the pure enjoyment of drinking coffee appeared to 

drive people of this segment. Other reflections were made on the routine and the addiction to it 

(e.g. Gabriele “I’m kind of addicted more mentally than physically”), or the prioritisation of 

expenditure, meaning that the value of money is important for Prospective Consumers, who in 

fact appear to be price sensitive and would rather spend money on different things than coffee 

(e.g. Katerine: “It’s just prioritising right now other things I would like to spend the money on 

instead of coffee machines…maybe when I have a full time job”). 

The analysis of the Coffee Habits for this segment highlighted an average of 2-3 cups of coffee per 

day. Respondents had a slight preference toward cappuccino or typologies of coffee with milk, and 

coffee drinks that can be consumed slowly (e.g. Emilie: “I like if I can sip my coffee for a while, I 

don’t wanna finish it right away”), but there is no strong agreement on a favourite kind of coffee: 

some preferred black coffee, others picked instant and some said their coffee of choice is 

Americano. However, all of them related coffee to a morning routine that they undertake every 

day, being it at work (e.g. Gabriele) or at school (e.g. Rasmus). Personal habits in coffee 

consumption appeared to be a barrier in switching from the favourite type of coffee toward coffee 

pods, where the most typical answer was a “not yet” consideration linked to the need of money 

and prioritisation of expenses (e.g. Rasmus: “I don’t need a Nespresso machine. I’m not ready…. 

Not yet.”; Tobias: “Maybe [I would buy Nespresso], but because it’s a deal…”; Philip: “Not yet. 

Probably in 5 years… I can’t afford it now”; Marie Louise: “Since I don’t drink it [coffee] too much, it 

would be too money just to have it [Nespresso]…”). 

Mostly, having a rooted coffee-tradition was translated into Prospective Consumers not having the 

need for changing habits at the present moment, while they were prone to say that maybe in the 

future, when they have a full-time job with an average-to-high income, they would consider 

buying a more expensive kind of coffee (e.g. Rasmus: “But then again, if I had the money no 

problem”; Emilie: “I’m not sure I actually need one now? But if I had enough money to buy one I 

still think I would cause it’s cool to have”; Linn: “It’s kind of a must-have when I start working full-

time”). 
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In terms of Desired coffee attributes, preferences were again personal and individual, but the 

shared characteristics of the ‘ideal coffee’ were related to good quality, being easy to make, fast 

and convenient. 

An aspect that substantially came out from the analysis of the interviews is that coffee 

consumption is perceived as a social act, therefore explaining that the sub-theme of Sociability is 

also relatable to the overarching theme of Coffee consumption. Respondents seemed to care 

about the quality of the coffee they serve to friends when they come over, even if they began by 

asserting that the act is not made to show-off with them (e.g. Tobias: “Of course if my friends 

come it would be nice to have something particular”; Rasmus: “I will have a bit of Kopi Luwak if I 

have friends over, telling them they have to try it and serve it to them”;  Linn: “I want my friends to 

have the very best when they come… Not saying I try to be super fancy but I would like to give 

them good coffee”; Marie Louise: “For guests and everything it [Nespresso] would be perfect”). 

 

Relationship with Nespresso. This segment was tested about the awareness, knowledge, 

performance evaluation and imagery about Nespresso, in accordance with the classification used 

by Keller (2001) in the pyramid model. 

Even if those belonging to this segment do not possess or buy Nespresso machines and capsules, a 

full level of awareness is reached. This means for example that all respondents identified the 

category of pods with Nespresso, mainly in an unaided way where they recalled the brand as the 

main symbol of the capsule market. The first association triggered when questioned about 

capsules resulted in the response of naming Nespresso (e.g. Rasmus: “Capsules… Isn’t it… 

Nespresso for example?”; Katerine: “That is called… Nes… Nespresso!”; Philip: “Capsules as 

Nespresso ones, right?”). In addition to this, all respondents showed to have familiarity with the 

brand by means of previous trials: Gabriele, Linn and Emilie for example said to have a Nespresso 

machine at work, while Tobias, Philip, Katerine, Marie Louise and Rasmus were introduced to it by 

their family or friends. Moreover, not only Nespresso is the top-of-mind brand in the pods 

category, but the majority of Prospective Consumers was not able to recall other brands. 

In terms of Performance, interviewees were asked to make an assessment of Nespresso regarding 

the product and the service, based on their opinion and perception about the previous trials or 

exposure to the brand. The purpose of this step was to understand whether Prospective 
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Consumers hold favourable, strong and unique associations about the meaning of the brand 

(Keller, 1993, 2001). The innovativeness of the product and its technology were positively valued, 

usually expressed through the adjective ‘smart’. Respondents also liked the variety of different 

flavours offered by the brand with the many capsules that you can buy and use or offer to other 

people (e.g. Marie Louise: “And also that you have the different varieties… how do you call them. 

It’s perfect.”; Linn: “I just love that you can choose the taste, the colour… really whatever you want 

just for yourself”). Quality and good taste were often associated with the evaluation of Nespresso 

coffee. The majority of Prospective Consumers also highlighted the style and design features by 

appreciating the aesthetic appeal of the machines (e.g. Philip: “Let’s say it, if the design is horrible, 

the machine is horrible… At least Nespresso looks super nice”; Katerine: “I think the design is nice, 

decorating the kitchen well”). Moreover, the convenience of Nespresso in terms of practicality, 

easiness and quick process was positively emphasized by most of the respondents (e.g. Katerine: “I 

think it’s really easy to clean, you just put it [the capsule] in and then you empty the machine, and 

so, it’s practical I think”). 

However, in terms of associations related to the price, this segment generally holds the idea that 

the price for capsules is too high compared to their willingness to pay for a cup of coffee. It has to 

be said, nonetheless, that people belonging to this group did not have the actual knowledge about 

the correct price of pods or machines, resulting in a negative association with the perceived price 

which often was extremely higher than the actual price (e.g. Rasmus: 40 DKK per capsule; Marie 

Louise: 10-20 per capsule; Katerine: at least 2000-3000 DKK for a machine). 

The brand Imagery is analysed in terms of respondents’ accounts for the typical users-profile, 

usage situation, image associations and experiences (Keller, 2001). To stimulate imagery creation, 

we used a projective technique by asking people to imagine the Nespresso Planet and City and, if 

not mentioned, its inhabitants. Answers provided positive images, with a modern and colourful 

planet (mostly brown and orange colour shades), and people were referred to as good looking and 

Scandinavian (e.g. Gabriele and Rasmus), busy and active, high on coffee, but happy. When it 

comes to the profiling of the typical Nespresso consumers, respondents portray them as ‘normal 

people’, given the perceived popularity of Nespresso, with an interest towards trendy fashion style 

and business-oriented. Again, the main usage situation referred to by Prospective Consumers 
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involved friends and closed ones, stating that they would happily share Nespresso with them or 

buy it appositely for them (e.g. Marie Louise: “I would give them out to my friends, they’d be 

happy”; Emilie: “If I had Nespresso I would use it probably mostly with my friends… Maybe actually 

I’d buy it for my friends, they love coming to my place to have coffee and that would make it even 

better”). 

In general, interviewees demonstrated interest and admitted some sort of ‘fit’ between them and 

the imagery around Nespresso (e.g. Katerine: “Yeah, I see myself with a machine in the house…”; 

Marie Louise: “I hope so [to buy Nespresso soon]). 

 

7.1.2 Overlapping Consumers 

Lifestyle. Being this group of people the connection between Prospective and Target consumers, 

Overlapping interviewees shared some aspects that define the previous cluster of consumers. 

What mainly resulted from the interviews is that this group as well defines itself as busy (e.g. 

Morten: “I pretty much always have my days packed so I am always doing something *…+ I am 

always on the run!”), caring about aesthetics (e.g. Emil: “I have good taste”; Hanne: “I like things 

that have a good design, that look like elegant”), ambitious and goal oriented (e.g. Peter: “Have 

some… motivation, have some… target to reach *…+ Be successful”; Emil: “…the feeling of success. I 

have always stated that it is important to have long term goals”). Again, being part of the generic 

segment of students, the main aspiration for Overlapping consumers is to find a full-time job and 

establish a family, with a strong business-oriented attitude. 

Interviewees explained their lifestyle in terms of activities such as studying, having part-time jobs, 

doing sports and having a variety of interests (e.g. Emil and Morten, ‘hunting’; Peter and Emil, 

‘politics’ and ‘business’; Hanne ‘fashion’ and ‘technology’). 

Sociability, as expected, played again a relevant role in terms of what respondents valued the 

most, more specifically being trustworthy and loyal to others, having positive relationships with 

friends and family, and caring about what relevant others think about them (Morten: “When you 

have close friends, I am there for them and they are there for me. And this is also something I value 
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a lot”; Emil: “I think loyalty is important”; Hanne: “Of course I do care about people… both about 

them and about what they think of me, so from all different perspectives”).  

 

Coffee consumption. Understanding the behaviour of this segment is particularly relevant to the 

purpose of understanding the habits of those students who already possess a Nespresso machine, 

given that their consumption is a mix of pods and other typologies of coffee. This observation is in 

line with expectations about young consumers of coffee in Denmark, who tend to use both 

capsules and other fast and cheap alternatives (Euromonitor, 2015). 

Rationales for coffee consumption among interviewees of this segment reported a strong 

agreement on the importance of drinking coffee for its ‘taste’ rather than the caffeine effects that 

it gives. Energy was the second reason for drinking coffee, even if its importance was somewhat 

disregarded if compared to the taste or the quality (e.g. Hanne: “Yes, caffeine plays a role but I 

wouldn’t say that’s the main reason I drink coffee because I mean, mostly I do it because I love the 

taste of it when it has good quality”; Morten: “I drink a lot of coffee *…+ I do it for many reasons, 

but it tastes good, it gives me energy sometimes”; Emil: “I drink it because it tastes good *…+ I 

guess I don’t get a big effect from the caffeine”). The social setting and Sociability of coffee were 

strongly related to the rationales for this segment. ‘Socialising’ in terms of sharing coffee at work 

meetings or with friends was the third reason given by respondents (e.g. Morten: “Always when 

you go to meeting you have coffee, right?”; Peter: “A nice way to relate to customers”). 

Interestingly, a respondent who actually worked as a shop assistant who sold coffee machine, 

gave an insight about people buying coffee for ‘showing off’ with friends and having the lifestyle 

they dream of (i.e. Peter: “I can tell you this. When I was working at the department, when people 

buy, they are really proud. They buy it for friends, boyfriend or girlfriend… Oh I can invite people 

over for a cup of coffee. Just observation, for many years”). In general, Sociability of coffee 

consumption was really important for this segment, whose interviewees claimed to take into 

consideration the act of sharing coffee with other people and the relevance of serving a good 

quality of coffee to them. 

In terms of habits and routine, Overlapping related coffee consumption to morning practices, with 

an average amount of 3 coffee cups per day. Respondents reported spontaneously that their habit 

in term of typology of coffee they drink at home is capsules – naming Nespresso straight 
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afterward. However, they accompany this habit with other types of coffee such as espresso based 

ones (e.g. Emil and Peter) or instant solutions (e.g. Morten and Hanne). 

In terms of the characteristics that the ideal coffee should have, the most common Desired 

attributes related to a tasteful coffee with high quality. The coffee should be moderately strong 

and, given the preference toward espresso based coffee, the concept of a constant ‘dosage’ 

happened to be appreciated (e.g. Emil: “When you get an espresso you know what you get, when 

you order filter coffee it can be strong, it can be light, depending on who makes it, how big it 

was…”). 

 

Relationship with Nespresso. As expected, given the habit of consuming Nespresso as the main 

coffee of choice at home, the level of Awareness for this segment was high. This means that, once 

again, Nespresso served as the identifier of the category of coffee capsules. Pods and Nespresso in 

general were mentioned spontaneously when questioned about their typical consumption habits, 

thus resulting in having the brand as top of mind in the recall mental process. 

The evaluation of Nespresso’s Performance this time is based on the actual experience that these 

consumers have with the brand in their daily life, therefore proving a deeper level of knowledge 

about the product and the processes. The evaluation of the brand encompassed positive attitudes 

toward the functionality of the machines (e.g. Hanne “I think that the machines are so practical! 

Mine has always worked smoothly, nothing ever happened like I don’t know, having thingy 

(capsules) stuck inside the machine! They’re functional I’d say!”). A positive evaluation was given 

to the fact that it is a ‘clean’ way to make coffee (e.g. Morten: “You don’t make anything dirty”; 

Hanne: “It used to bother me a lot whenever I spilled some instant coffee out of my cup and had to 

clean… with the machine now it almost feels like nobody was in the kitchen even if I made coffee 

for everybody at home haha”). A shared sense of satisfaction was expressed by interviewees for 

the performances of machines and capsules. The process of using a Nespresso machine is 

associated with adjectives as ‘quick’, ‘fun’ and ‘easy’, and the variety of capsules is held in good 

consideration (Hanne: “It’s so great they have so many different tastes, limited editions and so 

on… I can choose the one I prefer depending on my daily mood”). The importance of aesthetic in 

the Lifestyle theme is linked here to the positive evaluation of the design elements of the 

machines, which were described as ‘elegant’ and ‘stylish’ (e.g. Morten: “The machine is elegant 
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*…+ pretty; Peter: “The design is really good, worldwide unique”.). Moreover, it was highlighted a 

positive evaluation in terms of efficiency in the consumer service both in-store and online (e.g. 

Emil: “I only have good things to say about the Nespresso stores”; Peter: “When you look at the 

shop, it’s so exclusive and stylish [...] They provide a very good service in the shops, they talk to 

customers, they were really nice”).  

It must, however, be acknowledged that not all the comments were fully positive. The general 

evaluation about the price was not extremely in favour of the brand, given that Overlapping 

Consumers are still students and they think that Nespresso is a bit expensive for their actual 

willingness to pay (e.g. Emil: “I also recognize myself as a student who doesn’t have enough 

money”; Hanne: “Yes I do have a Nespresso, but it’s not like I’m super rich you know, I’m still doing 

my Masters…”). Another evaluation that was not completely positive regarded the distribution 

and supplying system for capsules: Overlapping Consumers would like to have capsules more 

accessible to them in terms of where to buy Nespresso (e.g. Hanne: “Maybe if I could find capsules 

at Irma it is nice? I like the store yes, but I need to go there on purpose to buy capsules and 

sometimes I don’t have the time to go *…+ it would be nice to have shops closer”; Morten: “I would 

distribute capsules in the high-end grocery stores”). 

The Imagery associated with Nespresso as a brand showed general affirmative responses, with 

association of positive adjectives to the image of the brand (‘elegant’, ‘tasty’, ‘high-end’). The 

projective technique of the Nespresso planet/city obtained as result that the imagination of 

Overlapping consumers was relatively close to the marketing elements of Nespresso, since 

respondent referred to elements such as the colour black, the capsules material and the machines. 

Again, a general image of an aesthetic modern planet was conveyed. The typical Nespresso 

consumer is portrayed as a modern person living in urban area, with a medium-high income, 

concerned about the environment and with a busy lifestyle. Generally, respondents reported that 

they see a fit with the classical Nespresso target, but they do not feel completely part of it because 

they are still students and they think that they need more money to belong to that segment, as 

reported above. 

Another sub-category was added to this theme as to assess the level of loyalty that Overlapping 

consumers have toward Nespresso. Overlapping consumers resulted aware of the fact that there 

are third part capsules that are compatible with Nespresso machines: despite having tried them, 
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they decided not to repeat the purchase. It was observed that Overlapping Consumers were prone 

to trying other brands because of their lower price and better distribution, but they were firmly 

convinced that Nespresso has a better quality and taste and that the compatible capsules might 

damage the original Nespresso machine (e.g. Emil: “You don’t get the same amount of coffee every 

time you use third party capsules and the taste is not as good and the quality of the capsules is… 

it’s just not good. *…+ Sometimes they get stuck in the machine, that’s really annoying”; Hanne: 

“Oh yes I did try them and I don’t think I will do the same mistake again. I mean that the machine 

was not working properly with the other capsules and the taste was not as nice, like I didn’t have 

my usual coffee.. bad memories haha”).   

 

7.1.3 Target Consumers 

Lifestyle. The third group of consumers is part of the segment that comes after the life-stage of 

students, namely what we refer as Professionals.  Given the different stage of the lifecycle, 

lifestyle variables and consumption behaviour are different from those pertaining to Students. 

The most common way Target depict themselves is as concerned about ‘control’ (e.g. Andreas is a 

“control maniac”), about aesthetic and design (e.g. Pernille: “I honestly love all kind of art that has 

something to do with beauty *…+ in everything that concerns my life. Aesthetics is something I 

value in every aspect of my daily life, from what I wear to what I buy”), and busy (e.g. Christian: “I 

wish I had time for myself a bit more, but you... you will find out how it is I guess to be 

businessmen”) . Rather than on aspirations, we focused our understanding on what this segment 

values in life and it resulted in the relationship with closer ones, loyalty and the environment (e.g. 

Pernille, Sidsel). 

The sub-category of Sociability in this case is focused on both the influence that other people have 

on interviewees in terms of opinions, and the influence that interviewees can have on the beloved 

ones in terms of taking care of them (e.g. Pernille, Sidsel). 

Activities for this segment are more business oriented, given that respondents dedicate most of 

their time to their job (e.g. Andreas: “That [my job] basically takes 100% of my time”+. However, 

they showed particular interest in reading, politics and current events. 
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Coffee consumption. For what concerns their domestic coffee drinking habits, Target Consumers’ 

favourite choice is Nespresso, therefore the whole theme refers to the consumption of this brand. 

The rationales behind their coffee intake reside in the ‘taste’ of coffee, the ‘energy’ boost that 

helps them at work (e.g. Andreas: “partially because I like the taste *…+ and I like having breaks 

when I work”; Sidsel: “I like the taste of coffee”). Besides this, generally speaking, the interviewees 

mentioned drinking coffee as something they do like a ‘ritual’ because they need it and they got 

almost addicted to it (e.g. Sidsel: “You get a bit addicted to coffee”; Christian: “Once you start 

drinking coffee in life there’s no going back”). The social aspect of coffee came out again related 

both to the working environment and friends, where coffee plays an important role as an 

aggregator (e.g. Pernille: “I most times have it with my colleagues or with clients.. it’s a great way 

to make the setting a bit more informal”; Sidsel: “I meet my friends for coffee, go for a walk and 

get a coffee take-away… So yeah… a lot of it is social actually”). In addition to this, in general 

interviewees valued coffee in terms of Sociability because it is a nice way to treat friends and 

relevant others when they visit the interviewee’s place (e.g. Pernille: “I have this super nice glass 

bowl with all the different capsules and people can have whichever they like the most when they 

come visit”; Sidsel: “If there’s a person I know who likes coffee and is a coffee snob… I like to let 

them know that it’s a good coffee”; Andreas: “The aesthetic part is important… especially when 

you have people visiting at your place”). 

This segment did not seem particularly sensitive to price, or at least they justified the high price of 

coffee they drink with the quality sought (e.g. Sidsel: “It is better not to drink coffee rather than 

drinking a bad coffee”; Andreas: “But if I have to spend a bit more for that quality, I will do it”). 

Indeed, the Desired attributes of the ideal coffee for them referred to ‘high quality’, ‘good taste’ 

and ‘different flavours’. Other relevant aspects of the ideal coffee happened to be ‘time saving’ 

and environment friendly (e.g. Christian: “In my morning routine I always have this thing that I put 

a capsule in before putting on my tie… by the time I am done the coffee is ready to drink, perfect 

timing”; Sidsel: “I like to be for the environment”). 

On average, Target consumers drank 4 cups of coffee per day, all of them in the morning before 

starting working and in the afternoon as well, either at work or at home, as something they are 

used to. Their habit of drinking Nespresso makes them unwilling to use other kinds of coffee (e.g. 

Pernille: “I use Nespresso now, I’m used and I like it, so I don’t see any reason for drinking other 
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kind of coffees”; Christian: “No really it wouldn’t make sense to have a filter coffee ever at all now 

for me after Nespresso… bleah”). 

 

Relationship with Nespresso. Given the analysis of the thematic of Coffee consumption, it is taken 

for granted that the level of awareness for the brand is at its maximum. 

When asked about the evaluation of Nespresso machines and capsules, the most relevant aspect 

of the performance related to the beautiful design of products (e.g. Pernille: “Just looking at the 

machine when I make coffee, it is so beautiful that I already like the coffee even before drinking 

it!”), the large variety of capsule offer (e.g. Sidsel: “Well I actually always liked that Nespresso has 

different tastes… I mean if I want the pink one which I want and my boyfriend wants the purple 

one, you don’t have to drink the same coffee so you can pick the different ones”), the convenience 

in using the machine (e.g. Andreas: “They are fast… in 30 seconds, you just put the capsule in, the 

coffee comes out, you drink and then you’re on the run again”) and the positive aspect of having 

everything clean by using Nespresso machines (e.g. Christian: “Honestly I don’t have time to clean 

after I have my coffee before leaving in the morning.. but I don’t actually have that problem 

anymore”). 

The Imagery aspect of the relationship with Nespresso defined positive association with the 

purchase situation both online and in-store, where the actual experience of shopping at the 

boutique is described as an “overwhelmingly relaxing and joyful experience, where you feel like a 

special person when you enter there… with the design of interior and the service of shop 

assistants” (Pernille). The experience of Nespresso was positively held in mind by Target 

Consumers also in terms of home consumption, as it allows them to have the same experience of 

a coffee shop but in the comfort of home (e.g. Andreas, Pernille). 

The profiling of the typical Nespresso users led Target Consumers to the consideration of their 

segment from an outsider perspective. In general, given the popularity of Nespresso, Target 

Consumers tended to assert that anyone could be a Nespresso consumer, but they then adjusted 

this claim by referring to people belonging to this group as coffee experts or snobs (e.g. Sidsel), 

living in urban areas and feeling part of an elite. 

In terms of brand judgments, great importance was given to the fact that Nespresso capsules can 

be recycled at the shop, making respondents feel happy about their environmental-friendly 
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behaviour (e.g. Sidsel: “with Nespresso I know you can recycle the capsules”; Christian: “It’s good 

you can do yourself a favour and have good coffee and also help the environment”). Evaluations of 

Nespresso coffee resulted in positive attitudes and beliefs about its quality and superiority in taste 

compared to other kinds of coffee pods. Competitors were disregarded not only in terms of quality 

and taste, but also in terms of feelings of anxiety (e.g. Andreas: “I am honestly pretty scared that 

the machine will stop working properly if I don’t use the Nespresso original capsules”; Christian: 

“Never ever again, it’s not the same”). As a consequence, loyalty toward Nespresso came out 

spontaneously, by admitting that they would buy only Nespresso capsules (Pernille: “I wouldn’t 

change from Nespresso, in case that wasn’t clear”). 

 

7.2 Focus Group 

The analysis of the focus group is our basis for answering the second research sub-question, 

regarding the marketing activities that should be implemented to appeal to Prospective 

Consumers and stimulate the creation of stronger and more favourable associations toward 

Nespresso. 

For this method as well we proceeded with the transcription of the file audio recorded during the 

session (Appendix IX). Given the importance of the social context and influence among 

participants, annotations about non-verbal cues were made by the note keeper so as to better 

analyse the dynamics of the focus group. 

To carry out the analysis of the focus group, we followed the same directives illustrated by King 

and Horrocks (2010) for the in depth interviews. We however decided to adapt them to the goal of 

getting insights from participants belonging to the Prospective segment. Therefore, more than an 

interpretation of the world as perceived by respondents, we aimed at gathering considerations 

and suggestions about Nespresso’s marketing campaign. This for us meant that our analysis 

focused more on the content of the focus group in terms of actual answers, rather than trying to 

dig deep inside the minds and the hearts of participants. 

We decided to analyse the transcript of the focus group based on the discussion topics outlined in 

the agenda. 
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Nespresso and current communication, Communication elements. Initially, the knowledge of 

participants about Nespresso advertisements was tested and their opinion about them was 

assessed. Rasmus was the one who first recalled George Clooney and the motto “What else”, 

while Marie Louise mentioned Jack Black, defined as “cool” and “brilliant”. Katerine and Gabriele 

overall agree that the ads are all very similar. The ads are described by using the words “elegant” 

(Katerine), “posh” (Marie Louise), “fancy” (Gabriele). Rasmus pointed out the subtle ironic 

components of the ads, while Tobias introduced the topic of girls. On the whole, Gabriele related 

the ads to a Danish environment as the one of Copenhagen and its “trendy people”. 

In terms of message, Rasmus claimed that “if you’re cool you drink” Nespresso. With respect to 

George Clooney, instead, the interpretation range from being like him (Tobias) to being with him 

(Marie Louise). 

 

Advertisement 1. The general opinion about the first ad was that the environment was exclusive 

and elegant and there was an “emphasis on rich” (Gabriele). Tobias, in particular, was concerned 

with the fact that the girls did not go to George Clooney and Marie Louise supported it: “You’re 

right, from what I remember George Clooney is like the star”. 

 

Advertisement 2. While it was acknowledged that George Clooney was now central to the ad 

(Marie Louise), Katerine and Rasmus said that this one was more about coffee. 

 

In general, there was no agreement on who the ads were targeted to. Tobias mentioned both men 

(“be cool like George”) and women (“if you wanna have George”). Rasmus and Marie Louise 

supported more the idea of women, while Gabriele the one of men. Katerine, instead, saw it for 

“people who want to have a good cup of coffee”, with Marie Louise concluding that “it’s all about 

it [coffee] and George!”. 

 

Advertisement 3. Rasmus was the first to comment that “THAT was a great ad”, as “fresh” and 

addressing the younger generation. Marie Louise thought it was “funny” too when the slogan was 

mispronounced and Tobias that it was younger as “Jack Black is 40 but he’s still like a teenager”.  

Gabriele made an interesting point that George Clooney and Jack Black were in a “father and son” 
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relationship with the former teaching to the latter both “how to get a girl *and+… how to use 

Nespresso”. Despite Rasmus’ concerns about the situation being competitive, everyone agreed 

with Gabriele. Moreover, both Tobias and Marie Louise said that they could relate to Jack Black 

not knowing how to use a Nespresso machine properly. 

 

Every participant liked Advertisement 3 the most. Reasons for this were that the ad was perceived 

as being targeted to younger people (Gabriele), because the others were too elegant and the 

participants could not relate to that (Katerine) and for the mere presence of Jack Black (Rasmus). 

Change in communication elements. It was asked participants how to make the advertisements 

look younger and more relatable to themselves. Three main key points were made. 

1. Location-setting. Marie Louise exemplified the whole discussion about the location and 

setting of the advertisements by stating that “It’s nice to dream about posh and fancy 

places… but it has to be accessible”. With Gabriele suggesting Ruby in Copenhagen as a 

good location, all the participants agreed that Milan, despite trendy and Italian, was not 

the best place for a Nespresso advertisements targeted at young Danish students, because 

it is not easy for them to reach it. 

2. Endorsers.  A big discussion followed, about the third ad being more for young people and 

the role of Jack Black in this. Katerine made her point by claiming: “Like when Jack Black 

gets confused… that could be someone young who still don’t use Nespresso that often and 

don’t know all about it. But then Clooney shares the expertise, the right way…”. Gabriele 

further supported this, “his attitude is young”. By maintaining consistency with the flow of 

the discussion, it was asked whether any other VIPs could convey this younger image and 

be displayed on a Nespresso advertisement. The table represents the opinions of each 

individual (Figure 20), while as a group discussion Justin Timberlake was chosen to be the 

best representative for this.  
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Figure 20. Table reporting the different new endorsers picked by participants during the focus 

group. 

 

3. The discussion was then guided towards considering improvements with respect to the 

products and processes shown in the advertisement, as Gabriele mentioned that capsules 

and machines are not see often. Marie Louise restated that “there should be more on how 

to use the machine” or “cappuccino” for Katerine. 

 

Channels of communication. Participants were asked to select a number of communication 

channels for spreading the new Nespresso message of being younger and target at their 

generation. Rasmus introduced the idea of social media (e.g. Facebook, as mentioned by Marie 

Louise), which everybody agreed upon. Tobias suggested Spotify adding that the video should be 

interesting, especially given that Rasmus confronted him that the ads may be “REALLY annoying”. 

On the lines of this, Marie Louise also recommended Youtube. When Katerine mentioned 

television, nobody seemed really convinced but she could prove her point by claiming that 

television is “the media that NOW has the major reach of audience”. 

 

Reaching students. Specifying that we are not talking about advertising anymore, participants 

were asked to come up with ideas on how to reach them as students specifically. Rasmus, despite 

not studying at CBS, was well informed about Nexus, the coffee shop inside CBS where only 

Nespresso coffee is served. Katerine confirmed that most people however do not go there 

because they think it costs too much. Gabriele was found to be one of these people, together with 

the fact that she prefers long coffee. An activity like Nexus was fund not to be present neither at 

KU nor at DTU, and Marie Louise showed appreciation for the idea of having a distribution 

machine for coffee from Nespresso, as a “different thing from the rest”. Tobias recommended a 
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partnership with KU, with posters or people with a Nespresso t-shirt distributing capsules. 

Gabriele came up with the idea of sponsoring events or serving coffee at them. Finally, Katerine 

brought up a point that she had no idea of during her in-depth interview, that of the affordable 

price of Nespresso: according to her, students should be made aware of this. 

 

8. FINDINGS 

The understanding of the qualitative data analysis helped us in defining the findings that we can 

derive. By means of comparison, we will explain the interplay of the three overarching themes 

within the three different group of consumers. This explanation serves as the basis for the 

validation of the hypothesis we formulated above. Each one of them will be briefly explained again 

and connected to the relevant theory, then an explanation of the acceptance or the confutation of 

them would be given, in the light of what we could derive from the data gathered. 

 

8.1 Lifestyle 

In terms of the lifestyle of the three segments, the outcome of the data gathered matched with 

the elements of the Minerva model that we adopted. By definition, in fact, the Blue and Green 

segments are crowded with people with a high education level who are result-oriented and career 

focused, who value personal growth, success, are attentive to their reference group and social 

setting and to the environment. All respondents of the three groups of consumers that we 

interviewed shared interest, values and activities that correspond to this description. Not only 

their most defining features are success, a busy life and focus on the career, but also the 

importance of sociability and caring about others permeates and equates these three groups. 

If we distinguish these segments in terms of their stage in the lifecycle modelling, it is clear how 

students (Prospective and Overlapping Consumers) aspire to quickly step into the next stage and 

become professionals. This step is perceived by students as a possible rational for changing 

consumption behaviour (i.e. buying more expensive coffee when a full-time job will provide them 
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with a higher level of income), which is in line with lifecycle and business cycle theorisation 

(Attanasio and Browning, 1995). 

 

8.2 Coffee consumption 

Even if the three segments showed differences in terms of favourite typology of coffee, 

commonalities can be drawn regarding their patterns of behaviour. Rationales behind the 

consumption of coffee appear to be shared for all the three segments, who valued the taste over 

the energetic boost of caffeine and give great importance to the socialising power of coffee. Habits 

are similar in terms of routines and the desired attributes for the ideal perfect coffee, which 

everyone would like to be tasteful and high quality, preferably not to drink as a shot. Espresso 

based seemed to be the favourite typology of coffee for both Overlapping and Target Consumers. 

Related to the busy lifestyle, consumers in general want a fast way to make coffee that does not 

require much effort in cleaning after the preparation. 

For this theme, we can actually identify the relevance of the Overlapping group, inasmuch it plays 

a moderator and intermediate role in defining coffee consumption behaviour. In fact, just like 

Target consumers, Overlapping interviewees appreciated the good quality of Nespresso and they 

affirm that Nespresso would be the one coffee of choice if they could afford it on a daily basis. 

However, being in the lifecycle stage of students, their sensitivity to price leads them to mix 

consumption of Nespresso coffee with other cheaper typologies. These findings are in line with 

the general assessment of the Danish coffee market for young people, as in Euromonitor 2015. 

Price sensitivity is one of the reason that impedes Prospective Consumers to buy Nespresso, 

alongside the rooted habits of drinking other typologies of coffee. However, they value the same 

qualities of coffee as the other two consumer groups. 
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8.3 Relationship with Nespresso 

The analysis of the qualitative data allows us to adapt the outcome of the interviews to the Brand 

Equity Pyramid by Keller (2001). The most relevant finding about the level of engagement is that 

each one of the segment has a specific position in relation to the stages of building brand loyalty. 

Prospective Consumers can be found slightly above the saliency step, given that Nespresso was 

always top of mind when talking about capsules/pods. Respondents belonging to this segment 

also identified the whole category of pods with the brand and they were usually unable to recall 

any other competitor. Moreover, the fact that Prospective Consumers are above the level of 

saliency is given by the fact that they already tried Nespresso and were introduced to it by friends, 

family or at work. Therefore, some favourable brand associations were possible to be made and 

the overall image of the brand is positive in the mind of consumers. The knowledge of Nespresso, 

however, is limited to few trials, therefore evaluation on performances is partial and the exact 

process of making coffee with a Nespresso machine was not always completely accurate, 

alongside wrong association about the price, which resulted in a strongly higher perceived price 

compared to the actual one. The following picture sums up the position of Prospective Consumers 

on the Customer-Based Brand Equity (Keller, 2001) (Figure 21). 

 

 

 

Figure 21. The position of Prospective Consumers on the Customer-Based Brand Equity Pyramid (Keller, 2001). 
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Overlapping Consumers, on the other hand, could benefit from a stronger experience therefore 

their level of engagement is the third stage of the pyramid. Once again, Nespresso was the 

category identifier for pods market as top of mind among capsules brands. The knowledge of the 

brand in this case is deeper and broader, with also more robust and unique associations with the 

brand. The full understanding of the process and the products results in a better understanding of 

the ‘Meaning’ of the brand and all the specification of the brand performance. Positive attitude is 

also held towards customer service during and post purchase. Overall, it can be said that 

Overlapping Consumers’ judgments and feelings toward the brand are positive. 

However, given the fact that this group of respondents still belongs to the life stage of student, 

their price sensitivity led them to combine the consumption of Nespresso with other type of 

coffee and trial of other capsules brand. Therefore, they are still not considered as loyal toward 

the brand even if they discarded third party capsules because of perceived lower quality and taste 

compared to Nespresso. The image mirrors Overlapping Consumers’ position on the pyramid 

(Figure 22). 

 

 

 

Figure 22. The position of Overlapping Consumers on the Customer-Based Brand Equity Pyramid (Keller, 2001). 

 

Target Consumers, on their turn, resulted in the highest level of engagement with a good loyalty 

toward the brand. Nespresso coincides with the coffee of choice for home consumption and this 

segment reportedly said that they are not willing to change brand or typology of coffee. Their level 

of satisfaction is the highest compared to those of other consumer segments, resulting in a strong 

and positive response about judgments and feelings toward the brand. The satisfaction and 
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attachment to the brand stemmed from the fit between Nespresso features (e.g. design, taste, 

reliability and quality) and the needs and values of Target Consumers. Their position at the top of 

the pyramid is shown in Figure 23. 

 

 

Figure 23. The position of Target Consumers on the Customer-Based Brand Equity Pyramid (Keller, 2001). 

 

In general, we found out that observable differences in the life-stage segmentation corresponded 

to different hierarchical position in regards to the level of engagement and loyalty. The higher the 

stage in lifecycle, the higher the level of engagement and loyalty to the brand. 

 

8.4. Hypotheses validation 

With an understanding of the different types of consumers interviewed, the hypotheses generated 

on the basis of the initially considered theoretical frameworks can now be tested against the 

qualitative data and the findings resulting from these. The result is an analysis of each hypothesis 

and an assessment of whether it is accepted or rejected for the case of Nespresso. 

 

H1: Coffee consumption in the Fourth Wave is driven both by utilitarian and hedonic reasons, with 

a stronger motivation coming from the latter. 
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Building on the distinction in the literature between utilitarian and hedonic rationales for 

consumption (Batra and Ahtola, 1991; Pham, 1998; Alba and Wiliams, 2013), it was hypothesized 

that hedonic drivers would have a greater influence on consumers for the case of luxury-premium 

high quality coffee consumption, on the basis of the assumptions of the Fourth Wave (Giuli and 

Pascucci, 2014). 

H1 is fully accepted for all the consumers tested. For Prospective, Overlapping and Target 

Consumers it was proven that, when it comes to consuming coffee, taste (i.e. the hedonic 

pleasurable side of consumption) tends to be the very first driver, followed  by energy and the 

need to wake up (i.e. the utilitarian part). Moreover, consumers have also argued for a social 

aspect of coffee, which take a hedonic perspective too. 

It can be therefore concluded that, according to the sample of consumers in the present study, 

hedonic rationales for coffee consumption in the Fourth Wave in Denmark are more influential 

than utilitarian ones. 

 

H2: The aesthetic appeal of Nespresso machines and capsules positively influences the coffee 

experience. 

 

Starting from the idea that aesthetical appeal can have a positive influence on the experience of a 

certain product, even if this does not belong to a merely aesthetic category (Holbrook, 2005; 

Hagtvedt and Patrick, 2008; Krishna et al., 2010), it was theorized that Nespresso would have this 

positive influence for its machines and capsules. As a matter of fact, design and aesthetics were 

found to be one of the building points of Nespresso’s product strategy (Nespresso, 2016). 

H2 was partially accepted, only for Target and Overlapping Consumers. Both these groups highly 

value the aesthetically appealing and fashionable design of Nespresso’s machines and the colours 

of it capsules, and they claim it is a positive attribute of the machine which, in our understanding, 

further improves their experience with Nespresso. H2 cannot be accepted for Prospective 

Consumers, as these do not own a Nespresso machine and do not have an established Nespresso 

coffee experience. However, most of the interviewed Prospective Consumers have argued for the 

importance of design and aesthetics but it was not assessed whether this would tangibly affect 

their perception of coffee experience. This gives room for the argument that such attributes could 
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potentially increase the chances of Nespresso being included in their future purchase 

consideration set. 

 

H3: The aspiration to become like a professional is a relevant driver for the future consumption of 

Prospective Consumers. 

 

Adopting an anticipatory socialization perspective and the theories on reference groups and 

influence (Shibutani, 1955; Park and Lessig 1977; Assael, 1998). It was hypothesized that the 

aspiration of Prospective Consumers to become professionals would be a key, if not the highest, 

driver for the future change in consumption as an effort of emulation. The theoretical basis is the 

lifecycle segmentation model and the idea that purchase habits change during the different life 

stages (Attanasio and Browning, 1995). 

H3 is rejected. Being valid only in relation to Prospective Consumers, the hypothesis did not prove 

to be correct for this group of customers. The reference group of Target Consumers for 

Prospective Consumers is not aspirational in nature and has no influence whatsoever on them. 

During the interview, it was tried to assess how to link the aspirations off Prospective Consumers 

to the influence of possible role models. It was really hard to find any student firmly decided on a 

particular person, as there were many different small influences. However, these Prospective 

Consumers said they were not emulating anybody, rather maybe following some values from 

different fields. No application for this could be found to work for the coffee world and specifically 

the Nespresso case. 

Despite having therefore fully rejected this hypothesis, due to no sign of connection between the 

theory of reference groups’ influence and the possibility of a practical application to the case, it is 

still considered to be a valid theoretical point with evidence from the literature. We acknowledge 

the possibility that a more exhaustive analysis might lead to different results and different 

findings, given the limitations of our thesis. 

 

H4: A Nespresso machine carries a symbolic meaning that can be used in a social setting. 
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Theories relative to the symbolic meaning of goods and the way products are used to convey 

others a message about the self (i.e. extended self) (Solomon, 1986; Belk, 1988; Kleine et al., 1995; 

Patrick et al., 2002) can be adopted for the Nespresso case by arguing that having a such-branded 

machine with capsules is used for its symbolic value by consumers with the aim of showing it to 

others and communicating something about themselves. 

As proved throughout the analysis, that of sociability is an extremely important code which falls 

not only within the theme of lifestyle, but also within that of coffee consumption, leading us one 

step closer to accepting this hypothesis. When it comes to Nespresso, all the three groups of 

consumers clearly show its applicability to a social setting and most of them also suggest that they 

try to convey a certain self-image to others, be it just for communicating that the coffee is high-

quality, showing off, making a good impression, or conveying a caring message towards friends. 

Therefore, H4 is fully accepted, as all groups would use Nespresso in a social context and will most 

likely use it to convey a certain image. 

 

9. IMPLICATIONS 

The previous sections have given relevant insights on the results and analysis of data, collected in 

order to answer the main research question and the different sub-questions building on it. More 

specifically, the implications of the thesis are analysed in terms of possible practical applications 

(cfr. “Managerial Implications”) and the result of grounded theory based on empirical findings and 

the inductive process (cfr. “Theoretical Implications). 

The three sub-questions are also hereby answered. A background is built answering the first sub-

question and providing reasons for including Prospective Consumers in the consumer base of 

Nespresso. With this knowledge, the second sub-question addresses managerial and theoretical 

implications. Last, risks and benefits of the recommended activities and the overall strategy are 

explained. 
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9.1 Rationale for Prospective Consumers 

The first sub-question was formulated as follows: 

 

What are the drivers and rationales for prospective consumers to be included in the consumer base 

for a brand in the coffee pods industry? 

 

It is deemed important to answer such question before assessing the second and the third. More 

specifically, it is relevant to state whether it was found worth it or not to include Prospective 

Consumers within the consumer base of a brand like Nespresso and which factors and 

observations have led to this choice. As a result of this, it can be assessed how to do so and which 

are the benefits and risks of actions aimed at broadening the base to Prospective Consumers. 

As reported throughout the findings, it has been observed that there are similarities between the 

groups of Target, Overlapping and Prospective Consumers, in terms of lifestyle and coffee habits. 

Despite not exactly the same, a pattern of evolution has been observed, implying that it is likely 

that the trends and activities of Prospective Consumers will expand and evolve into those of 

Target Consumers. This is further supported by the finding that Overlapping Consumers lay in 

between these two groups and the have habits similar but not equal to those of Target Consumers 

and similar but more evolved than those of Prospective Consumers. 

On the light of this, and with an understanding of Nespresso’s offer, it can be stated that the brand 

appears to be in line with this segment of Prospective Consumers, now and especially in an 

evolutionary future perspective. A number of key rationales, related to coffee habits and lifestyle 

as mentioned above, includes the understanding of coffee as a way of enjoyment rather than 

having a pure energy aim, the search for convenience in terms of making coffee due to the fast 

lifestyle of the group, and the care for trends, innovations and being up to date. 
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9.2 Managerial Implications 

Managerial implications for the thesis are built on the basis of the qualitative methodology carried 

out. In particular, the recommendations for management here advanced mainly concern activities 

that Nespresso can implement in order to include Prospective Consumers within its customer 

base. Having proved and given rationales for their inclusion, this section provides an answer to the 

second sub-question, namely: 

 

What are the strategic marketing and branding activities that can be implemented to leverage on 

prospective consumers to increase brand equity and create anticipated brand loyalty? 

 

9.2.1 Activities for strategic marketing and branding 

The focus group has led to the identification of a number of key points that can be used to answer 

this sub-question. To begin, the aim of marketing and branding activities is to target Prospective 

Consumers in order to create brand equity and anticipated loyalty. Keller (1993), in his original 

article about the development of Customer-Based Brand Equity, stated that marketing programs 

are needed, in order to invite consumers to start creating a relationship with a brand. 

For the case at hand, it has been argued that Nespresso is identified as the top of mind brand for 

the category of coffee pods, thus affirming that brand awareness and therefore brand familiarity 

are present in the minds of Prospective Consumers: as a matter of fact, all of the interviewees 

from this group have previously experienced the product category and more specifically the brand 

(Alba and Hutchinson, 1987; Keller, 1993, 2001). Projecting the position of Prospective Consumers 

on the Customer-Based Brand Equity Pyramid (Keller, 2001), they are at the beginning of the 

second building block, that of Performance and Imagery. Leveraging on the creation of 

associations and on the strength of these, the efforts of marketing communication can play an 

important role in the development of these dimensions. 

On the light of the considerations inferred from the focus group discussion, it has been chosen to 

divide the discussion of marketing activities in two parts, according to the different touchpoints to 
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address. By definition, a touchpoint is a point of “human, product, service, communication, spatial, 

and electronic interaction collectively constituting the interface between an enterprise and its 

customers over the course of customers’ experience cycles” (Dhebar, 2013, p.200). Dhebar (2013) 

discusses that there is a blueprint of customer touchpoints that companies create to engage them, 

as reported in Figure 24. 

 

 

Figure 24. The typical blueprint of touchpoints (Dhebar, 2013, p.202) 

 

In assessing Prospective Consumers, the touchpoints that can be used to address this group’s 

needs fall within the category of Pre-Purchase phase. Specifically, as a result of the insights from 

the focus group and further considerations, two touchpoints have been chosen as they actually 

represent a potential for interaction with the brand at stake: Universities and the online world. An 

individual discussion of such touchpoints follows, with recommendations in terms of activities that 

can be carried out, communication channels to address Prospective Consumers and specifics 

concerning the content of such communications, on the basis of the suggestions gained in the 

focus group. 

 

Universities. Universities represent a physical touchpoint where Prospective Consumers (i.e. 

students) spend most of their time during their education years and it is thus considered one of 

the most effective places to reach this group. As students at Copenhagen Business School, we 

have encountered the brand many times, both advertised on billboards and served at Nexus, a 

sort of coffee shop within CBS, both at the counter and by means of a business solution machine. 

The adoption of this strategy is recommended, with additional details, also for other universities in 

Denmark. 
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More broadly, is it suggested that Nespresso engages into a partnership with different universities 

in Denmark (e.g. KU, DTU, KEA, Aalborg, Aarhus, VIA), in order to reach those students who now 

are part of the group of Prospective Consumers and who may in the future become Overlapping or 

Target Consumers. While the benefits of partnerships are important in terms of access to 

knowledge and innovative ideas from students (Perkmann and Salter, 2012), the proper and first 

aim of the initiative is to leverage on associations that Prospective Consumers may create with 

Nespresso (Keller, 1993). Besides providing cases to universities for students to solve, Nespresso 

could establish its presence by making a number of business solution machines available (Figure 

25), which could work with a card to be purchased and recharged with money.  

 

 

Figure 25. A Nespresso business solution machine, recommended for Universities. 

 

While this card, at CBS, is sold within Nexus, in the other universities students could purchase it at 

the reception or at a card distributor machine, depending on what is more feasible according the 

structure of the institution. With the idea that a promotional element is a positive driver for 

stimulating trial during the launch and introduction of the machines (Kotler and Keller, 2012), it is 

recommended that the cards offer the purchase of 10 coffees at the cost of 9. This is also partially 

due to the fact that it was found that Prospective Consumers are price sensitive and do not 

consider approaching Nespresso because of a very high perceived price functioning as a barrier. 

Setting a price at a level that reflects its affordability and adding a promotional effort to it are 
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techniques that can decrease such a high perceived price in the minds of students, leveraging on 

likely positive associations stemming from these activities. 

To support the launch of Nespresso business solution machines and provide explicit information 

on the price, billboards could be adopted and displayed around campus or the different buildings 

from the university. Such posters are aimed at obtaining high levels of reach and OTS (i.e. 

Opportunities to See) of the media: namely, a high number of students is expected to be exposed 

to the message in a given time period, resulting in a consequently high number of cumulative 

exposures (Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2012). 

In combination with billboards, to engage students even more effectively, ambassadors could be 

hired distributing free coffee pods to be used in the business solutions machines. This will 

probably generate interest and trial, with the possibility of purchase of a card and of repeat 

purchase (Kotler and Keller, 2012). 

To further increase awareness and generate trial of Nespresso’s coffee, the company may 

participate in events, by either sponsoring them or being present with a stand and distributing 

free coffee. For instance, this happens sometimes at CBS and it is quite successful. As a matter of 

fact, as reported by the participants, coffee for free is always appreciated and this would thus be 

successful. If a positive experience is created, Prospective Consumers can learn about Nespresso 

and get closer to this. If they are informed that a business solution machine exists within their 

university, this could as well stimulate trial. 

As a final point, an advertisement or an article with information on the new Nespresso machine 

could be published in the university newspaper or newsletter, if the institution has any of these. 

In order to summarize, for the touchpoint of universities it has been recommended to implement 

a strategy which is focused on information, especially as far as the presence of Nespresso and its 

affordable price for Prospective Consumers are concerned. The generation of ideas for such 

activities stemmed from direct observation from the real-life case of Nespresso at Nexus, CBS, and 

from suggestions given by the participants during the focus group. Traditional and online media 

are recommended in implementing this touchpoint, as they are deemed appropriate for the 

university world. 
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Online touchpoints. Dhebar (2013) argues for the importance of online touchpoints in a world 

where the technology is increasingly adopted. As a matter of fact, the focus group discussion gave 

a lot of relevant insights form an online perspective. Among the many different social media 

channels for online presence, Facebook, Youtube and Spotify were highly recommended by the 

participants, both in terms of direct posts and ads. It is therefore recommended that Nespresso 

adopt these new media in order to approach and reach Prospective Consumers. In the creation of 

online content targeted to students, information concerning the product and the price for it 

should be included, to start creating associations with the tangible and intangible aspects of 

Nespresso. At the same time, these channels allow for more creative contents. Videos and 

advertisements can be created and distributed throughout Facebook and Youtube on Nespresso’s 

account, and as simple paid-for short advertisements before other Youtube videos or in between 

Spotify songs. In particular, as far as Youtube is concerned, Nespresso has created different 

playlists for different countries (Youtube, 2016). It is recommended that a playlist including videos 

for the Danish market is added as well. 

On the light of the concerns and recommendations of the focus group participants, it is really 

important that Nespresso implements changes to some of the elements of its current 

advertisements (e.g. the very classic and old-style image) or that the brand leverages more on its 

latest developments (e.g. Jack Black as an endorser and a subtly ironic element), when these are 

targeted more specifically at the involvement of Prospective Consumers. When creating new 

advertisements, however, it is of extreme importance that the current luxury and premium image 

of Nespresso is not affected. By changing elements that would considerably and substantially 

affect the current image of the brand, Nespresso would risk a loss of fit between its identity and 

the way it is perceived. Addressing Prospective Consumers does not mean targeting solely this 

group, but creating campaigns with messages which also students can relate too. This is kept in 

mind in the following discussion of possible implementations for the current advertisements, 

aimed at the inclusion of Prospective Consumers. 

 

1. Featuring product and process. It was observed that some of the focus group 

participants were concerned with not being able to use the machine to its full 

potential. It is thus recommended that a stronger emphasis on the process of 
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coffee making is included in some of the ads. Given, for example, the fact that 

Danes consume mostly lungo versions of espresso coffee, an online ad or video 

targeted to Danish Prospective Consumers could show the proper way of obtaining 

a lungo coffee. This is in line with the idea of the Fourth Wave that companies are 

willing to teach consumers how to experience coffee (Giuli and Pascucci, 2014). 

 

2. Featuring generation-specific endorsers. The benefits of including people, especially 

celebrity endorsers, are well-known and acknowledged for the branding and 

advertising world (McCracken, 1989; Keller, 1993). To maintain consistency with the 

direction of the most recent ads from Nespresso, featuring Jack Black and other 

actors, who are more appealing for a younger public, the brand could choose to 

adopt other endorsers for future advertisements. More specifically, as 

recommended in the focus group, there should be a fit between the generation of 

Prospective Consumers and that of iconic endorsers. Among many, Justin 

Timberlake matches the characteristics necessary to become a possible Nespresso 

endorser, appealing to students. 

 

3. Giving the “ironic touch”. By many of the interviewees and participants within the 

focus group, the new advertisement with Jack Black was considered ‘funny’. It was 

hypothesized that this could match the Danish cultural trait of self-irony and 

sarcasm (Institute for Languages and Culture, 2015). In targeting Prospective 

Consumers from Denmark, it is thus recommended that an element of subtle irony 

and humour is maintained, to stimulate curiosity and intrigue the receiver of the 

message. 

 

4. Considering different setting-location possibilities. The last point of setting took a 

substantial amount of thinking for us, as it was not expected that the participants 

would go against a typically cultural Italian setting playing on the country of origin 

factor (Keller, 1993). On the light of the considerations that the location where the 

ad is shot needs to be accessible but exclusive at the same time, a location on a 
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terrace as that of Advertisement 2 seems like the best solution, as it fits with all the 

criteria. By choosing an environment which is neither fully outdoor nor fully indoor, 

the place can be made accessible, but at the same time exclusive and premium. 

Different areas of Copenhagen, as a trendy and fashionable city, can be used for 

this purpose. It is worth noticing that the location is an element which is very strong 

in the previous Nespresso advertisements and that it cannot be changed 

completely, rather it can be simply adjusted to match the criteria of Prospective 

Consumers more closely and maintain consistency with the previous 

communication efforts from Nespresso. 

 

Other relevant touchpoints. During the focus group discussion, the effectiveness of the traditional 

channel of television has been judged differently. While for some of the participants television is 

not an effective medium of communications anymore, as the younger generation does not watch 

it anymore, others argue that it is still the most popular one for a broader target in general. We 

have decided to mention this communication channel, as relevant and consistent with what 

Nespresso has done so far. It can be generally concluded, therefore, that the elements discussed 

in terms of content for video ads are applicable to a television setting as well, used to reach those 

Prospective Consumers who still watch television. However, the television advertisements of 

Nespresso tend to have a global reach and are not adapted to local cultures, which implies that 

not all the elements mentioned throughout the online touchpoint sections are fully valid. While 

most of them can be applied, those specific factors connected to Denmark and the Danish culture 

should not be included for television. 

 

9.3 Theoretical Implications 

The adoption of an inductive approach entails the idea that, on the light of observations, findings, 

the literature review and the conclusions at a case level, further insights can be gained both from a 

managerial and a theoretical perspective (Bryman and Bell, 2007; CBS Master Thesis Seminar, 

2015). Having outlined the practical implications for Nespresso, this sections now elaborates on 

the theoretical findings that stemmed from the data analysis and findings. 
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According to Rose et al. (2015), the methodological choice, together with data collection and the 

process of coding have led to the identification of a pattern which can be related to some of the 

theories previously accounted for in the literature review. This new theoretical framework is 

grounded on the qualitative data gained. While it is acknowledged as a limitation that the 

theoretical saturation level might not have been reached, given the limited number of interviews 

(Bryman and Bell, 2007; Rose et al., 2015), a preliminary grounded theoretical model has been 

developed. 

 

The new theoretical framework is based on two existing affirmed models which can be combined 

to gain new insights, on the basis of our qualitative research. 

The first theory is that of the lifecycle segmentation adapted from Attanasio and Browning (1995), 

which was considered as the basis for differentiating between Prospective and Target Consumers 

according to the stage accomplished in their life. The Overlapping group was set in between in 

relation to the Nespresso case. 

On the other hand, the second main framework is the masterpiece on Brand Equity from Keller 

(2001) with the Customer-Based Brand Equity Pyramid. 

We have already elaborated on the evolutionary pattern of the lifecycle segmentation, on the 

basis of their lifestyle, coffee habits and relationship with Nespresso. The empirical observations, 

in particular related to the third theme of the analysis, has shown that there is a pattern of 

increasing relationship with the brand and more solid brand equity for those customers who are in 

a later stage of the lifecycle. This has led to the development of the framework including both the 

above-mentioned models (Figure 26). 
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Figure 26. The grounded theoretical framework developed throughout this thesis, combining the Customer-Based 

Brand Equity model by Keller (2001) and the lifecycle segmentation based on purchase (Attanasio and Browning, 

1995). 

 

It was as a matter of fact observed that Prospective Consumers’ relationship with Nespresso was 

limited to a strong level of awareness and a mere initial understanding of the dimensions of 

performance and imagery of the brand. That means that they may know how it works and have an 

idea of the reasons why certain people drink it, but they most certainly do not have a full 

understanding of the brand, as that is limited to the small number of times they have tried 

Nespresso. It can be argued that these Prospective Consumers are still at the basis of the pyramid, 

given their strong awareness but unclear perception of the brand’s performance and imagery.  For 

Overlapping Consumers, on the other hand, they have full awareness and a proper understanding 

of these two variables. Moreover, they do have judgements and feeling towards Nespresso, due to 

the fact that they use it on a daily basis. These consumers, however, may not be entirely loyal 

because of a number of different factors (i.e. using pods from competitors, price-sensitivity, 

exclusiveness of distribution and inaccessibility). Target Consumers, that is the last stage of the 

lifecycle, are at the top of the pyramid, as they are fully loyal Nespresso consumers. They are 

attached to the brand and are willing to purchase Nespresso despite its price and distribution, 

which prevent others from approaching it. 

It can be argued that, for the Nespresso case, there is a clear relationship between the two models 

and that they can be therefore combined into one. To further support this, the effects of the 
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recommendations given throughout the managerial implications are now discussed with respect 

to this model. 

Keller (1993) clearly states that increasing brand familiarity and creating associations can be done 

initially by emphasizing product specifications and its price, thus leveraging on the performance 

aspect that Prospective Consumer still do not fully conceive clearly. Other communication efforts 

can be used to stimulate imagery, including for example celebrities endorsing the brand and 

appearing on the advertisements (Keller, 1993). With the idea that reaching the right touchpoints 

can have an impact on brand equity (Hogan et al., 2005), it can be concluded that, by 

implementing the right activities and leveraging on the right touchpoints, Prospective Consumers 

can be moved to a higher level of the pyramid. Such activities will therefore shorten the lifecycle in 

terms of relationship with Nespresso and decrease the amount of time needed to reach a fully 

positive Customer-Based Brand Equity: loyalty can therefore be anticipated in the overall process 

(Figure 27). 

 

 

Figure 27. The effect of strategic marketing and branding activities on the position of Prospective Consumers in the 

grounded theoretical framework. 
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9.4 Risk-benefit implications considerations 

With a full understanding of managerial and theoretical implications of anticipating loyalty by 

leveraging on Prospective Consumers, it has been decided to assess the benefits and risks of such 

a strategy, following the sub-question question: 

 

What are the benefits and risks of tapping into prospective consumers for a luxury brand in the 

coffee pods industry? 

 

Benefits. In terms of benefits, the first and main lies on the expected advantages from anticipated 

loyalty. The creation of brand equity from the moment a person enters the “Prospective 

Consumer” phase of the lifecycle, if marketing activities are implemented appropriately, is 

deemed to be very beneficial for a company in the long-term. The creation of better, stronger 

more favourable associations and attitudes will make the brand more appealing for Prospective 

consumers. Moreover, the stimulation of trial can lead some of the Prospective consumer to 

become Overlapping. In addition to this and in relation to the specific recommendations, some of 

these are deemed to be beneficial for the entire consumer base, and not strictly for Prospective 

Consumers. For instance, Target and Overlapping Consumers in the Danish market would most 

likely appreciate the ironic touch of the advertisements, and they would be targeted as well from 

the increasing online presence of Nespresso for Denmark specifically. 

Overall, the inclusion of Prospective Consumers as an audience for marketing activities from an 

earlier phase of the purchase cycle, would most likely convert into actual purchase, in the long 

term, when this segment will translate into the next stage (i.e. Target Consumers). This conversion 

will then be visible in terms of increased sales and increased market share against competition. 

The marketing investment for the activities needed will then, most likely, have a positive ROI in 

the long term. The increasing sales, the higher market share and a positive long-term ROI would 

lead to a better position in terms of financial situation and in terms of sustainable competitive 

advantage against competitors. 

The profitability of the suggested strategy is thus to be found in the long term. The benefits of 

addressing a broader audience has the aim to create positive attitudes and feelings, alongside a 
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highly possible conversion into purchase in the future with the consequent higher sales and 

market share. 

 

Risks. On the other hand, it is acknowledged that increasing the consumer base for a luxury-

premium brand is not easy and negative consequences must be accounted for. Following is a list of 

possible risks and disadvantages that may result from the overall strategy and some specific 

activities, and our considerations on how to address and solve such issues. 

 

1. Loyal Target Consumers will feel Nespresso if shifting its customer priority. 

Including Prospective Consumers within the audience of its marketing activities, Nespresso 

risks a gap between its identity and the image that Target Consumers have of it. The latter 

might think that the brand is not the luxury-premium product that it claimed to be and that 

it is now approaching a commodity status. This is unarguably extremely dangerous for a 

brand based on luxury perceptions and has been discussed as the risk of vulgarisation 

(Kapferer and Bastien, 2009). 

In order to prevent this from happening, it has been argued that consistency must be 

maintained with the previous marketing activities and that no drastic changes will be 

implemented with respect to advertisements and messages. In addition to this, it was 

actually tested during in-depth interviews with Target Consumers whether addressing 

students would be a problem for them. All of the participants did not seem concerned at 

all with this, rather they looked interested and keen on the idea, which further supports 

the likelihood that the issue will not occur if this strategy is actually put into action. 

This particular risk is related to two of the three trade-offs identified by Keller (2009) for 

luxury brands, namely that of exclusivity vs accessibility and a classic vs contemporary 

image. The first trade-off implies that luxury brands like Nespresso should be exclusive for 

its Target Consumers, but at the same time need to reach Prospective Consumers to build 

a long-lasting relationship with them. At the same time, those trendy and fashionable 

Target Consumers for Nespresso may want a classy experiential classical image and it may 

thus be difficult to balance this with a new contemporary and modern image which fits the 
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world of Prospective Consumers. It is deemed that all the activities suggested are a well-

balance option for the recommended strategy. 

 

2. The costs of expanding the customer base may be a big investment with uncertain short-

term ROI. 

In the short term, the budget to be allocated to marketing activities will see costs in terms 

of development of partnerships with universities, installation of machines, creation of 

offline material and the development of online content. This would thus be a burden on 

Nespresso for the initial part of the strategy. Keller (2009), as the third trade-off, identified 

the need of allocating the budget both in relation to the retention of Target Consumers 

and the acquisition of Prospective Consumers appropriately. 

This is a disadvantage which necessarily has to happen for the strategy to work effectively. 

Once all the right touchpoints are established and the proper implementations take place, 

benefits will be seen in the long-run in terms of brand equity and possibly with a tangible 

ROI. Moreover, a first mover advantage towards students in Denmark will be gained 

against all the other rising competitors. Nespresso will be the first player in the market to 

leverage on this opportunity. 

 

3. Paid advertisements on Spotify might result unpleasant and create negative associations. 

While reach is important, it is acknowledged that advertisements that cannot be skipped in 

between songs might annoy Prospective Consumers. These might create negative 

associations with the brand, if they incur in the same advertisement many times 

throughout the day. 

To prevent this, an agreement with Spotify should be made that the advertisement does 

not repeat itself too many times per hour. At the same time, the content of the short ad 

will be appealing for consumers, as the recommendations given during the focus groups 

would be followed. 
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4. The overall price for Nespresso might still result too high for students. 

The high perceived price from Prospective Consumers is something which is already 

present and that is likely to be maintained. Students think that Nespresso has a very high 

price and will thus not include that in their consideration set. 

This is something which has been accounted for in the development of activities. Because 

the final aim of the strategy is not to increase sales for Nespresso, but rather to improve 

the perception and image of Prospective Consumers towards the brand to create 

anticipated loyalty, this risk is acceptable. The activities, however, are deemed to be 

sufficient to prove Prospective Consumers that the price for Nespresso does not make that 

inaccessible. It was indeed assessed that students think Nespresso is too expensive, but 

none of the participants exactly knows the exact amount of DKK necessary to buy its 

capsules. The promotional efforts at university with the business solution machine and the 

discount of 10 coffees at the price of 9 should support the idea that Nespresso does not 

overprice its products, rather it makes them accessible luxuries for those students who 

might want to have a better quality for just a few DKK more per capsule. However, if 

students are not willing to do that and become Overlapping Consumers, the activities are 

just aimed at improving the responses they have towards the brand and this will result in 

increased brand equity for Nespresso. 

 

10. ANSWERING THE RESEARCH QUESTION 

Having answered the three sub-question, a final consideration needs to be made and an answer to 

the main research question can be provided. The research question was established as follows: 

 

How to create a sustainable competitive advantage, from a Customer Based Brand Equity 

perspective, and anticipate loyalty in prospective consumers? 

 

Namely, the aim of the thesis was to understand how to create a competitive advantage with 

respect to other players in the market becoming first movers in approaching Prospective 
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Consumers. While the Nespresso case helped in understanding how to do this from a practical 

standpoint, a generalizable solution to the problem can be generated, from a Customer Based 

Brand Equity perspective. Having provided strong rationales for including these in the consumer 

base of a brand, it can be argued that an assessment of Prospective Consumers is always 

necessary in order to understand the level of relationship these have with a brand. This gives 

insights on what such consumers are not aware of or do not fully comprehend, as for example the 

performance and imagery of the brand equity pyramid from Keller (2001) for the Nespresso case. 

With such understanding, marketing and branding activities can be chosen, that cater to the 

specific needs based on the level of the relationship Prospective Consumers have with the brand. 

Some activities better than others can stimulate different building blocks of the pyramid and 

components of brand equity (Keller 1993, 2001). However, it needs to be noticed that, when this is 

related to a luxury brand, there are a variety of new factors to be taken into account, as all the 

different trade-offs that luxury brands need to face when expanding the customer base to 

Prospective Consumers (Keller, 2009). 

Overall, as shown and proved throughout the managerial and theoretical implications, it is 

deemed that the correct implementation of activities for a luxury brands with respect to 

Prospective Consumers will result in an improvement in the level of relationship with the brand of 

this group and therefore in a shorter time span needed to reach a fully positive brand equity, 

anticipating the creation of brand loyalty in the long term, reaching the top of the pyramid (Keller, 

2001). This can guarantee the creation of a long-term sustainable competitive advantage (Porter, 

1985). 

 

11. LIMITATIONS 

Throughout the writing process of this paper, it has been acknowledged that perfection could not 

be reached. In discussing limitations, we will divide these in two particularly relevant sections: 

general research and methodology. 
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11.1 General Research 

To begin with, the research was complicated from the very beginning for the choice of a particular 

business case, that of Nespresso. For months, we both tried to get in touch with different people 

within the company by means of networking, LinkedIn messages, direct phone calls to the 

available number on different websites and talking in person at a Netslé stand at the CBS Career 

Fair. Unfortunately, we were told that no information or help could be provided by Nespresso 

itself. Therefore, the information on consumers and a possible segmentation-target analysis of 

Target Consumers was not available beforehand and was thus inferred on the basis of theoretical 

models (i.e. life-cycle and Minerva segmentation) and their assessment during the qualitative 

methodology part. Despite being very interesting to gain first hand insights, it cannot be taken for 

certain that the information gained during data collection are fully correct and completely in line 

with the understanding of Target Consumers that Nespresso has. However, we have proceeded in 

writing this thesis building on assumptions on theory and data collection, which gave very valid 

insights in our opinion. 

 

11.2 Methodological limitations 

The methodological section of the thesis presents important limitations that need to be 

acknowledged. First of all, focus groups and interviews were used as the main methods. As 

previously explained, observations and ethnography were meant to be an additional qualitative 

method that we intended to carry out in-store to gain additional insights. However, as we did not 

gain permission from the company to obtain direct information, we were consequently not 

allowed to gain data in-store and this method had to be given up on.  

Second, only one focus group and 16 interviews were carried out. It is acknowledged that the level 

of theoretical saturation (i.e. adding one single interview to the sample would not alter the data) 

may not have been reached (Bryman and Bell, 2007). 

Third, there were problems with the sample itself, both in terms of recruiting and in terms of 

reliability and possible bias. Given the choice to carry out the research in the Danish market and 
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that we have a limited knowledge of Danish people, it was very difficult at first to find someone to 

interview. Fortunately, by means of networking, it was possible to reach the target number of 

interviews and organize even one focus group, initially included in the plan but then excluded as 

deemed impossible to carry out. However, the participants for the focus group were chosen 

among those who already took part in the individual in-depth interviews. This made it easier for us 

to organize it, but we understand that their knowledge might have been biased, even if we talked 

about a different issue relative to the same brand during the focus group. In more general terms, 

it is acknowledged that the sample of consumers chosen may not be representative of the 

population, giving thus the likelihood of a lack of full reliability, validity and generalizability of the 

data (Bryman and Bell, 2007; King and Horrocks, 2011). 

Last, as our second official time carrying out interviews, the first three did not give full insights as 

we expected, as the agenda needed to be adapted and re-structured to gain more relevant 

information from the participants. However, these interviews were still taken into account in the 

data collection, as deemed important for an understanding of the different consumers. The same 

is valid for the focus group, even if this was more successful both in terms of dynamics and 

contents discussed. 

 

12. CONCLUSIONS 

Given the paradigm-shift trend that is leading the coffee industry to the rise of the Fourth wave 

(Giuli and Pascucci, 2014) and the fast growth of the category of coffee pods, with the consequent 

rise of competition threat, we developed our thesis around the following research question: 

  

How to create a sustainable competitive advantage, from a Customer Based Brand Equity 

perspective, and anticipate loyalty in prospective consumers? 

  

As to answer this question, it was relevant to understand first which are the rationales that drive 

coffee consumption, and whether they provide a relevant basis for including Prospective 

consumers into the broader consumer base of a specific brand. We used the case of Nespresso, 
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since it perfectly matched with the features of the Fourth wave. After gaining a deeper 

understanding of the relevant segments, namely Prospective, Overlapping and Target, we 

identified the reasons that could support this strategy by comparing their characteristics in terms 

of lifestyle, coffee consumption and the relationship with Nespresso. In terms of lifestyle, the 

three segments showed to have similar features and the progression into the lifecycle stages 

appeared to be a possible driver for changing consumption habits and behaviour over the time. 

More specifically to the consumption of coffee, even if habits and preferences are different, it was 

possible to draw commonalities in terms of rationales for drinking coffee and the identification of 

the ideal coffee characteristics. Consumers equally valued taste over the effect of caffeine, giving 

more relevance to hedonic reasons rather than utilitarian ones (H1 accepted), and even if price is 

an issue for Prospective consumers, the quality of coffee can justify the higher price of some 

typologies of coffee. However, being related to the stage of life in which consumers are (i.e. 

Prospective and Overlapping are still students), price sensitivity appears to be the main reason 

why these consumers do not buy a Nespresso machine, alongside having their own habits. 

Prospective consumers were however prone to say that they would eventually consider buying 

Nespresso in the future, when they will evolve into the following step of their lifecycle (i.e. 

professional), but in general this aspiration does not influence their actual purchasing behaviour 

(H3 rejected). Commonly, the positive considerations that consumers had about Nespresso related 

to its social relevance (H4 accepted), the match with their lifestyle and the aesthetic appeal (H2 

partially accepted). 

These reasons gave us the basis to support and find out which marketing activities can be 

implemented to attract prospective consumers and try to engage them so as to increase their 

attachment level in terms of brand equity and anticipated loyalty. The creation of a holistic 

strategy is executed through a series of activities that aim at tapping into Prospective consumers 

in the pre-purchase phase through the most relevant touchpoints: universities (e.g. billboards, 

posters, business solution machines, case studies, events, promotion cards, etc.) and online media 

(social networks, Spotify, videos. This strategy serves the purpose of reach the greatest number of 

students and stimulating brand trial by communicating an informational message about the 

product and the price, since Prospective consumers have wrong associations to the perceived 
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price, which is higher than the actual one. Moreover, small changes in the advertisements are 

deemed important to resonate with a younger audience (e.g. having a younger funny endorser). 

It is kept in mind, however, that these activities entail both benefits and risks, the most important 

benefit being anticipated loyalty, engagement and positive attitudes toward the brand in 

Prospective consumers, sustaining the competitive advantage of the brand. This in the long term 

would most likely translates into higher sales and profitability for Nespresso. The main risks, 

however, are related to different aspects like the luxury management of Nespresso with the 

danger to jeopardize the loyalty of Target consumers, an uncertain short-term ROI, unpleasant 

association with advertisements on Spotify and lastly not being able to correct Prospective 

perceptions about the price. 

The results of our project allowed us to come to the development of theoretical framework that 

has never been created and we thus have addressed a gap in the literature. Our inductive 

approach resulted in grounded theory implications on how to relate the theorisation of lifecycle 

stages segmentation to the brand equity pyramid by Keller (2001). Every stage in the lifecycle is 

related to specific consumption behaviours and habits. These behaviours change and adapt 

according to the life phase in which consumers are. However, sharing similarities about rationales 

for consumption is a base to compare different segments in relation to the brand equity of the 

same brand. We observed that the progression of the consumer segments in term of lifecycle 

stage corresponded to a progressive position on the brand equity pyramid steps. Specifically, 

Prospective consumers were right above the saliency step, while Overlapping consumers are 

already at the third step (judgments and feelings) and Target are at a full stage of loyalty. The 

activities that we suggested have the purpose to advance the position of Prospective consumers in 

terms of engagement with the brand, thus shortening the distance to loyalty. This strategy aims at 

creating positive attitudes and beliefs before consumption actually occurs, which will most likely 

be translated in loyalty when Prospective will progress into Target consumers and start buying the 

brand. 
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13. FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

On the light of the conclusions of the paper, we acknowledge that there are possible future 

evolutions. Reflecting on the different key points touched throughout the thesis, we think that 

more can be done, on the basis of the theoretical model and the managerial implications 

developed. We will be discussing this section on future perspectives by making considerations on 

Nespresso itself and the application of the findings from this case to other industries. 

 

13.1 Nespresso and a global expansion 

To start with, considerations can be made on the light of the research of this thesis. Because 

theoretical saturation has not necessarily been reached, it would be important for Nespresso as a 

future step to carry out further research and increase the validity, reliability and generalizability of 

the data collected by us (Bryman and Bell, 2007; King and Horrocks, 2011). 

Once the applicability of this strategy and model has been further confirmed, it would be 

extremely interesting to put into practice the recommended marketing actions. Moreover, it 

would be helpful to study whether, in the long-run, there were any tangible results (i.e. in terms of 

ROI and other indicators) or intangible ones (i.e. increased brand awareness, positive perceptions 

and brand image), compared to previous years. 

Assuming the implementation of the activities results in the desired outcome of shortening the 

purchase lifecycle and creating anticipated loyalty, by improving the current level of brand equity 

of Prospective Consumers, Nespresso could benefit from applying this to other countries where it 

is operating. In order to do so, there are a number of steps that we deem Nespresso should 

undertake. 

 

1. Select a target country. Based on profitability, size of the market or other factors 

relevant for the company, Nespresso can choose a country where to implement this 

strategic move. 
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2. Understand the market, the environment and the competition. A full understanding 

of the specific market for coffee in the country is needed. This can help Nespresso 

understand whether such strategy is feasible and if it can establish itself as a first 

mover, gaining a sustainable competitive advantage. 

3. Understand the cultural trends of the country in terms of coffee consumption. The 

sociocultural context is particularly important, especially when it is related to coffee 

consumption. Some countries are culturally more attached to coffee consumption 

than others, and this should be considered to assess the likelihood of success of the 

strategy. 

4. Understand coffee consumers in the country. Culture affects the way consumers 

perceive coffee and their habits related to this. It is essential to assess these 

dimensions. 

5. Identify whether there are ‘Potential Consumers’ as defined in this thesis. Within the 

market segmentation in terms of lifestyle and purchase habits for coffee, Nespresso 

needs to understand whether ‘Potential Consumers’ are identifiable and if they 

would be interested in this.  

6. Understand how to reach these Potential Consumers, in terms of communication 

elements and channels. If there is potential, these consumers will need to be 

assessed in the same way it was done throughout this thesis. Nespresso will need to 

understand how to reach them (i.e. which touchpoints to cover) and which 

elements to include in its message that may be appealing to them in particular. 

 

13.2 Across-industries applications  

Unarguably, as the aim of the thesis, Nespresso will be the first company within the coffee pods 

industry to benefit from such actions and from the theoretical framework developed. However, 

having contributed to the marketing literature by means of grounded theory, we hold the view 

that many more industries could find an advantage in applying this model and implement such 

strategy. Therefore, it would be relevant and important to test whether the research question and 

the theoretical model could be applied in a cross-industry context, for other luxury brands that 
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may want to start establishing a positive brand equity in the minds of Prospective Consumers. As a 

matter of fact, assuming the model is actually applicable, knowledge can be transferred across 

different industries and provide insights for certain brands on how to capture a sustainable 

competitive advantage. 

After a discussion of the rationales and nature of consumption of Nespresso, it has been 

considered that some cases may be similar for what concerns companies operating in industries 

for home domestic consumption. In particular for the case of consumer electronics (e.g. television 

sets, DVD players, sound systems) and kitchen appliances (e.g. kitchen aids, microwaves, cookware 

and bakeware, cutlery), there are some premium and luxury brands that may benefit from 

creating positive associations in the minds of Prospective Consumers. For example, we may think 

of Prospective Consumers as those young adults who already live on their own and, due to money 

constraints or other factors, have not been able to refurnish the apartment with high-quality 

appliances. In a later stage of their life, however, it is likely that their purchase habits will change 

and that they will start caring and investing on higher-quality components for their house. For 

brands that fit such criteria, finding the right touchpoints and creating a relationship with 

Prospective Consumers is a good way to build positive associations which, in a later stage of the 

lifecycle, will likely stem into purchase and attachment to the brand. 

Departing from the specific case, however, the theoretical model can be broadened to other 

contexts. Other companies, not necessarily branding themselves as premium or luxury, can adopt 

the strategy of leveraging on Prospective Consumers for future and long-term goals.  

 

The key point for applying the model truly is understanding whether a lifecycle segmentation 

based on purchase can be identified. As in the practical example of kitchen appliances and 

furnitures, where Prospective Consumers could be easily defined (i.e. young adults who just 

moved out), this may result more difficult for other product categories. Hence, we have listed a 

few key steps to follow for a company willing to create anticipated loyalty leveraging on 

Prospective Consumers, represented in the following Figure 28 and explained. 
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Figure 28. The steps to consider before implementing the strategy of leveraging on Prospective Consumers with the 

aim of creating anticipated loyalty. 

 

1. Understand your current market segmentation. Namely, does the company base its 

segmentation on the lifecycle, taking purchase into consideration? If the answer is 

yes, the company is one-step closer to being able to apply the model. If the answer, 

instead, is no, then the company needs to understand whether adopting such 

segmentation criteria can be done. If the company is able to apply the 

segmentation model successfully, then it can move to the next step. However, in 

case the company cannot do it (e.g. for internal reasons, a difficult market 

definition, etc.), then the strategy that we suggest might be difficult to apply. 
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2. Identify whether there are ‘Potential Consumers’ as defined in this thesis. Assuming 

the company already has a lifecycle segmentation based on purchase to define its 

consumers, or that it is able to implement it, the second steps involves identifying 

whether this consumers exist and who they are. A clear definition and 

understanding of the segment can help as a foundation for the following steps. 

3. Assess whether the segment of Prospective Consumers is feasible and profitable. 

Given the definition of the segment of Prospective Consumers in step 2, the 

company needs to understand whether it is profitable and feasible to include it in 

its existing consumer base, in a long-run perspective. If it is not, the strategy we 

suggest will be difficult to implement. If, on the other hand, the results from this 

understanding are positive, then step 4 can be implemented. 

4. Understand how to reach these Potential Consumers, in terms of communication 

elements and channels. Given the feasibility and profitability of Prospective 

Consumers in the long term, marketing and branding activities can be generated in 

order to reach this segment. The right touchpoints need to be targeted according to 

the needs of Prospective Consumers and the right activities can be consequently 

thought according to these. 

5. Implement the marketing and branding activities and reach your target. As a very 

last step, gained an understanding of Prospective Consumers, they can be reached 

by putting in practice all the activities considered throughout step 4. 

 

Overall, the steps hereby presented are deemed to give a guideline on the points to consider 

before and during the application of the theoretical framework to a practical case. 

 

As a very last point, we would like to address that, as far as publicly consumed goods are 

concerned, we suggest to further study and explore consumption rationales and drivers behind 

purchase. These might indeed be very different from the ones underlying our theoretical 

framework, thus not making it fully reliable for this last case. 
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15. APPENDICES 

15.1 Appendix I 

In-depth description of the Four Waves, adapted from Giuli and Pascucci (2014) 

 

Pioneering Phase 

 Coffee is discovered by Europeans.  

 Coffee is commercialized. 

 Asian and South American countries start producing coffee. 

 Coffee is an elitist product. 

 Coffee is purchased and not roasted. 

 There is no such thing as a coffee industry yet. 

 

First Wave 

 New inventions about packaging and production processes. 

 Start of the coffee roasting industry. 

 New distribution channels. 

 Coffee is recognized as a mass market product. 

 Coffee becomes a domestic product. 

 Coffee consumption increases. 

 Mergers and acquisition consolidate the industry. 

 Coffee becomes a mass market product. 

 

Second Wave 

 Focus on the quality of coffee. 

 Coffee becomes a “cult” product. 

 New coffee habits and coffee shops development. 

 Espresso coffee gets on the spotlight. 

 Espresso is associated to beverages with warm milk (latte revolution). 
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 Coffee shops become the “third place”. 

 The market is dominated by coffee shop chains. 

 

Third Wave 

 Focus on artisanal production of coffee. 

 The competitive landscape focuses on the search for the best coffee. 

 Direct trade systems. 

 Coffee is not a standard commodity product anymore. 

 The consumer becomes a coffee expert. 

 The context and environment of coffee consumption lose relevance. 

 New coffee extraction systems. 

 Obsessive search for quality. 

 

Fourth Wave 

 New wave of inventions for packaging. 

 New single portions systems. 

 Coffee is linked to its process of consumption. 

 New retail forms of distribution. 

 Competitors leverage on branding issues. 

 Coffee is perceived as an affordable luxury and premium product. 
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15.2 Appendix II 

Profiling of participants from in-depth interviews and focus group 

 

Prospective Consumers 

Focus group and in-depth interviews 

1. Gabriele, 25, CBS Master student and marketing assistant at KPMG.  

2. Katerine, 22, CBS Bachelor student. 

3. Tobias, 24, KU Bachelor student. 

4. Rasmus, 25, DTU Master student and worker at Nordisk Film. 

5. Marie Louise, 23, DTU Master student and customer service at CPH Lufthavn. 

In-depth interviews 

6. Linn, 25, CBS Master student and part-time salesperson at Louis Vuitton. 

7. Philip, 24, KU, Master student. 

8. Emilie, 26, KEA Master student and graphic designer in a start-up. 

 

Overlapping Consumers 

1. Hanne, 25, DTU Master student and Web mobile developer in a start-up. 

2. Emil, 26, CBS Master student. 

3. Morten, 25, CBS Bachelor student and owner of an investment company. 

4. Peter, 28, CPH Business Master student and worker in a start-up. 
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Target Consumers 

1. Sidsel, 29, university lecturer. 

2. Andreas, 30, owner of a start-up. 

3. Pernille, 32, marketing commercial director in an e-commerce company. 

4. Christian, 35, owner of a consumer electronics company. 
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15.3 Appendix III 

Agenda for in-depth interviews for Prospective, Overlapping and Target 

Consumers 

 

Target Consumers 

 

About you 

1. General info (Who are you? What do you do? What are your interests, hobbies?) 

2. Can you describe yourself with three adjectives? Can you elaborate on them? 

3. What are the three most important values for you in life? 

4. How do you think your friends would describe you? Is that in line with your self perception 

and the way you think you behave? 

 

About coffee 

1. If I say the word “coffee”, what is the first thing that comes to your mind? 

2. Why do you consume coffee? What are you general coffee habits (times per day, 

occasions..)? 

3. How do you use coffee? Is there any particular reason why you drink coffee? 

4. What is a good coffee for you? Which characteristics does it have? 

 

About coffee pods 

1. There are various typologies of coffee, like moka, filtered, pods, instant etc. Which one is 

your favourite? What are the reasons for this? 

2. Do you know how pods work? Do you like/ what do you like about it? 

3. Can you list around 3 brands producing coffee pods? [We expect them to name Nespresso] 

 

About Nespresso 

1. Let’s talk about Nespresso in particular. 
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2. What do you think about it? What are the features you value the most and you think are 

the best? [Performance] 

3. What do you think specifically about the coffee machine and the coffee pods? How 

relevant are these features for you personally? Is this what you are looking for in your 

experience with coffee? [Performance] 

4. How do you buy Nespresso? 

5. Can you list three adjectives to describe Nespresso as a brand? Do you think these 

adjectives reflect your own image? Elaborate. [Image/Imagery]  

6. Imagine you are travelling in space and you reach the “Nespresso Planet”. What is this 

planet like? Can you describe the surroundings? What do you see? What about its 

inhabitants? 

7. Do you think you would like to live on this planet? Is this a place where you belong? 

8. Let’s go back to Earth. What are the characteristics of a typical Nespresso client? How 

would you describe him or her? Do you see yourself as one of these people? 

9. Since you use Nespresso, how do you see those who do not drink Nespresso coffee? Why 

do you think they don’t do it? 

10. So, let’s now move to you and Nespresso. Is it the only coffee brand you purchase? Or did 

you ever try any other brand? If so, what made you try other brands? Is there any 

difference between Nespresso and other brands? If not, why are you not trying other 

brands?  

11. Let’s finish off with a particular question: if Nespresso decided to start selling its products 

and started addressing students at University, what would you think about it? How would 

you react? 

 

Overlapping Consumers 

 

About you 

1. General info (Who are you? What do you do? What are your interests, hobbies?) 

2. Can you describe yourself with three adjectives? Can you elaborate on them? 

3. What are the three most important values for you in life? 
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4. How do you think your friends would describe you? Is that in line with your self perception 

and the way you think you behave? 

5. How do you see yourself in 5 years? Why is it important for you to reach this goal? Do you 

have any particular dream or aspiration? Who is a role model to you? Do you ever emulate 

or try to emulate him/her? How? 

 

About coffee 

5. If I say the word “coffee”, what is the first thing that comes to your mind? 

6. Why do you consume coffee? What are you general coffee habits (times per day, 

occasions..)? 

7. How do you use coffee? Is there any particular reason why you drink coffee? 

8. What is a good coffee for you? Which characteristics does it have? 

 

About coffee pods 

1. There are various typologies of coffee, like moka, filtered, pods, instant etc. Which one is 

your favourite? What are the reasons for this? 

2. Do you know how pods work? Do you like/ what do you like about it? 

3. Can you list around 3 brands producing coffee pods? [We expect them to name Nespresso] 

4. Which one of the brands you named do you prefer? And why? 

 

About Nespresso 

Let’s talk about Nespresso in particular. 

1. What do you think about it? What are the features you value the most and you think are 

the best? [Performance] 

2. What do you think specifically about the coffee machine and the coffee pods? How 

relevant are these features for you personally? Is this what you are looking for in your 

experience with coffee? [Performance] 

3. Can you list three adjectives to describe Nespresso as a brand? Do you think these 

adjectives reflect your own image? Elaborate. [Image/Imagery]  
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4. Imagine you are travelling in space and you reach the “Nespresso Planet”. What is this 

planet like? Can you describe the surroundings? What do you see? What about its 

inhabitants? 

5. Do you think you would like to live on this planet? Is this a place where you belong? 

6. Let’s go back to Earth. What are the characteristics of a typical Nespresso client? How 

would you describe him or her? Do you see yourself as one of these people? 

7. Since you use Nespresso, how do you see those who do not drink Nespresso coffee? Why 

do you think they don’t do it? 

8. So, let’s now move to you and Nespresso. Is it the only coffee brand you purchase? Or did 

you ever try any other brand? If so, what made you try other brands? Is there any 

difference between Nespresso and other brands? If not, why are you not trying other 

brands? 

9. Let’s finish off with a particular question: since you drink Nespresso now, do you think you 

will keep on buying it? Would you consider changing brand? Do you think that the values 

that Nespresso gives your right now will be valid for the future as well? 

 

Prospective Consumers 

 

About you 

1. General info (Who are you? What do you do? What are your interests, hobbies?) 

2. Can you describe yourself with three adjectives? Can you elaborate on them? 

3. What are the three most important values for you in life? 

4. How do you think your friends would describe you? Is that in line with your self perception 

and the way you think you behave? 

5. How do you see yourself in 5 years? Why is it important for you to reach this goal? Do you 

have any particular dream or aspiration? Who is a role model to you? Do you ever emulate 

or try to emulate him/her? How? 

 

About coffee 

9. If I say the word “coffee”, what is the first thing that comes to your mind? 
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10. Why do you consume coffee? What are you general coffee habits (times per day, 

occasions..)? 

11. How do you use coffee? Is there any particular reason why you drink coffee? 

12. What is a good coffee for you? Which characteristics does it have? 

 

About coffee pods 

1. There are various typologies of coffee, like moka, filtered, pods, instant etc. Which one is 

your favourite? What are the reasons for this? 

2. Do you know how pods work? Do you like/ what do you like about it? 

3. (If not) What don’t you like? What should change to make you like and buy them? Why do 

you prefer X rather than pods? 

4. Can you list around 3 brands producing coffee pods? [We expect them to name Nespresso] 

5. Which one of the brands you named do you prefer? And why? 

 

About Nespresso 

1. Let’s talk about Nespresso in particular. 

2. Please tell us about your experience with the brand: have you ever used it? If so, when and 

why? 

3. What do you think about it? Did work out fine? What are the features you valued the most 

and you thought were the best? Are these features important to you? Were they relevant? 

Is this what you are looking for in experiencing coffee? [Performance] 

4. If you never used it, since so many people are drinking Nespresso nowadays, what do you 

think makes it so special? 

5. Can you list three adjectives to describe Nespresso as a brand? Do you think these 

adjectives reflect your own image? Elaborate. [Image/Imagery]  

6. Imagine you are travelling in space and you reach the “Nespresso Planet”. What is this 

planet like? Can you describe the surroundings? What do you see? What about its 

inhabitants? 

7. Do you think you would like to live on this planet? Is this a place where you belong? 
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8. Let’s go back to Earth. What are the characteristics of a typical Nespresso client? How 

would you describe him or her? What do you think about them? Do you see yourself as 

one of these people, now or in the future? 

9. Let’s finish off: how do you see yourself in the future as far as Nespresso is concerned? Do 

you ever think you will buy a coffee machine and start using coffee pods from Nespresso? 

What would motivate you to do that? Since there many different producers of pods, what 

should Nespresso do to make you buy its own pods? 
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15.4 Appendix IV 

Agenda for the focus group 

 

Introduction 

 Introducing the topic of the focus group 

 Conventions: recording, no right or wrong answers, open conversation 

 Personal presentation of participants one by one 

 

Discussion Topics 

1. Nespresso and current communication 

 Knowledge/opinion of ads (before showing) 

 Opinion on three ads (shown): 

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfyeXrdZZ1o 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbDnViGSp5A  

3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_c_1C-smbM 

 Favourite ad 

 Target 

2. Communication elements 

 Ambassadors 

 Products 

 Setting 

 …? 

3. Change in communication elements: how to make the ads younger and the ideal advertisement. 

4. Channels of communications 

5. How to get to students? 

 

Summing up -Thanks for participation 

 

Refreshments 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfyeXrdZZ1o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbDnViGSp5A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_c_1C-smbM
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15.5 Appendix V 

Transcripts: In-depth interviews with Prospective Consumers 

 

Philip 

I: Hello, can I start by asking you a few questions about yourself? 

P: Sure thing. 

I: So.. name? Age? What do you do? Any basic info about yourself really. 

P: Ok so my name is Philip, I’m 24 and I’m doing a master at KU… in environmental sciences. I live 

with my girlfriend, I’m not working right now… Uhm? 

I: Do you have any passion or hobbies?  

P: I like politics and reading newspapers, and of course everything about the environment and so 

on because it’s my field. And I also do sports, go out quite often.. I keep myself busy you know!   

I: Ok very nice. Can you give me three adjectives to describe yourself? 

P: I would say ambitious, ready to experience new things and a good friend. 

I: Why are you ambitious? 

P: I would like to become someone in my field and I try and do my best… 

I: What about the new experiences? 

P: I travel a lot to wild places. I’ve been to Mexico last year, Thailand the year before, I just go on 

my own and… yes… 

I: Ok, pretty cool! What would you say are your values in life then? 
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P: Friends probably, being good to them… being good to family, cause I love my mum and dad. 

And then yes, always being ready to changes and new situations, that’s what I like. 

I: Ok. Where do you see yourself in 5 years? 

P: I think I’ll be in the government working to improve the environment… but that’s a dream. 

I: Why is it important for you to reach this dream? 

P: Well it’s kind of what I’ve been doing until now.. it would be nice to see my efforts actually got 

me somewhere. 

I: Nice, and do you have any role models you look up to? Both for this, and other things in life? 

P: Not really. I mean… not for this dream. But in my family… If it wasn’t for my dad I wouldn’t be 

doing all the things I’m doing now… So I do look up to him. 

I: Ok. We can move now to the topic of the interview, which is generally speaking coffee.  

P: Ok. 

I: What’s the first word coming to your mind when I say coffee? 

P: Probably my best friend, because we always have coffee together at my place. 

I: Ok, interesting. Can you tell me a bit about your coffee habits? How often, when, where..? 

P: I have at least 3 cups a day if that is what you’re asking... at mostly at home cause it’s so 

expensive to have it out. 

I: Why do you drink coffee exactly?  

P: Really? It just tastes so good, why else would I drink it? 

I: Well people can have it to wake up too.. 

P: True… but no, not my case. I just like it and I think it’s good. I mean it makes me feel good. 
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I: Ok, nice to hear. What makes a good cup of coffee for you? 

P: It has to taste nice and be good. Possible black. I usually have instant coffee at home and I put a 

lot of coffee in it so the taste is good… 

I: Is that your favourite type of coffee? 

P: Yeah. 

I: Why is it? 

P: Cause I can choose how much coffee and water to put in and it’s fast and easy. 

I: Ok. Now I’d like to talk with you more specifically about a certain type of coffee, that’s pods or 

capsules. Do you know anything about these? Every tried it? 

P: Capsules as Nespresso ones, right? 

I: Exactly. Do you know any other capsules producers? 

P: Uhm no not really. My dad has the Nespresso machine but I have never seen any other type of 

capsules at his place at least. 

I: Alright. So have you tried a coffee from that? 

P: Yeah I have it sometimes when I go to his place. 

I: And do you like it? 

P: Yeah we can say. I think first of all the machine is super nice. I’ve seen much worse around and 

let’s say it, if the design is horrible, the machine is horrible… At least Nespresso looks super nice. 

The capsules are also quiet pretty. 

I: What about the coffee itself? 

P: The coffee is really good, I think you can taste it’s a bit different from any other normal coffee 

you can have. 
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I: How do you find the process of making a Nespresso coffee compared to that of instant coffee? Is 

it the same? 

P: …now that you make me think about it… I said it’s fast and easy for instant coffee but for 

Nespresso it’s actually the same. And the coffee probably tastes even better haha! 

I: I guess you don’t have a machine at home? 

P: No I don’t. 

I: Sorry to be direct, but why are you not using pods at your place? 

P: Cause they are kind of expensive. And I think the machine is a bit fancy but not for me.  

I: Would you ever consider buying one? 

P: Ehm… Not yet. Probably in 5 years… I can’t afford it now … 

I: Do you know the prices for coffee capsules?  

P: Not specifically but I guess they must be pretty high. 

I: Try, how much do you think it is for a capsule? 

P: Around 10 DKK? 

I: And how much would you spend for a coffee at home? 

P: I think I’m spending like 4 now for my instant coffee.. 

I: Do you want me to tell you the price for a single capsule? 

P: I bet I was almost right. 

I: It’s actually 3.6DKKK per capsule… 
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P: Oh. Well I don’t know what to say. Still… the machine is quiet expensive even if you can find it 

on  deal. So I still don’t know if I would invest so much money on it now. But maybe in the future 

as I said. 

I: Ok fair enough! Let’s keep talking about Nespresso a bit. What do you like the most when have 

coffee with that? 

P: Probably that it tastes nicer. That should be it.  

I: Ok… Would you be able to give me three adjectives for Nespresso as well? 

P: Hmmm maybe exclusive cause not everybody can have it… high quality… and also various, like 

there is a lot of variety in the colours you can choose for coffee. 

I: Does that reflect your expectations for coffee? 

P: Yes and no. I would like something that I can have too.. and now Nespresso is out of my reach. 

But later maybe yes then… 

I: Good. Let’s make an imagination game now. You are travelling to space and you reach the 

Nespresso planet. What does that look like? 

P: I see it black but with lots of trees and nature. It’s a bit weird cause it’s really shining, like you 

know the colours of the capsules, they are really bright? That thing. I guess all the green is just 

coffee plants… 

I: Are there people living on this planet? 

P: I thought of it more like a natural thing, so only a lot of plants for coffee.. I guess people would 

need to get there to find the coffee though. 

I: Ok… Let’s move now back to Earth. You are driving and you reach a city which is called the 

Nespresso city. People moved here and they live a normal life. Why do you think they moved here 

in the first place? 
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P: They must really like coffee.. and maybe they drink a bit too much of it, I don’t know. But it also 

sounds like a place for…uhm. I said Nespresso is exclusive right, maybe exclusive people then? And 

they want to live there because of that? 

I: Would you live there? 

P: No… I mean not now. I don’t drink SO MUCH coffee and even if I like trendy things I’m not 

obsessed with it… 

I: Ok, I see. More generally speaking, who do you think the typical Nespresso consumer is? 

P: Probably someone who thinks Nespresso is exclusive. I can think of my dad who bought it 

because it was something very fancy. Maybe now more people have it, but I think it’s people living 

in the cities who want to have a better coffee and will spend a bit more for that… not that much 

more apparently as you told me but still… 

I: Ok. Do you think there’s any way that Nespresso could make you change your mind and buy a 

machine now? 

P: Uhm… Probably not. I mean, if the prices were not so high and I got the machine maybe from 

my dad, then I could think of buying only the capsules. It would be nice to give them to my friend 

when he comes over for coffee… 

I: Nice. I guess that’s all from my part. Thank you so much for your help! 

 

Gabriele 

I: Hello! So tell me a little bit about yourself. 

G: So, my name is Gabriele, I’m 25 years old and I work part-time as a marketing assistant at KPMG 

Denmark. And I study branding and communications management for my Master degree. I 

sometimes do sports... haha maybe two three times a week. I live outside of the city, I have many 

hobbies... But I study most of the time and I go to work and I guess I see myself as quite 
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international. Well, my parents are from Lithuania and I grew up partially in Lithuania and in 

Denmark, I spent a semester in Tokyo and one in New York. 

I: Nice. Can you give three adjectives to describe yourself? 

G: Hard working, ambitious… and explorer, maybe. 

I: Ok, can you elaborate a bit on these? Why are you ambitious? 

G: I guess everything is interrelated. I love experiencing new things and I like following trends and 

being up to date, for what’s happening around the world and what’s moving. I want to experience 

as much as possible. I am ambitious in what I do to experience many things. 

I: Do you think this image you have of yourself is the same that people have of you? 

G: Well I hope so. 

I: And what about the future? How do you see yourself in 5 years? Any goals or objectives? 

G: I have no specific idea to be honest... I don’t I have any concrete plans. I hope to find a full time 

job and be happy about where I am. 

I: Do you have any aspirational image of yourself? 

G: Uhm… I guess it’s always nicer to think of yourself more as a leader than as a follower, so that’s 

the main guide. Both in terms of a position professionally and in my private life. For me it depends 

on being happy and where I am. It’s too dangerous to setup a specific goal at the moment. 

I: What about any role model? Someone you emulate or take inspiration from? 

G: Well there is no single person… But probably people who do what they believe in, people who 

are entrepreneurial and who can do something better for society. Female leaders also… and in 

general people who have an ambition in life. 

I: Ok! So let’s move to the topic we’ll talk about specifically. If I say the word coffee, what is the 

first thing that comes to your mind? 
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G: Caffeine. 

I: Why? 

G: Because I always drink coffee. When I get my breakfast to go to work in the morning, instead of 

that I grab a cup of coffee. I need caffeine to keep going. 

I: And how many coffees per days to you drink? 

G: Three to four cups. 

I: What kind of coffee? 

G: I always drink Americano. 

I: Only? 

G: Yeah. Actually… yeah. 

I: Is there any reason for this? 

G: It’s mainly because I am intolerant to milk, so it hurts a lot to my stomach if I drink that. And I 

think espresso is too strong and too concentrated. When I get a cup of coffee to go or at my desk, I 

don’t drink it immediately. I go do something and when I come back it’s still warm and I sip it 

continuously. If it’s an espresso it will probably be cold in 10 minutes. 

I: So… what’s the reason for you to consume coffee? To keep you awake? For the taste? 

G: I think it’s more because I need to be awake. But it’s also just a habit for me. I’m kind of 

addicted more mentally than physically. I could go to the cafeteria and get a juice instead, it would 

probably have the same effect on me. 

I: Then why are you going for coffee instead? 

G: First of all, I used to work in a coffee shop and I drank coffee a lot. Second of all, here at CBS it’s 

cheaper to get a cup of coffee rather than a juice. 3-4 juices a day would be quite expensive. 
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I: So we were talking about different types of coffee: you prefer Americano, but do you know 

something about capsules and pods? 

G: A little bit. 

I: What specifically? 

G: At work we have a Nespresso machine. I usually get lungo cups of that because they fit better 

with the coffee I usually drink. And when I go for espresso it is because I don’t drink latte or 

cappuccino, which I would then use a Nespresso shot for. A friend, however, a couple of weeks 

ago, introduced to me to this amazing coffee caps…capsule, she got from her parents, which has 

kind of a flavour of chocolate. Then I can taste it’s something different, elite. But when it comes to 

the fourth cup of coffee at work... I honestly don’t care too much. 

I: Is there anything you find interesting about capsules or... what do you think about them? 

G: I think they are convenient because you don’t brew the coffee yourself. You know the dosage of 

the coffee and yeah…. I think it’s ok. 

I: So for example, since you prefer Americano, what would it take for you to switch from an 

Americano to capsules? Would you consider that ever? If you were to change your behaviour and 

coffee consumption? How would capsules make them preferred? 

G: The way I drink coffee now it’s for work or school. I have filter coffee here at school… but at 

work it’s always Nespresso already. I just make it from there. 

I: Do you think Americano is more convenient for lifestyle or just for taste? 

G: Right now it’s what I can digest. Before that, I would drink café late and cappuccino. But in the 

last 2 years I got stomach pains… so no more! Not because I don’t like it. 

I: Let’s go back to the Nespresso machine. Can you name any other brand? 

G: I know they exist but I wouldn’t be able to name any of them. 

I: So at your work place do you only have Nespresso capsules? Or any other brands? 
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G: No, it’s only Nespresso. We have Nespresso machine capsules only. We have that one 

machine… and we also have another machine from Sweden, which does not use capsules. So you 

just push a button and you get coffee, but I know for a fact that nobody uses them because it 

tastes terrible… it tastes like… not fresh, it’s such a weird taste. It’s a completely different brand 

and it’s still free coffee, but everyone goes to the ground floor and gets Nespresso coffee cause it 

tastes better. Even though you are not an enthusiast, you can definitely feel the difference. And I 

think the other one is just a cheaper solution… because Nespresso is pretty expensive. 

I: Ok… do you like the way the Nespresso machine works? 

G: I think it’s good that I can select which capsule I want and insert it. And I think ours at the office 

is an extreme case. I know some people have the small machines where you can insert one pod for 

one cup and never experienced any troubles for those. But it would be pretty expensive for 

students to buy the capsules for a small machine. The one we have at the office is just 

humongous… it can make four cups at a time and the machine is just huge. It’s overloaded. People 

use it all the time. And take into consideration that’ it’s the one machine that works. 

I: If you think about the Nespresso brand, can you give me three adjectives to describe it? 

G: Ehm... I would say premium, lifestyle, and clean. 

I: Do you think these three adjective fit with your own image? 

G: Yeah… I guess so. 

I: Ok, let’s make the space shuttle game now. We are flying to the space and we encounter the 

Nespresso planet. How is that? What does it look like? 

G: Planet Nespresso is filled with Scandinavian looking people, with clean homes and apartments, 

very Scandinavian looking, very sophisticated and specific in what they have in the kitchen. The 

Nespresso machine is kind of a status symbol…. not stating that you have everything, but that you 

are very selective in what you want in your home and your life. People also care about 

themselves… maybe they do a little bit of yoga haha. And people know what they want, they know 
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which flavours the want, what specific type of coffee they want. And everyone is a little bit sporty 

and trendy. 

I: Would you like to live there? Would you belong to that place? 

G: A little bit. But it’s also a little bit superficial. Maybe something with more content would be 

better. 

I: Ok, back to Earth now. If you think about the typical consumer for Nespresso, who is he or she? 

G: If it’s not in a corporate setting where the company has paid for it... all I can see is a fancy shop 

in Copenhagen where all more or less wealthy people are doing shopping at expensive stores and 

just buy Nespresso and take capsules from there. 

I: Do you see yourself as a person like that? 

G: Ehm… maybe. I don’t know if I want to be that kind of person. I don’t have a Nespresso machine 

at home and it won’t happen right now...Not yet. But I am someone who is very specific in what I 

want, so for me I think I would start buying very specific Japanese tea before I buy a Nespresso 

machine. 

I: Would you consider to buy a Nespresso machine? 

G: Maybe when I work full time with money ahah! 

I: Do you think you’ll buy a Nespresso machine in the future then? 

G: Well, I might in the long term future. Depending on what is on the market. 

I: What would you value at that point? 

G: If I had to buy a coffee machine, I would definitely value the quality of the machine and the 

coffee, and the input that goes to it, like the capsules: if they are easy to get and how much they 

cost, the flavour, if it is possible to use other brands’ capsules… 

I: What do you look for in a good coffee? 
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G: Oh well… I don’t think I specifically look for super good coffee. Coffee for me is something that 

is good to have, and I really appreciate having that, not for work, but having really good coffee out 

eating brunch with friends… but it’s not a treat I would buy as a singular thing. It serves some kind 

of purpose. 

I: That’s it. Thank you so much! 

 

Tobias 

I: Hello! Let's start by talking about you for a while. Who are you? 

T: My name is Tobias, I am 24 years old and I study Law at KU... I train a lot, at the gym, I read, I 

like to travel... What else do you want to know? 

I: Do you work? Do you have any other hobbies? 

T: I used to work before starting my Bachelor at KU but not anymore now. I dedicate time to 

studying and training, I’m bit busy. 

I: Nice. Can you give me three adjectives to describe yourself? 

G: Fun, friendly maybe...and uhm how do you say it in English... determined? 

I: Ok, yes. Can you elaborate a bit on these? 

T: Well I am a fun person to be around and my friends like me. I said I am determined ‘cause I’m 

ambitious and I have some goals and training for example is something that I wanted to do and I 

do it a lot because I want to. When I want something, I am determined to go for it and I do it for 

sure because I tell myself I can do it. I usually get what I want. 

I: That's very nice. Do you think these are also your values in life? 

T: Yes... But also trust. I like people when they are sincere and say the truth. 

I: Anything else you value a lot? 

T: Being in good shape, healthy and so on... 

I: Why is that important for you? 
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T: Cause I want to keep myself healthy so when I get old I will still look fine. 

I: Alright... And what about other people? Do they see you the same way you see yourself? 

T: Yes, I think they do because I am a fun person and they like me, I think. And they can see I put 

effort in what I do maybe. 

I: Alright. What about the plans for the future? Where are you in 5 years? 

T: I hope I will graduate from KU cause I started now with my first year. 

I: What about in ten years? 

T: Working as a lawyer... There are some parts of the law that I really like. Or maybe I can work as 

a consultant for a company but still doing some commercial law cause that is what I study and I 

want to work with it and understand it. I will definitely not become an assistant or clerk for 

administration... 

I: Is that what you aspire to become? 

T: Yes. 

I: And is there anyone you imitate or tend to emulate? 

T: Nobody specific, I just want to be myself... but of course sometimes you look at other people for 

different things like for boxing, I have a favourite boxer... and then there is a very famous Danish 

journalist that I admire a lot and I read his articles, you should read it too cause it's very interesting 

and he always gives a strong opinion on things... 

I: Ok! So let’s move to the topic of this interview, which is coffee. What is the first thing that 

comes to mind when I say coffee? 

T: Haha a microwave, because that is how I always do my coffee, I just put some powder in the 

cup and put it in the microwave for a bit and then a nice warm coffee comes out. 

I: Cool. Tell me about your coffee habits… When, where, how much? 
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T: Uhm it depends... When I was working I could drink also 5 in a day, now when I study it is maybe 

3 or 2 if I am home... Usually in the morning after breakfast or in the afternoon, sometimes in the 

evenings. 

I: Why do you drink it? 

T: Cause it tastes good and is warm. 

I: So do you like the taste of it? 

T: Yes. 

I: And what kind of coffee do you drink? Filter, instant, mocha, capsules...? 

T: Almost always instant coffee cause it's very easy and quick. 

I: Is that your favourite? 

T: For now yes, it is what I need. 

I: What about the other types of coffee we talked about? Do you know them? 

T: Yes and sometimes I do filter coffee if my friends come and I don't want to give them instant 

coffee.. But I am not sure I know what a mocha is and the capsules I have tried but I don't have 

them at home. 

I: Let's focus a bit on capsules.. You said you have tried them? 

T: Yes at my dad's place and other friends'... I think they all have a Nespresso. 

I: Oh ok. Do you like them? What do you think about them? 

T: I think it's a smart way of doing coffee and I like the taste and that I can choose the colour I 

want...now I don't remember what I tried last time. 

I: Why don't you use capsules? What makes you not use them? 

T: Why would I use them when I can make instant coffee? 

I: Aren't capsules as quick and tasty as making instant coffee? 

T: Yes, they are as quick, but I don't really need a machine with capsules for making coffee now. 
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I: Ok. You said however that you would not give instant coffee to your friends visiting at your 

place. Would you consider giving them capsules instead if you had a machine? 

T: Yes, I think it is a nice way to show off with your friends, but I don't need it now. 

I: Why do you think your friends have coffee machines and use capsules? 

T: They like it, cause it's cool to have it. I don't know, everyone makes their choices. 

I: What do you look for in coffee then? 

T: That it is tasty, the way I like it, and that it's fast to make. 

I: But still you would not consider buying a machine 

T: No, I use instant coffee for now... 

I: Is price something you look at? 

T: Yes and no, of course I want to be able to afford coffee. 

I: Do you think the high prices of coffee capsules are what makes you not buy them? 

T: No, cause the coffee machines are pretty cheap and now you can get them online and have a 

discount and capsules are not really expensive, no matter if they are Nespresso or whatever. 

I: Then what would it take for you to change from your instant coffee and start using a machine 

with capsules? 

T: It depends on what you are used to... Now I don't have it so I don't use it, if I had maybe I 

would. 

I: OK I see. You mentioned Nespresso before, but do you know any other brand of capsules? 

T: Brands like companies? Nescafè... and maybe at super markets they have them. 

I: Since you have tried a Nespresso coffee before, would you be able to give me three adjectives to 

describe the brand? 

T: Uhm... innovative, cool.. smart. 

I: Do you think these adjectives could describe you too? 
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G: Haha I am cool and smart yes. 

I: Ok, let’s make a game. Imagine you are traveling in space on a shuttle and we are landing on the 

Nespresso planet. How is that? What does it look like? 

T: It's like Earth but there is George Clooney with lots of ladies all around him... 

I: What are these ladies like? 

T: Blondes, brunettes, all very beautiful and talking with George Clooney. 

I: Ok. Let's make another game. You are driving in the middle of nowhere and you get to 

Nespresso city. Who lives there? 

T: George Clooney for sure but also people who drink coffee a lot from Nespresso machines. 

I: What type of people are these? 

T: Uhm normal people. 

I: Normal people... Is it a place different from any other? Is it a place where you belong? 

T: They just drink a lot of coffee, I don't drink it so much to be in this place. 

I: Do you see the typical Nespresso client living in this place? 

T: I think the Nespresso client could also not live there... It is people with a machine, with the deals 

online now I think everyone can have a Nespresso machine. 

I: Would you buy it if you found a deal? 

T: Maybe, because it's a deal and I save money... Like, now I don’t have money to buy it, but when 

I start working, and I have an income, then it’s different 

I: Would you consider buying a Nespresso machine even without a deal, then? 

T: Who knows... Things may change, now I am drinking instant coffee and I am happy with that, 

but if I change habits in the future it depends... Of course if my friends come it would be nice to 

have something particular. 

I: Alright, that was it. Thank you!! 
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Rasmus 

I: Hello. Can you give me your name, age, and any other info about you? 

R: My name is Rasmus Emil H****e, I am 25 and I live alone in a flat. I study at DTU, engineering. 

I: What else do you do? Hobbies? 

R: I work out and I paint sometimes. I play video games or hang out with friends and family 

whenever I can... I like do-it-yourself… 

I: Do you have a job? 

R: I do. I actually have three jobs when it comes to that. But there's only one I am working at the 

most... Three times a week for 6-7 hours and it's at Nordisk Film, in the main building close to CBS. 

I: Ok. Can you describe yourself with three adjectives? 

R: I would describe myself as outgoing, loud, open-minded. 

I: Can you elaborate a bit on these? 

R: I'm a loud person, I don't mind speaking my mind. I always do. People don't like the way I speak 

and that is unfortunate, cause I really don't care at most. If it's people I want to like me, then it 

does matter, but otherwise I just say what I want to say and that's how it is. I am open-minded for 

suggestions on everything and meeting new people. But, as a Danish person, you also want to be 

alone when taking a train or bus. Also... I would say I am loyal. Being loyal is always good. 

I: Do you think being loyal is a value in your life? What are you other values? 

R: I value myself a lot! Of course you need self-esteem, right? No... I think respect is the most 

important thing. Respect for people, the relations, how they are. Respect what people want to do. 

Let's say that if I wanted to go travel for some months and I talked to my girlfriend and she said it's 

not really a good idea that I leave… then it's not worth it, right? You have to be able to do the 

things you want to do. And respect people and hope they respect you. 

I: So, how do you think other people perceive you? 
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R: I think I might sometimes be a bit too scary for some people because I am that outgoing. People 

could say "wow this guy". Some people don't like that I'm too outgoing. Maybe you tell them 

something they already know and it’s too obvious and if it comes from someone else it hurts a bit, 

right? I don’t know how people perceive me. I hope they perceive me as a happy guy, who likes to 

have fun, I don't know. I could ask you how you perceive me... haha. 

I: Ok. What about yourself in 5 years? Where are you? What do you do? 

R: Hopefully working. I'll be 30-31... I don't know. I hope I have a job or maybe... Well I have no 

specific job in my mind. Even though I am studying for what I'm studying, I think it would be a nice 

challenge to get into something completely different, just for a change. 

I: Why? 

R: Because I like change. Let's say you work at a factory... I wouldn't be able to stand it. It's always 

the same job and I would get bored. If you have a lot of energies, change is there all the time. 

I: Do you have any goals or aspirations? 

R: Goals for later? I would love to invent something that could be useful to something. 

I: Why? 

R: It's always funny to invent something and find out something completely new… as "oh I made 

this and it could actually help". In my field it's good... 

I: In relation to this and the rest, do you have a role model you look up to? 

R: Yeah... ideally... well I look up to my father and my stepfather. My stepfather is for the way he 

was, a relaxed person taking things easy. If things got hectic, he could just lay on the couch and 

relax... The only thing he needed to feel at home was his slippers. It didn't matter where he was. 

He was also a competitive guy… for playing games or competitions in sports, basketball and so on. 

He was also a swimmer. My dad is because he is a solid rock. 

I: Are you going to be like them too? 

R: Of course I want to change and become my own person, but there are always some ideal things 

that you want to take on. For example, when it comes to looking after kids, if I ever get some, I will 
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be like them but also as my mom. She did a very good job with me and with the kids she has at the 

moment. She has been through a lot but she always found out a way to control everything. People 

definitely have an influence on the way I behave. The greatest example: my mum used to tell me 

that if people tell you something, you just listen to them. There are rules. Just listen and go with it. 

I have been doing that always. If someone tells me to shut up, I do. You need to know how to 

adapt. 

I: Perfect. Now we can move on to the key topic of this interview, which is coffee. If I say coffee 

what is the first thing that comes to mind? 

R: A nice black delicious coffee. Coffee is something you use for enjoyment but also maybe for 

waking. If you are tired, you usually go for coffee. I would choose coffee rather than energy drinks. 

I: So you go for coffee for energy? 

R: I came to the idea that I want, would like to have coffee more because I enjoy it. And if there is 

coffee that is bad, I only drink it for the other thing but also because it’s a routine, right? 

I: What are your general coffee habits? How many coffees do you have per day and when? 

R: If I’m tired and go to school, the first thing I do when I arrive is I take a cup of coffee, sitting at 

my desk and I have it slowly. If I’m at home in the weekend, I can drink coffee in the morning… If 

it’s a normal day and I don’t have to do anything I can just drink one cup of coffee, usually in the 

morning, depending if I have a lot of time... It really depends on the day… But if I’m going 

somewhere, I usually have 2-3 cups a day. It depends. 

I: And well, you know there are different types of coffee: moka, latte, filter coffee, instant coffee.. 

Which one do you drink? 

R: Somehow, at school it’s filter coffee, cause it’s the only thing I have. At home it’s French press 

or instant coffee. If I’m going somewhere else, it depends on what they have. If I went to Italy it 

would probably be a moka, but I usually like the strong ones, so… At my work place, there is a 

machine and I sometimes go for a cappuccino where there is an espresso in it… but usually the 

darker the better and the stronger the better.  

I: So the machine you have at your work place, what does it work with? 
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R: Fresh beans. They get chopped up and then there’s milk in a container next to it in the fridge. 

I: Let’s talk about capsules for a bit. Do you know how they work? 

R: Capsules.. Isn’t it… Let’s say Nespresso for example? Yes, there is coffee inside the capsule, then 

the machine pours water through it and it’s basically a fast way to make filter coffee, basically. 

I: Have you ever tried it? 

R: My mum and dad both have a Nespresso machine. 

I: Do you like that? 

R: Yea, it’s a faster way of doing coffee and you have a whole variety of coffees… It’s nice but I 

have my French press and I like it better. Because I also think it’s cheaper. And it’s just nice, you 

know, cause you can choose the cup of French press.  

I: What would it take for you to change from a French press to a capsules machine? 

R: I don’t know… More money? Let’s hypothetically say I got a Nespresso machine for my 

birthday… I would possibly use that but not for myself. If I have friends over or family over, I would 

give them coffee with the machine. 

I: And why not with the French press? 

R: Cause it’s faster. You have a big variety of choices you can give… Let’s say you know what the 

capsules are, you can say “you see I have the orange one, which has this taste, this one with 

caramel, this with chocolate, bla bla”. 

I: Would you do it to impress them? 

R: No, not really, I would not care. I would use it cause it would be faster. 

I: So here we are talking about convenience and variety… but what about quality? 

R: That comes into the coffee, which coffee you buy. In my case, it’d be a filter coffee or French 

press. I sometimes buy coffee from Irma the supermarket, black blue and green. The black is the 

strong one and it’s really good… But the one I have now it’s the green. It smells nice and it taste 

nice too. 
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I: Since you have tried capsules though, if you had to compare the quality of a capsule and that of 

a filter or instant coffee? Is there any difference? 

R: You can taste the difference. It’s like making coffee from Kopi Luwak. It’s the coffee that is high 

class, the most expensive one you can get. I have tried it and it has a distinguished taste and 

smell… haha pretty bad. But it’s actually really good! But you know that because of the way it 

tastes and smells, you know it’s that one. I could taste the difference, but I wouldn’t understand if 

it was a good or bad brand. It depends on your own preference if you like it. But again, the one we 

have at school… that is horrible. 

I: What is your general opinion on coffee capsules? 

R: It’s smart! It’s a completely new innovative way of making coffee! It’s faster, you have more 

variety, more choice, the machine does everything for you… It’s an easier way to do coffee, it’s 

smart… It tastes good, it can taste good, right? If you heat up some milk and put it in it, then it’s 

nice. 

I: Do you have any coffee capsules companies in mind? 

R: Nespresso, right? I think also Irma does them… I don’t know about Netto. I am sure there is 

another company… I have seen at least three different kinds, maybe an Italian one actually. 

I: Good good, so you said you used a Nespresso machine before. What occasion was that? 

R: I was at my parents’ place. And we used to have one at the office… 

I: Why do you think your parents have a Nespresso? Do they use any other types of coffee? 

R: My parents didn’t have a French press before… they still have them but they took Nespresso 

mostly because they got it on a sale. And because… I don’t know why my mom has one. She 

probably doesn’t want to use time to make a French press... It’s easy for her, it’s convenient for 

her…  I think for my father, his wife does it. They got mostly because for convenience. I think they 

got it on sale because they bought one another time… or they got it with the company they have, 

so… 

I: Do you know if they use the original capsules from Nespresso? 
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R: They have changed one time… The capsules didn’t really fit into the machine because they had 

a little difference. But at the moment, they have Nespresso capsules. My mom only uses them, as 

far as I know. At my work, we only bought the same ones, the orange ones… Two boxes of it and 

they would stay in the closet. Coffee in coffee out. 

I: Since you have used a Nespresso machine before, what is the thing you liked the most about it? 

R: I would say that it is fast… It’s a nice thing. 

I: Is that something you like about coffee? What is your ideal type of coffee? Do you spend time 

making it and do you like it? 

R: My ideal coffee is just black coffee with milk. It’s the easiest kind of coffee and it’s the same as 

the French press. I haven’t tried making a café latte yet, where you heat up the milk and add an 

espresso. For me it’s normal black coffee and it saves my day. 

I: What about the process of making coffee? 

R: I hate cleaning after making coffee... but I like the smell doing the coffee. It was a thing I was 

going to try… I would buy an expensive machine. Like the Dutch way, where you brew the coffee 

cold and it takes a long time, you brew it with ice cubes… It’s really concentrated coffee, I wanna 

try it: it smells amazing and it must taste delicious. 

I: Coffee can be very expensive.. Is that something you care about? 

R: Yes, I care about the price… Even though you can get coffee that is expensive, it all depends on 

what you like. The Kopi Luwak is the most expensive coffee in the world, I don’t know how much it 

costs per gram… It tastes good but I would still take something else. The Irma coffee costs 50 

crowns per pack, I usually try and go for sales but sometimes I just buy it. 

I: What if you had enough money not to care about it? 

R: Then I might experiment and find a thing that I like. If there is something I like more than what I 

do now, I could start using that. 

I: So would you spend more if you had the money? 
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R: I don’t know. I could buy something for special occasions, but not for every day. Coffee is 

something you have to find your preference for… You like the taste and smell. 

I: So what coffee would you have for special occasions? 

R: Then I will have a bit of Kopi Luwak if I have friends over, telling them that they have to try it 

and serve it to them. But it’s not something I would serve everytime I have people over… I bought 

this new things and I think you should try it, that’s all. 

I: Would a Nespresso machine be an alternative? 

R: Nespresso machines are pretty common now, it’s not a way to show off anymore, you know 

what I mean? It’s something that everybody has, they are fairly cheaper at the moment. It’s 

something you can buy at Magasin for 500 crowns for sale, they are quite common now. 

Everybody has it so if you want to show you would have more expensive coffee or one of those 

fancy machines where you put in hot water and boom! Something like that. 

I: Could you give me three adjectives to describe Nespresso as you did for yourself? 

R: Innovative, fast… Ehm… popular maybe. 

I: Can you elaborate on popular? 

R: Well… I could say the biggest brand on the market. While innovative and fast is what I like about 

Nespresso. The person who invented it is a f*****g genius! You just put coffee pods into a 

machine and boom, you have coffee in 5 seconds, it’s insane. It’s so smart. If you want something 

fast… You have coffee ready when you want it. 

I: It really seems that you like it, but why wouldn’t you buy a Nespresso machine? 

R: I don’t know… I don’t feel like I need one now, I have my French press, I really enjoy that. My 

step mother has been asking “don’t you want a Nespresso machine?”, and I say no, I wouldn’t buy 

a Nespresso. I’m not ready… Not yet. 

I: Not ever or not yet? 

R: … Maybe I have one in 5 years. At the moment I wouldn’t buy one. 

I: Why in 5 years? 
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R: Cause… I don’t know what’s gonna happen in 5 years. At that time, I think I may still just go with 

the French press, I am not sure I would have a Nespresso machine now unless someone brought 

to me as a gift or if I won it as a prize. If someone came to my place and brought a Nespresso 

machine saying that they don’t use it and asking if I want it… Would I take it? Yes. Would I use it? 

Not much. Because the capsules are also quite expensive. But then again, if I had the money, no 

problem. 

I: How much do you think a capsule costs? 

R: Maybe 40 per piece? 300-400 crowns per 10 pieces… 

I: It’s way less. 

R: I still think it’s quite expensive, cause each capsule is only one cup of coffee. 

I: How much do you think you pay for 10 capsules, so 10 cups of coffee? 

R: 200 crowns. 

I: And how much are you willing to spend for coffee at home? 

R: 50 crowns per 10 coffees. If we are at a coffee shop, of course it costs a lot. But at home…. 

I: Ok. Let’s go back a bit to what you said before, that Nespresso is a common thing. Why do you 

think people still buy it if the coffee is so expensive as you say? 

R: It’s like the iPhone. Apple also made a market for themselves, the Apple Watch, the iPads, even 

if it’s all been out for long. But before, it didn’t catch on like for Apple. They have managed to 

make a brand where they actually make the market for themselves at the same time. At the 

beginning it was a niche thing, but now it’s just…. You see everyone has it. It’s still a niche thing, 

but it’s getting common. And I think it’s the same with Nespresso, they made a market for 

themselves. 

I: Ok, clear. Let’s make a game: you are travelling in space and you reach the Nespresso planet. 

R: Haha yea. 

I: How is the planet? What about the surroundings? 
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R: Nespresso planet… Oh God… I think it would be a place where coffee is… let’s say where coffee 

originated. Coffee is something you don’t find on Earth but it comes from another planet and it 

only grows there, the only place where coffee beans can grow. That’s this planet’s main source of 

income. People live out of coffee beans. Coffee is popular on all the other planets, there is some 

tourism… It’d be the place where coffee is the most extravagant. You can get all different types of 

coffee, where coffee originated. You have instant coffee, Americano, cappuccino, coffee with 

chocolate or liquorice, whatever you can think of… That’s the place where it all started. The in-

natives, they have been using coffee for a long time. I don’t know what it would look like… it 

would be a modern planet, where the history of people and their culture is affected by coffee, 

cause it’s been used for cooking, and so on… They invented coffee. 

I: How are these people? 

R: They are Scandinavians. Laid back people, open minded for everything. The country would be 

flourishing with tourism but not super expensive… Not like the prices are just super high, cause 

they would be the same for everybody. Like here in Denmark, the prices for visitors are the same 

countries for us. It is a modern country with middle wage and income… 

I: Would live in there? 

R: I guess yes. 

I: Would you get along with the people there? 

R: Totally. They are open minded, they are Scandinavians… People are very open minded, right? 

And they are willing to teach people. You can go there and meet the natives living at the farms. 

You can go in and see how it looks, have a taste… Very open minded planet. But it wouldn’t be a 

place where… Let’s take a 90 degree turn. It may be a country so hot, where everyone lives out of 

coffee… and their energy level is at the extreme. But I don’t think it would be like that. The natives 

originated coffee and they don’t need to be drinking that all the time. Think about the guy who 

invented beer: do you think he was drunk all the times? At the beginning yes, later no…. He was 

probably just having fun with it. 

I: Really interesting. Back to Earth. Who is the typical Nespresso client? 
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R: Oh… Everyday people. Business people. It has the image that it’s business people, that don’t 

have much time… Then again we come back to the whole idea of instant coffee. It goes a bit fast… 

It’s for the business people. But it’s also for the normal people, for you and me, your mother and 

father, my mother and father, for everybody. Because the prices are not completely insane… but 

it’s also not insanely cheap. It’s affordable and it’s getting more affordable. I think it’s becoming 

common. The bigger machines are more expensive while the normal ones are fine. It’s not 

something that would completely blow your budget. It’s for everyday customers. It could be 

students. 

I: Students? 

R: Students with SU and a part time job. They make 10K a month before taxes. They may have a 

Nespresso machine when they get home or when they are studying. It could be a mother with two 

kids working during the day… A guy that has a high business job who needs coffee during the day. 

I: Let’s go back again to the students. In general terms, the company is aimed at business people 

and a premium or luxury idea of coffee, so students may not be exactly their ideal customers. 

What do you think about that? 

R: I don’t think so. I really don’t think so, not anymore. You can get a machine for 500 crowns… 

what is that? A pair of trousers basically. You just have to figure out your budget. It depends on 

what you want. I don’t think students wouldn’t be able to afford that, I think they’d be able to 

afford coffee. Maybe they wouldn’t have an extensive use of it, maybe for the capsules, if they 

cost a lot. They may use it occasionally. 

I: Ok, let’s finish off. What could Nespresso do for you to convince you to buy a Nespresso 

machine? You said you don’t want it, but is there anything they could do? 

R: No, I don’t think so. If there’s something I don’t want, I don’t get it. I have this newspapers 

company calling me sometimes to ask if I want a newspaper. I don’t read them and if I have to I 

get them from my father. They sometimes call me and make an offer. When they call, I say no, 

cause I don’t need it. And even though it’s insanely cheap with their offer, I don’t need it and I 

don’t want it. If it was for free, alright, but still I wouldn’t use it. I don’t feel the necessity to have 

one, at the moment. 
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I: Do you think your friends instead would like it? 

R: Yea, I would probably give it as a gift. I have some friends who would really appreciate it. 

I: Ok, that’s all for today. Thank you very much!! 

 

 

Marie Louise 

I: Hello! So let’s start with a bit of general info about yourself, who you are, what you do… 

ML: Ok! My name is Marie Louise, I’m Danish, I’m 23 years old. I work at Copenhagen Airport and 

I’m a student at DTU, writing my master thesis.  

I: Do you have interests or hobbies? 

ML: I like cooking, drinking… But yeah, generally it relaxes me doing these things. 

I: What three adjectives would you use to describe yourself? 

ML: Positive, loyal… outgoing? 

I: Can you elaborate a bit on that? How do you show in your daily life that you are positive etc? 

ML: When I meet people, that’s what they say about me. That’s what they think I am, apparently… 

That I am positive, loyal and outgoing. I have friend I’ve been close to  

I: So that is also how your friends describe you? Would they say anything else about you? 

ML: Mmm... they would say I am a bit geeky… nerdy haha! And also that I like to be on my own. 

Even though I like them, I like to have time. 

I: So what about your values in your life? 

ML: I think positive and loyal definitely. I don’t think I would use outgoing to describe it, but I do 

think that loyalty is important. 
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I: Ok. Do you have any dreams for the future? 

ML: My dream? My dream for myself is that I will be living in New York, working for either JFK or 

NY airport for a big airline. Or I see myself in Paris, working within the same thing, in the Paris 

area. The dream is working in aviation and not living in Denmark. That is the priority. Haha. 

I: Why not Denmark? 

ML: I liked being here when I was younger, and I was having all my benefits from taxes and free 

education… but I never really wanted to stay here when I grew up. Always dreamed of moving out, 

do something bigger… 

I: It’s interesting you chose Paris or New York. What attracts you about them? 

ML: In New York in the rush hours you are around people. I can still feel alone, but I’m surrounded 

by people. And Paris… I just fell in love with it, I lived there for 2 months and I wanna go back. 

I: Are these cities trendy to you? 

ML: Yeah. I think Copenhagen is full of very pretty things so I’m prone to that. 

I: Do you have any role models in your life? Someone you try to imitate or become like? 

ML: I probably do, but I don’t really know. It’s not like I see someone and I’m like “I should be 

here”. I should be… Emma Watson haha. I should be her, yeah. Everybody wants to be her. But no, 

actually I don’t know. 

I: Ok, that was it for the initial part. Let’s move on to the topic of the thesis, which is coffee. 

ML: I love it!! 

I: What is the first word that comes into your mind? 

ML: I would say cappuccino. Cause cappuccino is what I mainly drink when I have coffee.  

I: Why do you drink Cappuccino? 
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ML: Because I like the foam. It was the thing that I started drinking when I started drinking coffee 

because I thought I needed to grow up and start. I am pretty cool so I need to drink coffee.  I had 

the foam and I thought I could have cappuccino and it would make me feel good. It makes me 

feel… When I was younger I went with my parents to coffee shops and they would have the 

cappuccino and I always had their foam. That’s how it started. 

I: So what about your coffee habits? When during the day, how many? 

ML: When I started studying and I’m at the library, 2 or 3… mainly cause I need to have a break 

and wake me up. But when I’m at home, it depends on my mood. It could be one or nothing. 

I: So if you’re home and you drink coffee, why do you drink it? 

ML: Because I like the taste and I wanna wake up. If I’ve been reading for a long time, I need 

something like this and for me coffee works because I don’t drink it too much. 

I: So what are the qualities of a good coffee for you? 

ML: Haha coffee that is not too strong. For me… Ehm… I went to a place where the coffee was 

supposed to be good but I didn’t really like it. Then I went to places like 7/11 and the quality is 

horrible. 

I: So something not too strong? 

ML: Yeah... but I have lots of Italian friends and they have been teaching me a lot. I have learnt a 

lot about my coffee experience. So… when I began I always had sugar and milk in it. I stopped the 

sugar, which is probably good, but not the milk, I need it. 

I: So at home… what type of coffee do you drink? 

ML: Instant coffee. 

I: Any particular brand? 

ML: Whatever my parents buy. They buy it because they want coffee at my place so I’m like “Ok, 

you buy it then”.  
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I: And you live on your own, right? 

ML: Yeah, I do. But they come by often. 

I: Why instant coffee? 

ML: Because I don’t drink it too much… so it can be in the cupboard and can use it whenever. And I 

don’t have a machine… 

I: What’s nice for you about instant coffee? 

ML: When you don’t drink too much coffee, and when you live in an apartment where the kitchen 

isn’t the biggest, even though I love cooking… I have a lot of machines. Then I can use it when I 

want and for my friends and it doesn’t make dirt. 

I: If you had a machine, it would be something you would use with other people and not for 

yourself, then? 

ML: Yeah absolutely. 

I: Ok that makes sense. So you know there are different types of coffee, including capsules. Do you 

know anything about them? 

ML:  So, my parents bought them. So I learnt about that from them. I think it’s nice, I always make 

that for my parents. They also bought a mixer so I can make cappuccino for myself. I kind of like 

those. It’s nice cause the machine is not big. I was actually thinking of buying one but then I 

thought… I am not so much of a coffee drinker. But I think it’s a cool way to make coffee and for 

me at least the quality is good. And also that you have the different varieties… how do you call 

them. It’s perfect. When my parents make it they make it too strong and I’m “no no no”, I want 

the child one, with the chocolate in it! 

I: And do you know the brand of that machine? 

ML: It’s a Nespresso. They got it when it was a very cool and fancy thing… and they said why not. 
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I: Nice. So the only reason you haven’t bought one is that you don’t drink coffee too much? If you 

could choose between instant coffee and a machine, what would you choose? 

ML: The machine I guess. Only if I could get a good Nespresso one with the capsules. Because I 

think they are a lot easier. They are pretty small and you just put them away, compared to the big 

ones where you have the kettle and everything. Small ones, it can be a quick choice. For guests 

and everything it would be perfect, cause you have the capsules. 

I: Great! Do you know any other brands other than Nespresso making capsules? 

ML: No. Oh… the one from Netto, Logismose, I actually know that one. But otherwise no. But I 

don’t know anyone making the machines beyond Nespresso. 

I: Interesting…  

ML: I would be only loyal to Nespresso haha. 

I: And are your parents only buying Nespresso capsules? 

ML: They bought also the ones from Logismose as well. And something else as well. They like the 

ones from Nespresso but they think they’re too expensive and they have a store here in 

Copenhagen but they don’t want to go every time, or buy online and everything…  

I: Yeah, that makes sense. So… What do you think makes Nespresso so special? 

ML: I think… because they were first ones to come up with the capsules. So people say “ok we 

trust them”. They know what they are doing. But I also kind of like the advertisement… with 

George Clooney and his “What else”… for me it creates the sense of reliability. 

I: Ok, you gave me three adjectives to describe yourself… what about three to describe the brand? 

ML: I would say of course reliable… I would say Quality as well… Trustworthy, but it’s the same as 

reliable. 

I: That’s good! Do you think you could actually taste the difference between a good quality coffee 

and another one? 
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ML: Yeah, I think I can. When I drink coffee that is perceived as being good I can taste that it is 

better, I know it’s really good coffee. But it’s still too strong for home… but I can understand why 

people enjoy it. 

I: Ok. Let’s talk about the machine itself. You said you like cooking and you have lots of machines 

in your kitchen. Would a Nespresso machine fit? Are you very selective or…? 

ML: I am. For me… because I feel like the kitchen is very important, I would like some things that I 

treasure, known, well known brands, reliable brands… I would like to have a certain kitchen 

machine. Mine works and I still love and think it’s good. There’re some other things that you can 

use, make the kitchen look nice and it’s not too loud… I think Nespresso could be a very good 

choice of mine. I always go for the more expensive things… for my kitchen. My friends want to 

take me to Ikea and this…. And I’m like “let’s not go to Ikea”, so yeah. I enjoy going to the smaller 

shops for kitchen equipment, reliable ones. My friends hate to come with me. They like the cheap 

alternatives. And I’m like “let’s not do this”. 

I: Ok! Let’s make a game now. You are travelling in space and you reach the Nespresso planet. 

What does it look like? What do you see? 

ML: I can actually describe it... I can try… for me when you see it it’s probably dark, but when you 

land then it’s more orange, for some reason. With a lot of different trees, waterfalls. Yellow-ish. I 

don’t know why orange and yellow, it’s just coming in. And then… this is just because of the 

capsules, there are capsules running around, like “this is our little home, don’t drink us”. But 

yeah… I feel like it’s nice to be there. 

I: Are there people on this planet? 

ML: Besides the capsules? No. Only the capsules, no living things. 

I: Oh ok. What if you went back to Earth instead? After driving a while, you get to a Nespresso city. 

Real people live there… What goes on in this city? 
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ML: Real people like us? I feel like they may be more… Well when you drink lots of coffee then you 

get really hype. I feel the mechanism would be like “coffee coffee coffee coffee”. Upbeat maybe. 

And I think they would more hipsters, like a hipster city. Not really though. 

I: Is that a place where you could ever live? 

ML: No… I said I wanted to live in NY and Paris, but I still like simple things, so I wouldn’t feel 

comfortable there, with that type of people… 

I: Ok, that’s fine. Hmm… Ok. What if instead you had to think about the typical Nespresso client? 

Who buys Nespresso and why do they do that? 

ML: For me it’s like the older people from like 30…. Someone who wants quality, who don’t want 

to spend too much time in the making, people who don’t want to clean.. it’s not laziness, but you 

just want to get something good out of it. Ehm… I know some students who have a Nespresso 

thing but not that many…  But it’s not like “oh look at me I have a Nespresso”, it’s more for 

someone who knows they want quality of life and they don’t wanna go buy the very big espresso 

machines. 

I: It’s nice you know people who have a Nespresso. Do you think that is something they could use 

to show off? 

ML: Not really… I think if you have someone at home and you offer them coffee and they say they 

really like it, then you can say you made from Nespresso… but like, I don’t see it as being such a 

showing off thing. It’s more about other stuff, clothes… Like for my kitchen equipment, I have it 

just for me, and if my friends ask me to talk about it then fine, but I don’t go around and tell them 

“guess what I bought today”. I think they’re going to kill me haha. For me... whatever stays in the 

kitchen is mainly just for you, because you want it.  

I: Do you ever see the possibility of having a Nespresso machine at your place? 

ML: Yeah. Like… I hope so. 

I: Would you say money is influencing this? 
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ML: Yeah. 

I: What is too expensive about Nespresso? 

ML: Both machines and capsules… the combination. Since I don’t drink it too much, it would be 

too money just to have it…. I would give them out to my friends, they’d be happy, but I’d feel like… 

I don’t even know how much it is…. 

I: How much do you think it is for one cup of coffee from Nespresso? 

ML: I think I would say 10 just for one. Or 20. 

I: For one capsule? 

ML: Yes. 

I: Cause you know they sell them in packs of 10... and the price is way less… 

ML: Oh! 

I: It’s 3.6DKK per capsule… which is basically.. 

ML: Nothing! That’s interesting… but still, if I don’t drink it. 

I: What if you had money though? When you start working? 

ML: Then I’ll probably get that one. I also think that I want to satisfy my friends. Even though they 

don’t care… I still feel like it’d be nice to give something different. And I feel the machine is nice to 

look at, so it would be perfect, yeah. 

I: What about the advertising you mentioned before? Do you feel related to it? 

ML: I don’t feel related to it, cause it’s not for our generation, but I do like and enjoy watching 

them. I love the one with Jack Black, cause he has no idea what to say, I related to it, because I like 

him… Oh it’s cool. I think they do it well, they know how to talk to people. 

I: Great! Thank you!  
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Katerine 

I: I'm gonna record this if that is ok with you… 

K: Yes, sure! 

I: So, if you talk about yourself a bit, like saying who you are, what you do, interests, just freely talk 

about yourself. 

K: Ok... I'm Katerine, I'm 22 years old and I study at CBS... Bachelor in economics... right now I'm 

writing my bachelor thesis project and yeahh, i like running and going to Fitness (DK) and I have a 

part time job... I like cooking and... yeah I like travelling, going to different lot of 

places...Singapore, Bangkok... I like to keep myself occupied! 

I: if you have to describe yourself with three words: adjectives, or whatever, what would they be? 

K: ...Mmmm I would say.... Curious... (long pause) Open minded and... what do you call it in 

english, err... I can't really find the word ahah 

I: Ok, try to describe maybe… 

K: yeah, like... ordered, doing things in time, structured... 

I: Ok, would you like to elaborate a bit on these adjectives? Why curious, why open minded...? 

K: Curious about people, everything, like school, work, learning new things, like challenges and... 

yeah just about life and other people... Open minded just, new impressions, meeting new people, 

doing new things like taking chances, job opportunities and stuff like that. 

I: Do you have any values or goals that are really important to you? 

K: I think it's really impo- education is really important! And like, doing a job that really enjoy and 

like doing and then family is really, really important to me, like my family but also when I get older 

making my own. 
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I: That's nice... so you described yourself with three adjectives and the way you perceive yourself, 

do you believe that people you know and friends have the same image of you in their mind? 

K: Ehm... yeah! I think some of them like, especially my close friends like, maybe if you don't know 

me that well you then don't know my values... 

I: And how do you see yourself 5 years from now! Go with your imagination, say whatever you 

want, there's no right or wrong answer... 

K: Ok... ehm, I hope I've been travelling a lot more, and I think I will still live in Copenhagen, in my 

apartment and I'd be done with my education, hopefully have a full time job and yeah hopefully 

I've run a marathon haha I have a goal that I should run one before I'm 30 ahaha 

I: Ahah wow! That's interesting! And do you have any like filed you want to work within? 

K: Right now I'm not really sure because the bachelor is quite like open, so I think next year when I 

start with my master I will go more into specific courses like statistics or finance, right now maybe 

finance, that sector...banking... yeah I don't know. 

I: Do you have any role model? Or people you are inspired by. It can be imaginary, an image of 

who you want to be as a grown up adult, like some sort of inspiration or a real person you know... 

someone, is there someone you look up to? 

K: I don't have role models like famous people, but I think friends and family reflect something 

that you want maybe, for example your parents or my aunt in England, who's done something like 

work and they have personality... and then maybe, yeah I'm inspired by some of them, I want to 

become not exactly like them but, yeah... 

I: Ok, the topic of the research is coffee! When I say coffee, what's the first thing that comes to 

your mind? 

K: Mmmm... Black, good taste, and morning... Busy people... Also cafés and friends 

I: Nice... and what about your consumption of coffee? 
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K: Ahah I'm not a coffee addicted ahah, I drink it at work, I'm at work 2-3 times a week, so maybe I 

have one or two cups, sometimes I don't drink it, but it's... café latte, cappuccino, sometimes just 

black coffee, but most of time if I'm a little tired or sleepy during the day I just take it 

I: And what would you say are the reasons why you drink coffee 

K: When I was younger I always loved the smell of it, but I didn't like it. When I taste it I thought it 

was awful and then I had a job at a bakery before I had my student job and then I was at a coffee 

course, where we learned how to make it and then I tried and it was really good coffee and I 

started actually trying to drink it and I liked it a bit and... yeah 

I: So, do you drink it because you like it or because you need it? Like to stay awake..? 

K: Mostly because I like the taste of it, but I like capuccino and café latte more than just black 

coffee. Black coffee I most drink to get awake yeah 

I: So, there are different types of coffee, filtered, coffee, french press, capsules, instant coffee, 

whatever. Which one or ones are your favourites? 

K: I don't make it that often myself, I often drink it when I go out with friends at cafés when we're 

chatting... to have a nice coffee I think the machine, I like good coffee, my parents and at home 

they have the coffee where you know you use the... capsules, and I also like that yes. But when I'm 

at home I make the Nestcafé mostly, with just put a spoon but that's when there are friends over 

for games after dinner or dessert to have a coffee and chocolate... 

I: Ok, so you say your parents have the capsules 

K: Yes, and I also like that I think it's really smart, maybe I'll get one nice one day! 

I: Oh really? 

K: Yeah, I think that in the morning you can put all kind of coffee tastes and... 

I: So you know how it works... What do you like about these machines? 
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K: I haven't tried it that much, but I think instead of just using the powder you get more delicate 

than instant coffee, I think also because they have the thing for the milk, you can make like nice 

and easy and look quite smart and it's not that big 

I: Do you know any brands? 

K: That is called... Nes... Nespresso? They have the shop you go in and you only have their capsules 

in the shop, their brand... 

I: Any other brand? 

K: No... ahah 

I: Ok! So, the focus of the research is actually on Nespresso! You tried your parent's, can you tell 

me your opinion about it? 

K: Well... It's the only brand I know but I think it's good but I think maybe... Yeah I actually like the 

brand, I think it's a good concept and all the tastes it's a bit... the shop it's fine, maybe a little over-

.... But it's nice 

I: Have you ever been in a shop? 

K: No, only outside, I didn't enter 

I: And from the outside, what's your idea? 

K: It looks nice, and everything was ordered... like the way I like ahahah! you really want to enter if 

you have time... 

I: It's nice that you used the same adjective that you used to describe yourself ahah 

K: Yeah ahah 

I: You often said that it's smart, if you think the way it works, what do you like? 
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K: I think it's really easy also to clean, you just put it (the capsule) in and then you empty the filter 

and so it's practical I think. Then I think it's a quick way to get a good cup of coffee and I think the 

design is nice, decorating the kitchen well.. yeah 

I: I asked you before to describe yourself with three adjectives, now what about Nespresso?  

K: Well... I'd say quality... I'd say... (long pause) something you help you in the days to make things 

easier, like in the morning or you can- I don't know the word in English, eh! 

I: It's ok also if you elaborate the concept, no worries 

K: yeah I think it makes things easier and nice, for example in the morning you get a nice cup of 

coffee and start the day with a good smile and then I would say... I don't know, it's a bit difficult... 

I: It's ok... What do you think makes Nespresso special, if it is special somehow? 

K: Well, I don't know any other brand so I don't know how they are! 

I: It's also like important if you know the brand and you have experience with that, often, it's just 

based on your perception, impression, what you think... opinion 

K: Well I think when I go to a shop maybe go to the coffee section I know they always there, 

maybe there are always other brands I don't know that much, maybe they're easy to come to 

mind... 

I: Let's make some sort of a game. We are travelling in space, and we are landing on this planet 

called Nespresso planet. Use your imagination and describe it: what you see, how the inhabitants 

look like...  

K: I think its coloured, like it's a happy warm colour like orange and... then there are mountains 

like also in colour because you know all the different colours on the capsules so it's really colourful 

and I think people are really happy... People are active, and I think they're also busy, and I think... 

yeah, it's really clean and nice in the cities and the buildings and houses are designed and created 

like architects' design, really fancy, I think there's a big diversity yeah 
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I: Would you like to live on a planet like that? 

K: Yes! Maybe yes, really colourful! 

I: Do you think you can recognise yourself among the inhabitants of this planet? 

K: Yes, I think I will start drinking more coffee ahah  

I: Let's go back to Earth. Can you tell me something about whom you think the target of Nespresso 

is? 

K: Well... I think like this high-... Machines are a bit expensive, so people living in the city, mainly 

the big cities maybe in apartments they like the coffee machines to have coffee in the morning, 

maybe family like myself... I think coffee enthusiasts maybe they would like a good machines even 

if they're young students, a lot of my friends they care about coffee and drink a lot of it and good 

quality...  

I: Do you perceive a... gap, a difference between you and this kind of segment-target? 

K: Mmm I see myself when I get older I maybe be one of them, but right now I think I don't know 

how many thousands it costs, but I think it would be a bit more expensive also compared to my 

consumption of coffee, I don't drink it that much, I don't really need it right now, but I think yes... 

I: Do you think the main barrier would be the cost of the machines or capsules? 

K: I think I have the money it's just prioritising right now other things I would like to spend the 

money on instead of coffee machines... Maybe when I have finished and I have a full time job and 

live with my boyfriend that could be nice! In the morning to have creamy and make other things... 

I: Let's pretend your boyfriend tomorrow comes with this present for you and it's a Nespresso 

machine, would you use it right now? 

K: Yes of course! 

I: Would you buy the Nespresso capsules? 
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K: Yeah definitely, I don't know how much actually they cost but if someone give the machine to 

me I would definitely like it and put it in the kitchen and start using it, but I don't think I would put 

it in my wish list for birthday in short-term 

I: How many krona do you want to spend for a cup of coffee? 

K: On a cup of coffe? Like when you make it yourself at home? Ahh... Mmm... 5 right now I think? 

But I think it will change when I'll work... 

I: One capsule is 3.6 kroner, and a pack of ten is 36 krone... It's not that 

K: It's not that expensive! If you have the machine it's ok... I thought it was more expensive 

actually but now that I know it's a fine price in compared to... and the quality... 

I: You said that maybe later on when you'll have money to buy the machine even if it's not on your 

wish list now, let's say in five years when you have full time job... 

K: Yeah, I see myself with a machine in my house... 

I: Do you think there's something Nespresso should do to let you know a bit more about it? 

K: Maybe I think also that people normally think that is more expensive than what it is, I also 

thought it was more expensive... while it's quite cheaper when you have the machine, and I think 

they have different machine with different prices level so, maybe I think they should advertise this 

more often and so on... the smaller machines are still very cool, they got good style also... maybe I 

should already have one now ahah 

I: Do you think that students can afford one of the cheaper machine? 

K: What is the price of the cheapest machine? 

I: The cheapest is around 600-700 kroner at el giganten 

K: Oh, that's... I thought you need like at least 3000 or 2000! Ahah 
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I: There are different machines, the biggest is really expensive, but the basic one that makes just 

coffee is around 700... If you want the one with the milk... you can find it at elgiganten for 

maximum 1000 approximately, not the fanciest, but a range from 700-1000 kroner 

K: I thought it was much more expensive, then I maybe get one ahah actually I didn't know they 

have those small and nice style 

I: Do you want to see some pictures? 

K: Yeah! Would like to! 

I: These are the cheapest (U line and Inissia nda) 

K: What about with the foam? 

I: This one (Lattissima nda) or you can buy an Aeroccino (milk frother nda) 

K: Ah! Nice! Yeah! It's not much! Not that expensive actually! Yeah! I think I wasn't well informed 

about price! 

I: Do you think that in general students can be interested in this kind of coffee consumption and 

experience? 

K: Yeah actually my brother, my younger brother and his girlfriend they live upstairs and I think 

they drink a lot of coffee and her parents gave it to them for Christmas present so yes... 

I: Do you have any other consideration? Do you think that your consumption of coffee would 

change? 

K: After this interview? Ahah 

I: Ahah in general in the future 

K: Maybe I actually consider the machine because I always thought that at some point I will get 

one, but now that I know it's quite cheap compared to what I expected yeah maybe I will do it 
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I: And in general, sorry to ask again, your consumption of coffee, you said you like cappuccino or 

latte, so with milk and coffee 

K: I also drink black coffee but... sometimes for example in the weekends only in the morning for 

breakfast a big one... or if I'm tired... 

I: And what is the typical situation at home for you to drink coffee? 

K: That would be I think in the morning and in the weekends... But in the future I don't know, I 

guess If I have the machine also more often? 

I: Ok, I think for me it's enough, you want to add anything? 

K: Nope, I guess I'm ok as well ahah 

I: Thank you so much! 

 

 

 

Linn 

I: Hello and thank you so much for helping us today! Can we start by having some of your basic 

info, like name, age and so on? 

L: Of course! My name is Linn, I’m 25, Danish, live in Copenhagen in the city centre… I work 

sometimes.. ehm, in sales, for Louis Vuitton. I also study of course haha, I’m finishing my Cand. 

Merc. at CBS, it will be over soon! 

I: Great to hear. Also, do you have hobbies or interests or anything? 

L: Oh I love fashion and travelling to sunny places, cause the weather in Denmark… yeah you 

know! Haha, but I also like going out for dinner or meeting my friends to relax… Also spending 

some time with my parents. 
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I: Nice, very nice! Now we get to the interesting part: how would you describe yourself in three 

adjectives? 

L: Fashionable, do you say that? Also trendy and… well I enjoy life, but that’s not an adjective… Is 

that ok? 

I: Absolutely, that will do. How do you show that you are trendy and fashionable? 

L: You should probably see my closet… that one would explain a lot haha! But no in general I try to 

follow trends, I love how they change so often and you can always get new things. 

I: Interesting. What about your values and drivers in life? 

L: Friends and family always come first… Then I think I’d like to find a job I like and be happy. 

I: Ok. What about your friends? Would they describe you the same way you did? 

L: Describing me? Oh yes, everyone who knows me would totally describe me like that, I am sure! 

I’ve heard I’m trendy and all that stuff so I guess they think that. 

I: Ok, nice. How do you see yourself in 5 years? 

L: Hmmm probably living here in Copenhagen and working in the fashion industry… like doing 

marketing or so.. 

I: Is that your dream job? 

L: Well no, of course I’d love to live in New York and be like the chief editor for a fashiona 

magazine but I’ll be happy with the best I can do haha! 

I: Do you have any roles models you follow? That can be in the world of fashion since you like it, or 

whatever… 

L: Well there are a lot of models and fashion people that I really like and.. you know I’m a girl, 

being pretty and everything, I try and follow the trends a bit… So I don’t know, I can’t really make 

any specific names now…. but there are different ones. 
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I: Ok, good. Then… now I guess we can move on the proper topic of this interview, which will be… 

coffee. 

L: Oh ok, great haha! 

I: What is the first word that comes to mind when you think about coffee? 

L: I would say… uhm… Smell. Maybe just because I love the smell of coffee when it’s just done, 

so… it gets into you, you know? 

I: We do know, definitely! Can you tell me a bit more about your coffee habits in general? That is, 

how many coffees per day? When? 

L: It really depends.. if I’m at home doing nothing I can also have just one maybe in the morning 

for breakfast… and maybe after lunch too actually if I think about it… but if I work or I’m at school 

then it’s more than that, I think 4 maximum.  

I: And why do you drink coffee, Linn? 

L: Well because I like it. I kinda like its taste if the coffee is good… 

I: Any other reason? 

L: Sometimes it’s also to wake up, since I drink it in the morning, but I think it’s really nice to have 

it as a start of the day for good taste. 

I: Ok. Which types of coffee do you usually drink at home? I guess you know there are lots of 

different ones… 

L: At home… it’s mostly instant coffee. I have the machine from Italy, you call it mocha? I got it as a 

present… but I can’t find the right coffee for it here. 

I: Ok. I’m asking because now I’d like to talk more specifically about a type of coffee which is that 

of coffee pods or capsules. Are you familiar with these? 

L: Oh sure, we have a machine at work…. It’s a Nespresso one. 
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I: Oh great! Nespresso is actually the main topic of this interview! Do you know how it works then?  

L: Yeah I always have coffee with that when I work. It’s actually so nice… 

I: Is it? Why is it nice? 

L: Well I think it’s just very nice and simple… I just love that you can choose the taste, the colour… 

really whatever you want just for yourself. Then… well the taste is good, I don’t get dirty cause it’s 

super easy just pressing the button… and it looks like you’re having something professional at the 

same time haha! 

I: What would you say you like the most about it? 

L: Hmm.. Probably that there are different types of capsules that you can choose. 

I: The variety, then? Good… What about the machine itself? Do you like it? 

L: I think it’s very elegant, the one we have at the office is really… elegant let’s call it. It has a nice 

design I think! 

I: So at work do you have Nespresso capsules or also form other companies, as far as you know? 

L: No we only have Nespresso, the boss comes in with a bag with different box of capsules every 

couple of days… I think we never got anything else other than those. And I’m happy if they keep 

buying them cause I just love them! 

I: Would you say Nespresso has what you look for in a good coffee? 

L: Totally. It is a very good coffee indeed! 

I:  Ok.. Hmm let me think. Can I just ask, do you know any other types of coffee pods? Other than 

Nespresso? 

L: Ehm… no. Not at all to be honest haha! 

I: Alright… I’d like to go  back a bit in what you said before, that at home you just drink instant 

coffee… Why don’t you have a Nespresso machine? 
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L: Ok that’s actually a good question… I mean I thought about buying one but then I was never 

sure… Cause… Can I just keep talking? 

I: Of course of course! 

L: Well most times I have friends over for coffee.. And I want my friends to have the very best 

when they come… Not saying I try to be super fancy but I would like to give them good coffee… So 

since this machine at work, well I really like it, and I thought it’d be a nice thing to have at home, I 

thought about it. But to be completely honest it’s a bit out of my budget I think… I mean I work 

and if I need money I can ask my parents but I don’t wanna ask for a Nespresso machine just 

because it’s something that I want. 

I: Oh ok. So is it just money let’s say… impeding you to buy one? 

L: Yeah, otherwise it’d be probably a good thing to buy. I would say… It’s kind of a must-have when 

I start working full-time. Then I will probably have enough money to afford it! 

I: Do you know the prices for machines and capsules? 

L: I would say…. No less than 2000 maybe for a machine? And for capsules… I think the box my 

boss takes to the office must cost minimum 70DKK. Am I even close? Haha 

I: Actually.. this may sound as a surprise but a machine can be around 600-1000DKK… and the 10 

capsules in the box cost 36DKK. 

L: Per capsule?!? 

I: No, for 10 capsules. So it’s 3.6DKK per capsule…. 

L: Oh but that’s like… probably the same price as an instant coffee. I feel stupid now I don’t have 

one haha! 

I: That’s ok, you’re not the first one to give us the wrong prices, it’s very common! Now, some 

more questions… I asked you for three adjective to describe yourself. Do you have three for 

Nespresso? As a brand, company or whatever you feel like. 
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L: Nespresso is… ok I wanted to say expensive but not really. I said elegant, nice and tasty! 

I: Great. Let’s make a game now. Imagine you were travelling through space and you reached the 

Nespresso planet. What does that look like? 

L: I see a lot of brown things like the colour of coffee… maybe brown houses, brown streets, 

brown cities… but it’s not bad, it’s bright so the brown is like orange… kind of? I hope I was clear. 

I: Yes that makes sense. Is there anything going on this planet? Any people? 

L: I can think of skinny beautiful people coming out of their houses. I suppose they drink Nespresso 

a lot up there… But nothing really strange going on, seems like a normal place. 

I: Who are the people on this planet? Why did they move here? 

L: Well they must really have a passion for coffee? Haha 

I: Would you ever consider living here? 

L: No.. It’s a place I don’t belong to now.. and they drink too much coffee! 

I: OK, back to Earth now. Who is the typical consumer drinking Nespresso in your opinion? 

L: Hmm.. I think… I guess it can be someone who can afford it and who knows what good coffee is 

like… they wouldn’t buy it if they didn’t like coffee so they were probably looking for a good one. 

Since it’s also quite trendy, maybe they follow trends too? I don’t know. 

I: Ok, that’s good. So, to finish off a bit… Let’s think about yourself in a few years, when you have 

the money to buy a Nespresso, since you wouldn’t buy it now, correct? 

L: Correct. 

I: Yes… Do you think 5 years from now you’ll have one? 

L: I hope so! 

I: And why would you go exactly for a Nespresso machine? 
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L: Because of everything I said before.. I think it would be quite a nice thing to have, especially 

when you have people over but also for yourself. 

I: Ok, I guess that was it. Thank you so much for your help! 

 

Emilie 

I: Hi, and thank you for being here today!  

E: Hello! 

I: Shall we start by asking you some information about yourself? So who you are, what you do, and 

so on… 

E: Well my name is Emilie and I’m 26, I’m a master student at KEA and I study design. I am also 

working in a startup where I do graphic design for them. 

I: Cool,  you have any passions or hobbies? 

E: I have a lot of different interests, I do sports, go to the cinema quite often, I meet my friends 

whenever I can, I love shopping and so on…  

I: Ok. Can you pick three adjectives to describe yourself? 

E: Oh. Well… I have this things that I think about the future often so I’m like.. future-oriented? 

Then I have pretty high ambitions. And I’m totally open-minded. 

I: Ambitions for example like what? 

E: Well for my career, for school… I hope to be one of the best graduating students and to get a 

job at the startup full-time once I’m done with my studies. 

I: How do you see yourself in 5 years? 

E: I’d love to be working in a place that I enjoy and where I can do the job I love, being happy and 

satisfied with my life both at home and at work. 
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I: Great. And how do you show you’re open-minded, going back to the adjectives? 

E: I am open to lots of different experiences, be it talking to new people or trying new food or 

travelling.. 

I: Nice. So… do you think your friends would describe you the same way? 

E: Oh my God I hope so! Haha! Maybe they’d say I’m quite funny, cause I tend to laugh a lot… 

I: Great. And what do you think are your main values in life? What is really important for you? 

E: I value friendship so much, you have no idea how grateful I am to have my wonderful friends 

around every day. And the of course family… and being loyal to people and honest. And good, 

being a good person. 

I: Nice. A very last question about you… do you have any role models? Someone you try to 

imitate? 

E: Ehm… no. Not that I can think of. I mean… there’s plenty of people actually but nobody I can say 

in particular “Oh I want to be her so I do this and that and that”. I guess it depends on the 

situation though… 

I: Alright. Let’s move on to the topic of this interview, which is coffee. What’s the first thing that 

comes to your mind when I say coffee? 

E: A glass. I love it when they give me the coffee in a glass that I can see through so I see its colour. 

I know it’s a bit weird haha! 

I: No, it’s not at all! It’s actually pretty common in Italy that people ask for it, so no worries about 

it!  

E: Oh that’s interesting! 

I: So… can you tell us a bit about your habits with coffee? Like how many per day, when, why… 
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E: Ok let me start by the reason why I drink coffee. I’m trying to think about how to tell it all at 

once. So: coffee is something I like… I really do like it… but it also keeps me awake. So I think both 

are quite important for me. I usually have 2 cups a day maybe, one in the morning and then it 

depends if I’m at work or at school…or home. What else? I drink a lot of instant coffe mostly or 

filter coffee when I can if I’m home, but I also have the capsules at work. 

I: Which one of the many do you prefer? 

E: Probably the capsules… but I only have them when I work, so in general I have instant coffee at 

home.  

I: Ok. What makes a good coffee for you? 

E: Oh, the taste for sure, I mean it’s super important for me. And then maybe… I don’t know, it 

needs to be fast to make cause most of the times I’m on the run… fast to make but slow to drink, 

you know what I mean? I like if I can sip my coffee for a while, I don’t wanna finish it right away! 

I: Great. So the focus of our research here is actually on coffee capsules, so it’s really good that 

you have tried them at work. I guess you know how they work? 

E: Yeah perfectly. 

I: Good, and you said you like them better than the other types of coffee, which is really nice to 

hear. Do you know the machine and capsules you have at work, who produces them? 

E: They’re from Nespresso.. and we use the capsules also from Nespresso. 

I: Do you know any other capsules producers? 

E: Not really.. Not that I can think of. Maybe the reatailers here in Denmark but not sure. 

I: Ok. What do you like the most of Nespresso?  

E: I think it’s really nice as I said that it’s fast to make… and it doesn’t make anything dirty, you just 

press the button, get your coffee and go back to what you were doing. And then all the different 
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types of coffee you can get… and also the machine, let’s admit it, it’s pretty cool. As a design 

student I can tell you they did a nice job on that haha! 

I: Very nice! What about you, why don’t you have a Nespresso machine if you like it better than 

other coffees? 

E: I’m not sure I actually need one now? But if I had enough money to buy one I still think I would 

cause it’s cool to have. 

I: Why don’t you need one now? 

E: Cause I have other types of coffee that I can drink… 

I: But you said you prefer coffee pods. So is there any other reason?  

E: Well money is also a thing… I mean I could spend all I have on a coffee machine and capsules, 

but I think I need to understand how to spend my money since I don’t have too much saved after 

paying my bills and rent and other stuff. So maybe Nespresso is not a thing for now, but for some 

years ahead. 

I: I understand. Do you know the prices for Nespresso? 

E: I have a rough idea, but it probably still exceeds the budget I have set for each month…. 

I: Ok, I see. If you had a machine though, would you use it daily? Or just for certain occasions? 

E: I would say both. I am used to my coffee at the office now so I might have one a day…Also, if I 

had Nespresso I would use it probably mostly with my friends… Maybe actually I’d buy it for my 

friends, they love coming to my place to have coffee and that would make it even better. 

I: Great to hear. So since you know Nespresso, would you give me three adjectives for it? 

E: I think Nespresso is something with really high-quality, good taste and convenience because it 

makes everything so easy and quick just the way I like it. 

I: Nice. Does that relate to the perfect coffee for you? 
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E: Maybe. I think there are some really good things in there. 

I: Ok. Now let’s make a game. You are travelling through space and you reach the Nespresso 

planet. What is that like? 

E: I think it’s something like Earth but maybe the sea is brown as coffee and earth is orange-ish. It’s 

a modern world, with lots of architectures and most building are black, not really sure why but 

they are. 

I: Are there people? 

E: Oh yes people like on Earth. They are a bit more elegant though, I can see men wearing a tie 

and women on high heels. 

I: What do they do? 

E: I guess they’d runa round the city they live in and they go to work or at home, it seems they are 

a bit busy… 

I: Ok, very interesting. Does that relate to the idea you have of the typical Nespresso consumers? 

E: Uh… Maybe? I mean here on Earth maybe people are not so busy, I was probably exaggerating 

up there. But yeah… people in cities running around. I mean who doesn’t run these days to work 

school and so on? But still the typical Nespresso consumer… they like to have good coffee before 

they run! Haha… Oh, and they definitely have the money to buy it. Of course.. 

I: Interesting. To finish off… Do you think there’s any possible way that Nespresso could convince 

you to buy a machine now? 

E: If I got more information on the prices and I realized it fits into my monthly budget, then I would 

maybe, and I say maybe, do it. But since it’s not something I totally need right now, I think they’d 

need to come directly talk to me before I say yes to myself and to them. Still, I like to think I’ll have 

one at some point, but maybe not now. 

I: Great, that’s all for me. Thank you for your time!! 
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15.6 Appendix VI 

Transcripts: In-depth interviews with Overlapping Consumers 

 

Peter 

 I: Hello! Can you please start by giving us a bit of information about yourself? Like name, age, and 

so on… 

P: Hi, my name is Peter and I’m 28 years old. I’m living in Copenhagen. I got a Bachelor in sports 

management and started my master. 

 I: Do you work? 

P: Yes, I’m working in an IT company. 

 I: What do you do? 

P: I’m doing sales, and then I’m doing accounting… It’s like 3 people so we are doing a lot of 

different stuffs. 

 I: And... Do you have interests, hobbies, passions? 

P: I like football, to party… travel… visiting cities… and then really sports, because I got sports 

management. I like politics and yeah… business too of course... 

 I: Great. If I asked you to describe yourself with three adjectives, what would they be and why? 

P: Ehm… open minded, because I’m really interested in new people, easy to get along with, I’m 

interested in all kind of people and yeah… the third one… I don’t know. 

 I: It’s alright, don’t worry. If you think about values in life, what drives you? Anything that is really 

important for you? 

P: Uhm... that people are honest. Be honest and trustworthy and precise. And care about all the 

people. And have some… motivation, have some…target to reach. A goal. 

 I: It sounds interesting. What’s your target to reach? 
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P: Doing as good as I can with my company. We wanna expand and develop our product even 

better but it takes a lot of effort. For my personal target, I would like to… yeah, finish my masters. 

This is the short term target. But otherwise, career and family… Not because I’m setting a target to 

me, but because you can go in all kinds of directions… be successful. 

 I: Why is reaching your goals important to you? 

P: Because it gives you confidence. 

 I: And do you need that in life? 

P: Always. Especially in business life, if you don’t have confidence with customers, you are sure it’ll 

never happen. But if you are confident and you know what you are able to do, and you can have 

some history about it, then you will succeed. Maybe not with every customer but the chance you 

will succeed is much higher. But also just feeling good with yourself. 

 I: Do you look up to someone in particular? Do you have any role models in life? It can be any field 

really. 

P: Actually no. 

 I: Do you just follow your own path or… 

P: It’s not like I’m following role models, but there are different kinds that I like small particular 

stuff about. 

 I: Nice. And how would your friends describe you… You gave me the adjectives for yourself, but 

how would they describe you? 

P: I’m good to listen to them, like… when they are in trouble, emotional or family, always. 

 I: Do you actually… is it something you care about, how other people perceive you? 

P: Well, maybe a bit. You can’t be friend with everybody in the world of course. And of course, I 

don’t have any enemies actually. But some way I’m the person I am and it’s not because… Just be 

the person you are, I’m this kind of person, like it or don’t like it. And my friends like it so I guess 

they perceive me well? This, actually, is important. 
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 I: Ok! Now that we got a bit of background about you, we can move on to the topic of the 

interview, which is coffee. If I say coffee, what is the first word that comes to your mind? 

P: Ehm… Nice taste. And… getting fresh.  

 I: Why is that? 

P: Because drinking coffee is something I like and because of caffeine. 

 I: What are your coffee habits? Coffees per day..? 

P: I always drink my cup of coffee in the morning but then I always drink 3-4 cups a day. When I 

work it can be 6. 

 I: Why do you drink it mainly? 

P: It’s a chill-out, chilling… I like the taste, you also get more energy… and there’s something social 

about coffee. 

 I: What’s the social thing about it? 

P: It’s like… Ok, if you’re work, or you can invite people. Just pass by for a cup of coffee…. It’s just 

like the basic ingredient for people. You got 15 minutes and then you maybe don’t wanna serve it 

at lunch… or just a cup of coffee. Drink a cup of coffee, enjoy, and just have a chat. Also a nice way 

to relate to customers. It’s not formal. 

 I: So… what makes a good coffee for you? 

P: It needs to be strong, but not too strong. Beans… need to be nice quality, fresh. Espresso is my 

favourite, the espresso system. Worst coffee: the one you get in the machines and it stays there in 

a kettle for like…5 hours. 

 I: So, what different types of coffee do you know? 

P: Espresso, the one from Italy… it’s 2 cl, very nice and strong… then there is simple black coffee as 

we call it in Denmark… then Americano… then of course caffe latte, so on… then the stupid ones 

with chocolate taste, the ones from Starbucks… weird people… ice coffees… 

 I: When it comes to making coffee at home? Which methods do you know? 
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P: For espresso coffee, there’s the Nespresso machine with capsules. Then also a manual machine. 

Where you ground the beans. Then there’s an old school coffee machine, where you leave the 

beans for some minutes… then there’s the French Press… Worst kind of coffee, because the beans 

would be… it’s not strong coffee because the beans will not go through the system if it’s too small. 

Or you can do it the old way and boil water and put coffee in. Yeah. 

 I: Great. Can you elaborate more about capsules? What do you know about them? 

P: Oh yeah I know Nespresso. I have a Nespresso machine and used to sell them at a store. 

 I: Oh that’s cool! That is actually our topic of our thesis… so now we’ll be talking about it! 

P: I’m an expert of Nespresso. I know the good sides and the bad sides. I had this job at Magasin 

du Nord, selling Nespresso machines. I was the first one in Denmark. 

 I: Haha perfect! What do you like about Nespresso? 

P: It’s a high-end cup of coffee. They try to sell customers that. The machines… the whole thing is 

actually based on capsules. The machines are really really high quality, with the highest 

guarantees, very simple and very good quality. The design is really good, worldwide unique… Yeah. 

But I don’t know if people are very satisfied by where you buy it.  

 I: Why? 

P: Cause you can only buy online or go to the shops, the boutiques, very sophisticated and elegant. 

There’s one in the city centre and one in Field’s, the pop up shop. But people… they don’t wanna 

drive for a long distance. 

 I: What about you? 

P: I really don’t mind. It’s for good coffee. 

 I: What about your own machine?  

P: I have a Nespresso, and it’s 6 years old.  

 I: Can you actually feel the difference in taste, since you said you like it about coffee, when it 

comes to a Nespresso machine? 
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P: Yes I can. Of course sometimes they have different kinds of beans, it also depends on how much 

rain is falling in one region, say Colombia…  

 I: What type of coffee do you drink at home? 

P: Nespresso only. I tried to make some changes…. But no. 

 I: So that is not too strong for you? Or too short? 

P: You can change the length of the coffee, you just need to double click and you have a lungo. 

You can decide by yourself.  Coffee is like a science. 

 I: What about the variety of capsules? 

P: Oh yes, I like it a lot. My favourite one is the purple edition… It’s a strong one, but not too much. 

The black one is really really strong. There was really high demand for some blue ones too as far I 

remember… They have a scale from 0 to 10 and the blue was a 12. It was really popular in 

Denmark.  

 I: Do you know any other brands or companies producing coffee pods? 

P: Oh yes, a lot. The oldest one probably is Illy coffee from Triste, in Italy. They invented the 

espresso machine hundreds of years ago. It’s really expensive… Then there was another Danish 

company trying to launch a very sh***y machine called Marcello, but I never liked it. They were 

out of the market in half a year.  

 I: What do you think makes Nespresso so special? 

P: Because when you look at the shop, it’s so exclusive and stylish. You look at it and it’s all for a 

cup of coffee. They provide a very good service in the shops, they talk to customers, they were 

really nice. They give you some chocolate. Just like a little club… an exclusive club. 

 I: You mentioned the exclusivity of the place. Is that something Danish people value? 

P: The target group does. 

 I: Who is the target group? 
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P: It started with the upper class, very busy life… and now it’s a very good alternative, you just put 

a capsule in, it’s a very quick brand, it’s exclusive… Now it’s also middle class too, they started 

buying it. 

 I: But that is quite pricey. Why are you spending money on a coffee like that? 

P: Because there’s a lot of sociology. The coffee can give the kind of lifestyle you want. 

 I: Do you think having a machine is also a way to show off to other people? 

P: Definitely. I can tell you this. When I was working at the department, when people buy, they are 

really proud. They buy it for friends, boyfriend or girlfriend… Oh I can invite people over for a cup 

of coffee. Just observation, for many years. 

 I: Ok. So… you gave us three adjectives for yourself. What about three to describe Nespresso? 

P: Exclusive, excellent offering for quality coffee… ehm… Wanna help customers as much as they 

can, because they got 24/7 call services. If the machine is broken they come and bring you another 

coffee machine. They do it also because then people are still using coffee capsules. 

 I: Ok! Let’s make an imagination game. You are travelling in space and you reach the Nespresso 

planet. How is it?  

P: Lot of coffee trees, and very exclusive boutique. And a huge bank. Where all the money are 

transferred into… and there’s a wall, you can’t see what’s behind, but there’s a… golden paradise. 

Full of coffee and gold because they already have fortune. 

 I: Are there people living here? 

P: No. The staff serving the Nespresso coffee only works there… 

 I: What if we went back to Earth and we reach a city called the Nespresso city, where people live. 

Who are these people? 

P: Coffee addicted and very rich.  

 I: What do you think about them? Why are they living here? 

P: I don’t know… 
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 I: Would you actually live in a city like that? 

P: No, not really. I am not really an addict… I like my coffee but I don’t wanna be put in prison if 

sometimes I don’t drink it haha. 

 I: Interesting. Let’s go through some key points you mentioned before. Do you think there is 

difference between Nespresso and the capsules you can buy at a supermarket? 

P: I know a bit more about it, so I know there may not be such a difference… but I know many are 

scared to put other capsules not from Nespresso inside their machine and Nespresso is playing a 

bit more about it. 

 I: In terms of consumers, what do you think is the general idea about Nespresso for Danes? 

P: I think it’s very positive. Some people are sceptical due to the aluminium because it’s natural 

resource and we don’t have it… but Nespresso has recycling programs. Unfortunately, all over the 

world, but not in Denmark, cause the politicians don’t wanna facilitate this process… Aluminium 

though can be recycled forever. 

 I: Do you know you can take the pods back to the shop and they will recycle them? 

P: Yeah but one person out of thousands will do it… park the car next to the store, bring the 

capsules, go back to the car… Nobody will do it.  

 I: But since Danish people are concerned about it and the environment, don’t you think this is 

interesting for them to know? 

P: It is…. But convenience is more important. 

 I: Alright. A very last question for you, since you seem to know so much about the current target. 

Since you are a student and you drink Nespresso, do you think the target would have any problem 

with that? What if more and more students started being addressed? 

P: No, definitely not a problem. In Denmark we have a thing and we say never judge the young 

guy, even if he is working at a supermarket, cause in 15 years he could become the CEO of a big 

company. 

 I: Nice way of thinking. Thank you very much for your time, that should be it! 
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Morten 

I: So, can you tell us a little bit about yourself, who you are, what you do? 

M: Yeah. My name is Morten, I’m 25 years old and I study International Business at Copenhagen 

Business School. In my last year, I have studied abroad half a year in Hong Kong and half a year in 

the US. I work in banking and consulting. I have my company, an investment company. Uhm... In 

my spare time, I go hunting and I run marathons. So yeah, that is basically all about me. 

I: If I asked you to describe yourself with three adjectives, what would they be? 

M: Uhm… Energetic… Ambitious... and persistent. 

I: And why do you think you are energetic? 

M: Haha well I pretty much always have my days packed so I am always doing something. I am not 

sleeping that much. I am always on the run! But even though I have a stressful day with lots of 

meetings, I can go for clubs with friends in the evening. That’s why I think I am energetic, I always 

do something. And I get easily bored, so I need to be doing something all the time. 

I: What about being ambitious? 

M: When I was in high school, I graduated with the highest GPA in the whole school and since then 

it just caught on: whatever I do I want to excel. I played handball, I was on a contract… now I have 

one of the highest GPAs in my current studies as well. I think ambitious is also about really trying 

to maximise what you can do. And I was told “you can’t get into investment banking in London, its’ 

too difficult”, and then I did it… and those things make me ambitious: I maximise what I can do to 

reach my goals. 

I: And persistent? 

M: Persistent... I think I have good skills. When I fail, I don’t consider it as a fail, and that’s what 

keeps me moving. I just move on to the new thing. I don’t think much about failure. Being 

persistent is: it might be tough and difficult but then in the end it will pay off. 
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I: Are these also your values in life or is there anything else? 

M: If these were the only values, I would sound like a douchebag, right? Haha. No, I think it’s 

important to have fun as well, I have a lot of fun in what I do. Even though I might sound very 

ambitious and serious all the time, I actually have lots of fun. I do parties, and I think among my 

values is also being loyal to friends and family. I am not that close to my family, but also when you 

have close friends I am there for them and they are there for me. And this is also something I value 

a lot. 

I: So this is what you tell us about yourself. But how do you think other people look you? Do they 

get what they see? 

M: I think they see me as very ambitious, very professional... But I think they also see me as a good 

friend and one they can come to, at least I hope. 

I: How do you see yourself in say 5 years? Where do you want to be? Who do you want to be? 

M: I will definitely be living in London. I won’t be in Copenhagen. I will probably do management 

consulting. I will be in the consulting or financial industry… probably in London. 

I: Do you have any particular dream or aspiration? 

M: Yeah… actually, I really want my company to grow. I want to be independent of other people 

and have my own company and run it. When it’s big enough, I want to have a successful company 

and I want to give back to where I came from, to society, to help people excel. Especially because a 

lot of people helped me come up the stairs and reach my dreams… helping someone else would 

be nice. 

I: And do you have a role model? Someone you try to imitate and look up to? 

M: I think I have a lot of role models, but they are for different things. One might be for academic 

purposes, one for professional. In terms of being caring and loyal, someone else is. I don’t have 

only one. You can learn a lot from everyone you meet. 

I: Ok, let’s move now to the proper topic of the interview, which is coffee.  
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M: Coffe? Haha ok. 

I: What is the first thing that comes to your mind? 

M: My mornings! It’s the first thing that I do when I wake up. 

I: Can you tell a bit more about that? When do you consume it? Your habits? 

M: I drink a lot of coffee. I think it’s like maybe around 4-5 cup a day on average. I do it for many 

reasons, but it tastes good, it gives me my energy sometimes. Always, when you go to meetings, 

you have coffee, right? It’s always something that comes up at the meetings because it’s weird if 

you don’t drink coffee. But it’s the first thing I do in the morning. I have tried not to drink coffee 

after 5, since it’s late afternoon. 

I: Why? 

M: Because I tell myself I cannot fall asleep, but I don’t honestly know if it’s true… 

I: So, I guess you know there are various types of coffee: mocha, filter coffee, instant coffee… 

which one do you use mostly? 

M: I use them all haha. I have the capsules from Nespresso at my flat, I have also instant coffee… 

It’s a bit about my habits, the one I choose. If I’m home and I’m there for some hours, then I drink 

filter coffee. If I’m on my way out, I make instant coffee. If I want it a bit tastier, then I do the 

Nespresso ones. But I like them all. 

I: You don’t have a favourite one? 

M: If you go to a café and have coffee, that one is my favourite… but when it comes to myself, I 

like them all. 

I: Ok! Let’s focus a bit more on capsules. You said you use Nespresso capsules. What do you like 

about them? 
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M: Ehm… I like that it’s quick, you just put it in. You don’t make anything dirty, you just put it in 

and press the button, so I think that is nice. It tastes good too. It seems that I get some fresh 

coffee. But it’s pretty annoying that the machine is a bit loud… 

I: So do you have any brands in mind for capsules? Can you list at least 3? 

M: Like the company making them? I know Nespresso. I actually also tried Løgismose… which is a 

Danish brand I think and they make capsules. 

I: Ok. Which capsules do you use now? 

M: I think it’s the Nespresso ones, but I also have tried Løgismose. 

I: Do you prefer the Nespresso ones or the Løgismose ones? 

M: Nespresso for sure. 

I: Why did you try the other brand as well? 

M: I was just doing some shopping in a place where they didn’t have the Nespresso capsules and I 

saw the others. It was not because of price, because I don’t think there was such a big price 

difference… and when it comes to coffee I don’t look that much to price, if I want good coffee… 

I: So, since you have a Nespresso machine and you use the capsules, let’s focus a bit on Nespresso 

itself. This is the brochure that you get in-store. Any general thoughts about Nespresso and the 

features you like the most about the machines and capsules? 

M: Uhm yeah… I think it looks good. It’s a good machine, if you compare it to the one making filter 

coffee or the one boiling water… the machine is elegant. I think the foundation of it is a bit thick 

and not really pretty, but the machine itself is pretty. But it’s again annoying that it is noisy. I don’t 

know why it is like this, but... 

I: Is it important for you that the machine is good looking? 

M: Of course it’s important… 
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I: When you drink coffee and you use capsules, is that what you look for in a so-called “coffee 

experience”? Do you like the process of capsules? 

M: I think it is nice and easy. I think it’s easier than making the filter coffee. So I think it works well. 

I: You told me three adjectives to describe yourself, what about three to describe Nespresso? 

M: Quick, elegant, tasty. That could be me as well actually, now that I think about it ahah 

I: So now we are doing some sort of an imagination game. You are travelling in space and you 

reach this planet Nespresso. What is this planet like? What do you see? Can you describe the 

surroundings? 

M: Okay… They probably love capsules so… Yeah… I would be like swimming in capsules I think. 

And then there would be little islands of Nespresso machines. Big ones. And it’s all black. 

I: What about the people who live there? 

M: It’s a good question. I didn’t imagine there would be people living there… 

I: Imagine someone just comes out of a Nespresso machine on the planet. What is the person like? 

M: Oh… She is pretty. She would be totally pretty. Long brown hair, looking good. 

I: Ok, back to Earth then. Who buys Nespresso? Who do you think the typical client is? 

M: It’s probably… it started out as being a city thing for people who are on the move, but also for 

people that earn money, like medium to high income people. It’s not cheap. But I think now it has 

spread and today it’s just a modern thing and it’s popular to have a Nespresso machine, so now 

it’s probably in suburban areas as well and normal families have it. Probably not all people but 

families and single people could have it. 

I: Could you identify yourself as one of these people? Could you ever be like them? 

M: I don’t know, because I’m a student. But I’m not a typical student, so I don’t think students 

would be the target group here, as it is a bit expensive. But yeah again, I’m not the typical student. 
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I will be like them, a year from now, when working full time, in a career where I earn a lot of 

money… then I will be in the target group for sure. 

I: So since you are a person who uses Nespresso, what do you think about those who do not use 

it? 

M: Stupid people. Ahah I am joking, but they don’t know what they are missing out on… I think… 

taste-wise, I think you can make a splendid filter coffee if you have good coffee beans. If you have 

time to make yourself that one, then it gives you a coffee and an experience as good as a coffee 

machine. But I think people who don’t use it’s because they don’t like capsules in general or 

believe in them. Maybe they want to see the beans, feel the coffee, smell it maybe. Or maybe it’s 

just habits. It would be difficult to translate to the use of machines instead of using coffee as they 

are used to. 

I: Let’s finish off. You are drinking Nespresso basically. Do you think, we said so already, that you 

could see yourself in a few years buying Nespresso on a continuous basis? 

M: Oh absolutely. 

I: Would you consider trying other capsules and brands? 

M: Yeah I suppose so… 

I: What should Nespresso do that make you loyal? 

M: Probably put more focus on the quality, that they have tastes the others don’t make, that their 

capsules are better and fit exactly in the machine, that you can’t get the experience from someone 

else, and they need to make it easy to get the capsules. Delivery on a continuous basis… pick and 

collect to pick up at the stores maybe, with packages ready for you. And I would distribute 

capsules in the high-end grocery stores. If they could put it there, close to a check-out stand, 

people could go and buy it there. 

I: Why do you think people keep buying the capsules in Nespresso stores then? 
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M: Probably because they think it tastes better or because when they are in the store they are 

tempted to buy the capsules. 

I: Summing up, do you think that what Nespresso is doing about the experience, being quick and a 

good taste, are you going to value that in the future? 

M: Yeah, it would be definitely important for me. The only problem I mentioned is the 

convenience of the distribution... But apart from that, I am sure I will value this in the future.  

I: Since you study at CBS, just a final quick question: do you know that Nexus serves Nespresso 

coffee only? And that they have started advertising that? We are saying this cause you said that 

students could never be in the target group. What do you think about it? Why do you think this is 

happening? 

M: I had no idea! But it sounds interesting. Maybe it’s just a trial to get the students to like 

Nespresso and then when they start earning money, then they will buy it in the future? 

I: I think we can agree on that. Thank you for your time! 

M: Thank you! 

 

Emil 

I: Great, so a bit of general background about yourself: who you are, what you do, your interests, 

hobbies. 

E: Alright, so my name is Emil B*****, I’m an IB student at CBS, I… Do you wanna know about my 

background? I play golf, I lift some weights sometimes, I have a diver licence 3 stars CMAS, I go 

hunting, I don’t know if you wanna know anything else… 

I: Yeah, that is basically I guess. If I ask you to describe yourself with three adjectives, what would 

they be? 

E: mmmm… it would probably be intelligent, fun and… let me think about the last one… I have 

good taste. 
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I: Ok, why do you think you are intelligent? 

E: I think I’m intelligent… I actually don’t know why I think I’m intelligent, I took some IQ tests, I do 

good in everything I do, and I’m quick at learning things. 

I: Fun? 

E: I just like to laugh, have fun and do funny things, new things, I try…  just Try to have a good 

mode and have good fun, when I’m with my friends, my close friends, we laugh a lot... I think 

that’s why I would describe myself as fun... I make people laugh too 

I: What about good taste? What is a good taste for? 

E: I think just in general, classy taste, I would say I like it classy, I like things that have been liked for 

many years from many people and it doesn’t matter if you’re talking about clothing, or you’re 

talking about food or whatever… I feel like I have good taste, I guess everybody feels that they got 

good taste. 

I: So, we talked about you and the adjectives, now: what are your values in life? What would you 

say are your values? If you have anything... 

E: Can you elaborate a little bit on that? My values in terms of friends…? Or in term of what? 

I: Well, both in terms of friends and how you face life… what is really important for you 

E: What’s really important for me. I think integrity is really important for me: that you say you’re 

gonna do something and you do what you gonna say. I think that’s really important. I think loyalty 

is important. I think it’s important to take care of yourself and others you love. 

I: Ok, so now you think you’re fun, you think you’re intelligent... But assume that’s how you see 

yourself. How do you think other people see you? 

E: That’s actually an interesting question, because I really feel like being authentic is that gap 

about lose between how you see yourself and how other people see you. I think that if you ask 

people to describe me with three adjectives, I don’t think they’re gonna come up with the same 

ones. And I basically think that’s because they see things from another perspective and they have 

their opinions and lot of... For instance, to take an example of intelligence, I think you can be very 
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intelligent without people knowing it because what you say is not always what you think... Yeah… 

What was the question again exactly? 

I: If what you try to convey to other people is the same that they get, basically 

E: Ok! Actually I don’t try… what I think about myself is not what I try to make other people to 

think. I wouldn’t say like that. That’s just how I think about myself and I’m pretty aware that I 

don’t think other people would describe me the same way. It is however important that people 

that are important to me actually understand who I am but I guess it is like this. 

I: Ok interesting... And how do you see yourself in 5 years? 

E: I hope that I have a full time job, preferably at the UN… I hope I enter and finish the JPO 

program there... And I hope I’m still with my girlfriend. 

I: Ok and so... These goals in life that you have, why are they important to you? Why do you 

wanna reach them so much? 

E: To me is kinda that feeling of success. I’ve always stated that is important to have long term 

goals and when you have long term goals you can... everything you do you can streamline it 

towards that goal and that’s gonna make a lot easier to achieve big things because big things take 

time, but if you are ambitious you’ll do your best. 

I: Do you have any role models like someone you try to imitate or emulate? 

E: I won’t say that I try to imitate or emulate anybody, but I have role models that I look up to and 

that I think they’re really intelligent people. And there’s a guy called... Last name is Green, and 

he’s a scientist that I think is really intelligent in everything he says. I think there’s other people in 

other business that I also find very inspiring 

I: Ok. So now that we know a bit about you, let’s move to the topic of the interview, which is 

coffee. So if I say the word coffee what is the first thing that come to your mind? 

E: When I think about coffee? 

I: Yes 
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E: when I think about coffee I think about coffee beans being grounded... What I do... And then I 

think about... what I order when I go and drink coffee: I always order americano... Almost always… 

I like espressos too but they’re too small. Then I think about... I see some pictures come up in my 

mind, about where they produce them. 

I: Ok... So why do you drink coffee, when do you drink it, how do you drink it? Any habits for that? 

E: I drink coffee sometimes not to eat, I don’t know, I get kinda the same satisfaction from drinking 

coffee instead of eating. I drink it because it tastes good, I drink it because when I sit in a café a lot 

of time you have to buy something to sit there and I meet with a friend we have coffee and… then 

I guess I don’t get a big effect from the caffeine 

I: So it’s not for keeping you awake 

E: Noo! I still don’t like drinking decaffeinated coffee, I don’t know, it seems kinda fake 

I: How many coffees per day do you drink? 

E: mmm… Probably… Probably 3, yes, I think. One for sure every morning when I wake up and 

then… Then it depends. 

I: Ok. So, you know that there are various types of coffee, you can have the moka, filtered, instant 

coffee, pods, capsule... Which one is your favourite? 

E: I definitely prefer espresso-based coffees. I think they taste a lot better. And I feel like you use 

less diversity, like when you order an espresso you know what you get, when you order filter 

coffee it can be strong, it can be light, depending on who makes it, how big it was, you know that. I 

like the taste and I know what I get and I said americano, that’s espresso with water on top. 

I: What about home consumption, when you have coffee at home... 

E: I usually drink Nespresso… But that’s a little bit expensive, sometimes I use instant coffee, a 

Danish brand called Café Noir... No! That’s French… yeah. 

I: Ok so, Nespresso has capsules so you know how these capsule work right? And so do you like 

them? What do you like about them? 
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E: First of all, they taste good. I would say they make a good cup of coffee and again it’s very, the 

quality is very high you get the same thing every time you get a coffee... I just think it taste good 

and it’s easy. 

I: What about the machines? Do you have a Nespresso machine? 

E: Yes, I have had 2 over my lifetime and I, actually, I used 3 regularly cause there’s one in a place 

where I spend a lot of time and I’m really happy with them... I will say though that you can buy 

third party capsules and they’re really not good 

I: No? 

E: No. I really don’t like them. 

I: Have you tried any? 

E: Yes, I’ve tried actually a couple of third party capsules: once from Netto and once from Irma. 

Two different brands. And the main problem is that you don’t get the same amount of coffee 

every time you use third party capsules and the taste is not as good and the quality of the capsules 

it’s… it’s just not good.  

I: Ok this it very interesting. 

E: Sometimes they get stuck in the machine, that’s really annoying. Also I want to mention about 

the machines that I was called up by an employee and they wanted me to clean the machine with 

some kind of detergent… I never did that. I never had any problem but I mean... That almost make 

me buy that interesting... 

I: Let’s keep talking about the other capsules that you tried. What made you try? 

E: Just the price. It was a lot cheaper and I thought “ok, if it’s half price let me try” but I would say 

though that I stopped using them because I didn’t like ‘em. Quality and taste, mostly I’d say I 

stopped using not because taste but quality 

I: Would you consider trying any other capsules? 
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E: Yes, I would. I want cheaper coffee and if I get a good alternative I’ll definitely use them. Maybe 

Nespresso could consider making a cheaper brand by itself. I don’t know, if it cannibalises the own 

brand or... 

I: So we said it’s the price... Ok. So do you know any other brands of capsule apart from 

Nespresso? 

E: Actually no, I don’t know... I know there are other brand and you can use them but I don’t 

remember the names 

I: So now we’ve been talking about Nespresso. Let’s focus a bit more in depth because that is the 

focus of the research. You said the quality is good, but is that really important to you? Is that what 

you look for in a coffee? 

E: Yeah. I would say that if I don’t like the taste of the coffee I’m drinking, I would stop drinking it, 

there’s not a lot of other service for me in that. Actually there was on my cell phone, I don’t know 

if I downloaded the Nespresso app, but I came in contact with a survey asking how many Michelin 

restaurant Nespresso is served on, and I don’t know if it was 300 or 200 Michelin restaurant and 

that really impressed me than it must be good coffee. I mean, that really made me value the way I 

look at the brand. 

I: If you have to describe Nespresso with 3 adjectives as well? 

E: I’d say high quality, high class like elegant, and… let me just think a little bit about the third 

adjective… that’s hard for me to come up... Maybe I would say good taste. 

I: Do you think do you value these aspects? Do you think they reflect your own image and what 

you look for in life? 

E: Yeah actually I think they are going in the same direction... I feel like I’m part of the segment 

they’re targeting so it’s a good fit. And the commercials they’ve been doing with George Clooney 

that’s what really caught me, I really like that commercial.  

I: Awesome. Let’s make an imagination game now. Let’s suppose you’re travelling to space and 

you are reaching a planet that is called the Nespresso planet. What is this planet like, what do you 

see? 
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E: Ahahah immediately I’m thinking about that movie with Matt Damon, I don’t know why... Ok I 

guess that I’m gonna come up with my own… Probably there’s this round planet in the same 

material that you make the capsule from. And there’s gonna be little aliens walking around with 

black Nespresso hats and they… Nespresso coffee is coming out of their belly button… I think 

that’s the best thing I can do ahaha! A Moon made of… One big Nespresso capsule. 

I: So… if they were not aliens, I mean humans. What would they look like? How would they live? 

E: I think they would... Everybody would be growing plants in like... ground coffee beans plants, 

little bit like soil and the humans they would look like… I think they’d be like humans just looking a 

bit more conscious 

I: And would you consider living on this planet?  

E: No, definitely not 

I: Why? 

E: I like to live here ahah I like earth, the stuff we got here... I’m gonna stay here ahahaha 

I: So if we go back on Earth, if I ask you to think about the typical Nespresso customer, how would 

you describe him or her? 

E: In my head is gonna be a person that thinks a bit about quality an image, a little bit a person 

that doesn’t mind paying some extra to get good quality. I think that there is an aspect of 

someone being a little bit aware of how everything is produced... I can imagine this guy also 

buying ecological groceries. Organic groceries. Like environmentally friendly kind of. 

I: Do you recognise yourself as one of these people? 

E: Yeah I do but I also recognise myself as a student who doesn’t have enough money, even if I’d 

like to do it 

I: What if you had more money. 

E: Then probably yeah, I’d be exactly the guy they wanna reach, I’d definitely drink their coffee a 

lot more if I had more money. Would be my coffee of choice.  

I: Since you use Nespresso, how do you see people who do not chose it? Why don’t they use it? 
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E: I’m trying to think of examples... I think they don’t use it because there are other easy 

alternatives. For instance, instant coffee. Boils some water, everybody can boil some water and 

you can get a cup of coffee. Actually, a lot cheaper as well and… I think there’s a little bit of a 

problem that a lot of people when they have cup of coffee in the morning they want a big coffee 

not an espresso. That’s what comes in my mind if I think about people I know who don’t use it.  

I: How do you buy capsule? 

E: At Nespresso store downtown 

I: So you never bought them online? 

E: Never. Probably I’d consider if there is a good system and if that would be cheaper... I think I 

have an account there and I’m not very well informed about the discount or even if there are 

some 

I: So when you subscribed to the online service you became part of the Nespresso club. You have 

sort of a membership. What do you think about it? 

E: I don’t have a feeling of membership. Not part of a community, there’s no communication in the 

club. Maybe they send me some emails but that’s annoying 

I: What do you think would be better not to annoy you, to create a sense of community? 

E: …. I don’t know… Like give me something interactive and hook me up with something like, I 

don’t know if they’re active on YouTube or Facebook, if there’s groups... I don’t even know if I do 

want that, but I don’t know if I feel like a member of some club just because I have a login there... 

There’s some gap there. 

I: So you said you like to go to the Nespresso shop… How do you find them? 

E: Every time I’m there I have a really good experience, I love the service, I love the system where 

they give me a number as I come if I want to buy something, I only have good things to say about 

the Nespresso stores and I think it’s nice, I try out some new coffee or limited edition, it’s a good 

idea. I do feel though that I can buy bulk of coffee there, like 500 capsule piece-set but it’s not 

cheaper than buying a single set and if I could buy 1000 and get them cheaper I’d do that, but it’s 

not cheaper and I don’t understand it. That would make me buy bigger quantity and my problem is 
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that usually someone gives me the 500 piece set, like my parents gave me that, and when I ran out 

of that I don’t want to buy a new one. If there’s a discount for big quantity I’d buy a lot more and I 

do use them when I have them. Always. But yeah, in general I like a lot the shop. It is elegant and 

the interior design is really impressive, so well thought! 

I: You said for example that people want a big cup of coffee… Are you aware that you can actually 

press the button with the big cup and not the espresso... 

E: Yes, I’m well aware and usually I press the big button and then I press it again. I know it gets 

water but I guess some coffee still runs too, and then there is this Longo capsule... They told me 

that with that one I’m supposed to use only the big button with Longo capsules because they’re 

optimised for having more water running through them... I guess I should also say that I never use 

milk in my coffee, I’m not in that segment for cappuccino or latte... I don’t use it. 

I: Which variety is your favourite? 

E: The black one, how’s that called?... Ristretto? The black one. Darkhan is good as well.  

I: What do you look for in capsules? 

E: Strength... If it’s for lungo cups of coffee...But usually strength, I like strong and intense coffee… 

I: If you have nothing else to say, we are done with the interview. 

E: That’s fine. It was really interesting. 

 

 

Hanne 

I: Thank you for participating in this interview… Can you please say something about yourself? 

Who you are, what you do… Just an introduction  

H: I’m Hanne, I’m 25 and I study Computer Science and Engineering at DTU… I’m doing a project 

for my master thesis right now… I like technology of course, I’m a bit nerdy, I love videogames and 
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I do sport when I’m not too busy with my part time job as mobile app developer… But I always try 

to find the time! 

I: Perfect. Can you use three adjectives that best describe yourself? 

H: Three adjectives? Humm… Ordered… Stylish, somehow, in many aspects… Motivated. Yes. 

I: Can you… Can you please explain why you chose these adjectives? Like, what do you mean that 

you are ordered? 

H: I was a bit messy when I was younger ahah and I needed to learn how to structure myself, and 

in the end I actually enjoyed it! So now I’m that kind of person that freaks out when a picture is 

not aligned by the pixel on the screen ahah my friends say that I have obsessive compulsive 

disease ahah but I’m not that crazy, it’s just that I like structured and precise things! 

I: Stylish? 

H: I just like fashion and elegant things in general, I’m not the stereotypical nerdy girl who doesn’t 

care about her look, I actually care a lot about it. Having to program websites and mobile apps I 

have to care about the graphic elements to be appealing, to look good… The aesthetic part is really 

important both in what I do and who I am… I like things that have a good design, that look like 

elegant. 

I: And what about motivation… motivated? 

H: I’m a motivated person because I think that having a goal, an objective to reach is important for 

your self-esteem… and also to guide you through decisions in your life. 

I: Is motivation a value for you in life? 

H: Well… Not really… I mean, it is important yes. But it’s not a value for me… I think that values are 

more ethical somehow? Like being true to your friends and beloved ones… this sort of value… like 

loyalty, loyalty is really important in relationships… 

I: I understand… and do you think that friends and beloved ones have the same perspective on 

you? Like, would they agree with the adjective that you gave? 
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H: I hope so! I mean, maybe they wouldn’t really say I’m stylish in a poshy way, but they know that 

I like fashion and how to look good, because they know it’s just how I think things should be, I 

mean healthy body and just trying to… I don’t know, I don’t want to sound too superficial by 

saying these things! 

I: Just feel free to say whatever you feel like 

H: Well… then yes… they would say that I’m trendy. And they often ask for my advice for clothes 

or buying things 

I: And apart from who you are now… How do you see yourself in five years? 

H: Hopefully working full time and earning money… Living in a bigger house… Happy about my job, 

hopefully ahah 

I: Do you have any role model you look up to? 

H: I don’t think… I mean, I don’t try to emulate anyone, I am who I am, but of course there are 

people whom I respect like my parents, some of my lecturers… I appreciate things about them and 

I care about their opinion, but in the end… in the end I’m just myself. 

I: Do you generally care about people’s opinion? 

H: Of course I do care about people… both about them and about what they think of me, so from 

all different perspectives… I think… This is the bases of human interactions I suppose, at least with 

who you really care about, those whom you love and respect. 

I: Let’s move to the topic of the interview, coffee. What is the first thing that comes to your mind 

when I say coffee? 

H: Mmm... Starbucks… The smell of it… and its taste of course! 

I: Can you please share your habits about coffee? Like how many caps per day do you drink…? 

H: I drink… I think I drink three cups per day? For sure one in the morning before going to school… 

Then another one before lunch… and one in the afternoon, but not later than 6pm cause then I 

don’t really need it 

I: So is it you drink coffee because you need it, or there are other reasons? 
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H: No, well, mostly is because I like it, I like the taste of coffee… I mean… Yes, caffeine plays a role 

but I wouldn’t say that’s the main reason I drink coffee because I mean, mostly I do it because I 

love the taste of it when it has good quality! And when I drink coffee with friends I don’t need the 

energy, is more like… more like to share an experience with them, an occasion to socialise, if you 

know what I mean? 

I: Yes, sure! And what makes a good coffee to you? 

H: Well, I like a bit of milk in it… like cappuccino… because I love milk… and in general a good 

coffee needs to have a good taste, of course… I like it not to bee exaggeratedly strong… easy and 

quick to make… yeah. 

I: Do you have any particular favourite coffee typology that you like? I mean, instant, pods, filter, 

moka… 

H: I don’t think I know how a moka works, but in general I like Nespresso when I’m at home, 

especially in the morning… it’s part of my routine now! But it’s a bit expensive for me to drink only 

that, so I often change and use instant, because it’s cheaper but fast as well. 

I: And what do you like specifically about your Nespresso in the morning? 

H: For sure its convenience. It’s really easy to make, fast, so even if I’m late, which happens pretty 

often ahah I can have my good cup of coffee… and I don’t need to clean after, you know? So I can 

run away… But also for instance the fact that the coffee you get is always the same, the same 

amount and the same intensity… so now I know that for what I like, the best variety of pods is the 

Roma, the greyish one… But there are so many different tastes! It took me a while to find my 

favourite, but I was helped at the shop, they were really helpful and explained a lot of things to 

me! They were sommeliers of coffee ahah 

I: What about the machine? 

H: I think that the machines are so practical! Mine has always worked smoothly, nothing ever 

happened like I don’t know, having thingy (capsules) stuck inside the machine! They’re functional 

I’d say! And I like the style of it… it fits nicely in my living room. 

I: And… if you have to say what you prefer between instant coffee and pods, what would you say? 
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H: Nespresso, for sure! I drink instant just because it’s cheap and fast, but… the taste is not as 

good 

I: So you can actually feel the difference? 

H: Yeah yeah! For sure! I guess it’s like eating a dish at a restaurant and trying to make it on your 

own at home… same thing probably, but two completely different worlds! 

I: Can you use three words to describe Nespresso? Just like you did with yourself… 

H: I would say… A bit expensive… Like… Yes, I do have a Nespresso, but it’s not like I’m super rich 

you know, I’m still doing my Masters… Then I’d say convenient… And… Fancy. 

I: Do you think it fits with your image, your lifestyle… your preferences in general? 

H: Definitely! Just… Like I said, I’m not that rich to buy only Nespresso, but for instance when I’ll 

get a full time job with an higher wage then I’ll buy only Nespresso for sure. 

I: Do you use only Nespresso or… have you tried other pods? 

H: Oh yes I did try them and I don’t think I will do the same mistake again. I mean that the machine 

was not working properly with the other capsules and the taste was not as nice, like I didn’t have 

my usual coffee... Bad memories haha it was kinda… kinda fake! 

I: You… Before you said that you have the machine in the living room… Why’s that? 

H: Oh, that’s easy, it’s there for when my friends come to visit me… I don’t want them to drink 

coffee in my kitchen, it’s a bit… unwelcoming you know? I want to serve them good coffee and I 

want them to enjoy it! And since it’s clean I’m not afraid of spilling coffee all over! It used to 

bother me a lot whenever I spilled some instant coffee out of my cup and had to clean… with the 

machine now it almost feels like nobody was in the kitchen even if I made coffee for everybody at 

home haha so the kitchen stays clean, thank god, and everybody is happy!  

I: So you like serving Nespresso to your friends? 

H: I love it! And they love it! My best friends always wants to come to my place to have coffee 

haha I think I’ll tell her boyfriend to buy her a machine for her birthday, cause she’d love that! 

I: What do you like about sharing Nespresso coffee with your friends? 
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H: Well… In my mind, it’s like treating them, giving them something nice and that tastes good! And 

It’s so great they have so many different tastes, limited editions and so on… I can choose the one I 

prefer depending on my daily mood! I have my favourite one, as I said, but I also like to play a bit 

with pods and change not to get too used to that… I may change intensity, or the aftertaste, like in 

the afternoon I like the caramel pod! Better than eating a cake… Almost ahah! 

I: And where do you usually buy capsules? 

H: It depends… If I have time I go to the shop… but sometimes my parents buy them for me, cause 

they know I like Nespresso. 

I: Do you ever buy them online? 

H: Not really… I have no idea what would happen with the shipment if I’m not at home… And I like 

the shops, and the service… I think it is a really nice… experience? Don’t know how to call that! 

I: Yeah, experience sums it perfectly! So in general what do you think about the shops then? 

H: There should be more ahah  

I: Ahah why? 

H: Because I don’t always have time to go there… and if I want to buy them I cannot find it in the 

supermarkets…  

I: Would you like to find Nespresso at supermarket? 

H: Well, yes! Maybe if I could find capsules at Irma it is nice? I like the store yes, but I need to go 

there on purpose to buy capsules and sometimes I don’t have the time to go… I’m pretty busy 

usually! Then it would be nice to have shops closer or… 

I: Let’s make a game 

H: I love games ahah 

I: Ahah… Let’s pretend you are travelling in space, and you reach the Nespresso planet… Describe 

whatever you see! Use your full imagination! 
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H: Wow, that’s interesting! Ahah… Hmm let me think… I guess I see colours like… brown and 

orange… but there are capsules all over, so it’s also colourful. It is however pretty tidy and clean, 

not messy… I couldn’t imagine something messy ahaha and not Nespresso absolutely! Then I see 

Nespresso employees walking on these streets made of coffee beans, and there are some trees 

around… and buildings are fancy, elegant, and… made out of argent. Like the appliances of 

Nespresso… Everything is really clean… Sorry I cannot really put into words what I visualise! 

I: Don’t worry… And do you think inhabitants are only Nespresso employees? 

H: Well, yes but not necessarily… If they were random people they would however be all dressed 

in black, but stylish and fashionistas… Like they do care about their style, just like me 

I: Do you think you could belong to this place? 

H: Hmm... I think I can be friend with them… But I don’t know if I’d live there? I don’t know, it 

doesn’t seem like there’s much to do. 

I: And if we go back to Earth… Who is the typical Nespresso consumer? 

H: I’d say medium-high range of people… But like the mostly stereotyped, because otherwise 

Nespresso is popular in general… But like inhabitants of the planet, they care about aesthetics and 

look, so they are kinda elegant. 

I: Do you feel part of this segment? Or do you feel a fit with the description you gave? 

H: Apart from the money? Ahah yes, in general I could be a typical Nespresso consumer, why not… 

The only problem is that I’m still a student so I cannot afford being completely loyal to the brand… 

at least, not yet… that’s why I buy also instant… But as I said, with a full time job and more money, 

yes. I could be a Nespresso ambassador and recommend it to everyone! Like I’m already doing 

with my friends! 

I: That’s amazing… Do you want to add anything? 

H: Nope, I don’t think so 

I: Then, thank you again for your help, it was really useful! 
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15.7 Appendix VII 

Transcripts: In-depth interviews with Target Consumers 

 

Andreas 

I: Hello, let’s talk about you for a while. Who are you? What do you do? Any hobbies, interests, 

passions? 

A: Hi, my name is Andreas, I’m 30 and I work as the CEO and developer in an international startup. 

I love reading, I am interested in politics, I practice sports… Ehm… I guess that’s it, I’m actually just 

really busy with work so I don’t have much time for other stuff ahah 

I: Okay. If you had to describe yourself with three adjectives, what would they be? 

A: Haha I suppose precise, creative… and probably a control maniac. 

I: Interesting. Why would say you are precise? 

A: Because there are some things that need to be done in a certain way and I want them to be 

done as such, according to my own standards. I guess this relates to being a control maniac too… 

I: And what about creativity? 

A: I worked in the field of design for a while, I like creating new things. 

I: OK. If we were to talk about your values in life, what would you mention? 

A: That’s easy… but I have plenty of them. The most important ones are definitely loyalty and 

truth. Mostly towards family and friends. 

I: And why are these important for you? 

A: They are the basis of our daily lives… Trust builds on both of them. 

I: Do you think people see you the same way you are talking about yourself? 

A: Haha well I was told I’m a control maniac many many times… So yes, I would say so. 

I: Would they use the same adjectives to describe you? 
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A: Ehm… Most likely. 

I: Ok. What about your work life? How is it? 

A: That basically takes 100% of my time. So I would say that in my daily life I am exactly the way I 

am in my work life. 

I: Do you feel you achieved your goals in life? 

A: Absolutely. I have my own company and I am not an employee. This gives me a lot of freedom 

and no boundaries whatsoever. I am independent and autonomous. 

I: Very good. Let’s move to the proper topic of this conversation, which is coffee. If I say the word 

coffee, what is the first thing that comes to your mind? 

A: Ehm… I think energy. 

I: And why is that?  

A: Because coffee is supposed to give you energy and people believe so. But I know it’s not true. 

I: Why do you drink coffee then? 

A: Partially because I like its taste and partially because I’m bored and I like having breaks when I 

work. 

I: How many coffees do you have per day? 

A: Haha do you really want to know? Around 5-6…  

I: And when do you usually have it? 

A: The first one is at the end of my mornings, and all the others are in the afternoon. 

I: I see. As you may know there are many types of coffee, including the mocha, filter coffee, instant 

coffee, capsules and so on. Which one do you use? 

A: All of them, with the exception of the mocha. All of the others, I drink. 

I: What’s your favourite? 

A: Capsules for sure. But I have a passion for filter coffee too. 
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I: Really? And why? 

A: I have a machine for capsules at home from Nespresso, but I just bought this new machine for 

filter coffee and I paid a lot for it, so I plan on using it sometimes. I think both are very nice rituals, 

if we can call them like this. The one for filter coffee is nice and slow, while the one for capsules is 

a bit faster but still good. 

I: Interesting. How do you know capsules? 

A: The very first time I tried them was during my first work experience in an office. They had a 

Nespresso machine with Nespresso capsules and I was just drinking so many of them… Nice 

memories. 

I: And you said you have a Nespresso machine at home, right? How did you decide to buy it? 

A: That’s correct. I bought it 4 years ago and I never had to repair it or change it. To be honest I 

bought it cause I just wanted it. I really wanted to treat myself and I had money to spend… And 

good coffee seemed like the best way for doing it. 

I: Very nice. And why don’t you use the mocha? 

A: Because I don’t have one. I used to have one, bought 5 years ago… but when you have the 

convenience of something else, you just don’t use it. Also, it makes everything very dirty and it is 

just so slow… 

I: How about filter coffee? Does that make any dirt? 

A: It depends on the machine. But it’s generally fine… 

I: Do you actually care if it makes everything dirty? 

A: I’m a control maniac, it does indeed. The mocha leaves stains everywhere and you need to open 

it and close it to make it start. 

I: Ok. What about capsules? 

A: I love them. They are so colourful and nice, the coffee is super good, they are fast… in 30 

seconds, you just put the capsule in, the coffee comes out, you drink and then you’re on the run 

again. 
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I: Let’s talk about its taste a bit. 

A: Well, the taste is quite similar to that of a coffee shop. But it’s definitely better than other types 

of coffee, at least that’s my personal opinion. But I have to be honest, this is valid only for the 

original capsules from Nespresso… you can actually feel the difference with the other capsules. 

They are pretty ugly and definitely not good. 

I: Is it important to you that they are aesthetically appealing? 

A: I really wish I could say no… but yes it is. 

I: Why would you want to say no? 

A: Because I know that would be the right answer to give, but I am just honest. And the Nespresso 

capsules are in aluminium and very light and that makes them very nice and easy to use. 

I: Do you value this? 

A: They are easy and fast and this is essential for me… I’m always out for work and other stuff. If I 

can’t quickly make myself a good coffee at home, then I’d rather have it somewhere else in a 

coffee shop rather than at home. 

I: What do you think about the machine? 

A: The aesthetic part is important… Especially when you have people visiting at your place. And 

what else… I just think it works fine. 

I: Ok. You mentioned you know capsules from other brands and that they are not exactly like 

Nespresso. Can you name any other brand? 

A: There’s a brand called Senseo, and then all the ones from retailers. 

I: Among the many, which one do you prefer and why? 

A: Nespresso with no doubts. The coffee tastes much better than all the other capsules that you 

can use with the machine. I am honestly pretty scared that the machine will stop working properly 

if I don’t use the Nespresso original capsules. 

I: But you said you tried other brands. When was that and why? 
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A: I did try other brands before because Nespresso costs a lot. 

I: And is it a problem for you? 

A: No, actually not at all. But it’s always good to save money. But if I have to spend a bit more for 

that quality, then I will do it. 

I: Where do you usually buy your capsules? Online or at the store? 

A: I usually go to the store. I like it, it’s a nice experience. However, I still feel like it would nice to 

be able to buy them somewhere else. I also tried the online store but you pay for shipping fees 

unless you buy more than I think 700DKK… and I don’t buy so many of them at once. 

I: Ok. So… you gave me three adjectives to describe yourself. How about some to describe 

Nespresso?  

A: All-engaging, control maniac… and I would say exclusive and elitist. 

I: Why did you use the same adjective you used for yourself? 

A: I guess these also describe myself pretty much. Nespresso is a control maniac as me, I would 

say! 

I: What about the other adjectives? 

A: It is exclusive because not everyone can afford it. And all-engaging... it’s complicated to explain. 

Basically you just want Nespresso only, you sing the song from their ad, it’s like the brand just gets 

inside your head. 

I: Ok. Let’s make a game. We are travelling in space and we reach a planet which is called the 

Nespresso planet. What does it look like? Can you describe it? 

A: Haha I see coffee. The planet is made with colour from coffee… All black and brown. A black sea 

and a brown beach. 

I: Are there people on the planet? 

A: It’s full of Nespresso employees. 
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I: Ok. Now we are going back to Earth. You are driving in the middle of nowhere and you reach the 

Nespresso town. How are the people there? 

A: Tall, good looking, wearing suits and ties… 

I: Is it a place where you would stop? 

A: Yes and no. Everyone is cool but they show off a bit too much. 

I: Do you think is something characteristic of people who buy Nespresso? 

A: Oh. I still saw them as Nespresso employees. But I think it would partially be also for customers. 

If it was a city of consumers, I think it would be the same… maybe not wearing a suit and a tie. 

I: Ok. What else do you think about Nespresso customers? 

A: Well that is basically how I see them….us. 

I: So do you see yourself as one of them? 

A: I suppose, yes… maybe I’m a bit more aware of what they do and their marketing. 

I: What do you think about those who do not use Nespresso? 

A: They don’t know what they are missing! Well, it’s actually their own business. But I see that 

there are people who would never give up on their mocha coffee or their filter coffee. 

I: Why is that? 

A: They might have not given a chance to Nespresso yet. Or maybe the price is too high for them. 

Or they see us as very cool people but think that we show off too much. 

I: Great. Let’s finish off with a last question: since you are a Nespresso consumer you know that 

the brand is considered as premium and luxury, and you kind of said that yourself. What is 

Nespresso started addressing their campaigns to students and started selling to them as well? 

A: I don’t know if I see a problem. I mean, I started as a student as well. 

I: The point is, would it lose exclusivity to you? 
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A: Oh… I wish I could say no, but maybe it would. However, it’s something you do inside your 

home, so nobody would actually know. It’s not like you go around with capsules in your pockets. 

So I guess it wouldn’t change my perception.  

I: Awesome, thank you for your time! 

 

Sidsel 

I: Hello, can you start by giving us a bit information about yourself? Name, age, what do you do… 

S: Ok, my name is Sidsel, I’m 29 years old. Right now I’m working as a university professor… I 

recently finished my PhD in education science.  

I: Great. Do you have interest or hobbies? 

S: Yeah… Ehm I see my friends a lot, and my family… I like to cook. I cook a lot and study cook 

books and stuff… I keep myself informed about actuality… Yeah. 

I: Ok. So. If I asked you to describe yourself with three adjective, what would they be? 

S: Open-minded… Friendly…. It’s very hard right now… Uhm… Social. 

I: How do you say... How do you show people that you are open-minded? 

S: I say yes to interviews haha! 

I: Haha ok fair enough! 

S: That was easy. I’m typically Danish… but I smile to strangers. So it gets really uncomfortable 

haha. 

I: Great to hear! What do you value the most in your life? 

S: Family I think. And my friends as well. That means a lot to me. I love them and I take care of 

them. 

I: What about your friends? How would they describe you? Would they also say you’re social and 

so on? 
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S: I hope so… They would say I am silly maybe.  

I: Why would they say that? 

S: I don’t know… because I giggle a lot around them. And maybe…eh… a foodie. I am always taking 

control over the cook stuff in the kitchen. 

I: Great…Ok. Then I would say… Now that we know a bit about yourself let’s move to the proper 

topic of the interview, which is coffee… 

S: Coffee, I love coffee! 

I: Perfect! The first thing I’d like to ask is… why do you drink coffee? 

S: I like the taste of coffee. You get a bit addicted to coffee. And a lot of the social part of it as well. 

I meet my friends for coffee, go for a walk and get a coffee take-away… So yeah… a lot of it is 

social actually. And when you start drinking coffee, then you need your coffee in the morning… 

Coffee in the afternoon… and sometimes one after dinner…. Basically it tastes good, it is a social 

thing, and you need it. 

I: So how much coffee do you drink? 

S: I need at least one cup a day…  

I: And is taste important for you? I mean, can you tell the difference between a good and a bad 

coffee? 

S: Taste? I hope so. I really don’t like filter coffee, it reminds me of my grandparents. I would 

prefer instant coffee before filter coffee. And yeah, I got the Nespresso machine… so I like that 

better.  

I: Interesting… let’s go back to the question before, how many coffees exactly per day?  

S: Uhm… I usually have one when I get up. I always wake up quite early. But I don’t make my 

coffee at work that often because they don’t have a good machine. So… then maybe one for 

lunch. Probably around three to four cups a day, sometimes. 

I: So which coffee do you have when you do it at home? 
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S: At home I do it with the Nespresso machine. 

I: And why not other types of coffee? 

S: Since I bought that one I really don’t see why I should drink other types of coffee, I like 

Nespresso better and it’s so easy to just, you know, plug it in and.. 

I: Ok… So… if you have Nespresso machine I guess you are familiar with the way it works. What do 

you like about this system the most? 

S: The Nespresso machine?  

I: Yeah, or the pods systems in general. 

S: Well, you always get the right dosage amount. If you do filter coffee, sometimes it’s too watery 

or something… So I like that. And you can see on the capsules which type of coffee you should do, 

like should it be lungo or espresso. 

I: Which one do you prefer? 

S: Uuuhm… I am not sure. Libanto or Rosabaya. 

I: So not the lungo versions? 

S: No… I like the coffee a bit milky so I just the milk for it. But the espresso shot is there. 

I: Do you have a machine with the milk frother then? 

S: Oh no I have a separate milk frother, I have a very small kitchen so the machine with that would 

be too big. 

I: Ok. Perfect. So what about the capsules? Do you only Nespresso ones? 

S: Yeah… 

I: Only those ones? Have you ever tried any other? 

S: No, I haven’t tried them I think. Both my sisters have also the real Nespresso ones. But I heard 

you can get better capsules that are better for the environment… I may wanna try them. 

I: Is that something important for you? Being environmental friendly? 
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S: Yeah I like to be for the environment… but with Nespresso I know you can recycle the capsules. 

So this matches with my concerns… 

I: Have you ever tried it? 

S: I … I haven’t, actually. My place is too small to keep capsules. But my sister does it. 

I: So is it only because you don’t have space at home? 

S: Yeah absolutely. If I had space, I would just put them in a bag or something. 

I: And take them to the shop? 

S: Yeah. Sure. 

I: How did you know about the recycling? 

S: I think my sister told me, or online, I don’t know. I talked to her about it. 

I: Interesting, really. Ok. So you would be willing to go all the way to the store to drop the 

capsules? 

S: Yeah.  

I: Is it convenient for you? It’s only certain stores… 

S: Honestly I live in the city so it wouldn’t be hard for me. I see that for other people living in other 

parts of the city it would be hard… 

I: Ok. How do you buy coffee? 

S: Online. I could buy in the store, but… nah. 

I: And are you happy with the service? 

S: Yes!  

I: How was the delivery? 

S: It was good! My sister and I ordered those together, it was good. 

I: Ok… So. Again, what are the features you like the most about Nespresso? 
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S: I like the design... Uhm, I think it’s the quality of the machine. 

I: What about the design? 

S: I would love a machine where you do like this (sign of pulling down a lever) but I don’t have it. 

Still happy with the one I have of course ahah 

I: Is it important that the design is nice for you? 

S: Yeah! It’s a nice thing in the kitchen so it should be nice. I think it’s also nice that it’s small for 

the kitchen. That’s important! 

I: How do you value the fact that the machine is quite quick and fast? 

S: Oh yeah. I don’t like spending time making coffee… I like that it’s fast, especially in the morning, 

that’s a good feature. 

I: Ok alright. I asked you to describe yourself with three adjectives… if I asked you to pick three to 

describe Nespresso? 

S: Ehm yeah… haha. The machine or in general? 

I: General is fine. 

S: Tasteful, quick… ehm… good looking… and a little bit noisy. 

I: Is that something… 

S: It’s just a bit so it doesn’t bother me at all. 

I: Ok, that’s what we wanted to know haha. Would you say these are the main characteristics you 

look for in a coffee or is there anything else? 

S: Well I actually always liked that Nespresso has different tastes… I mean if I want the pink one 

which I want and my boyfriend wants the purple one, you don’t have to drink the same coffee so 

you can pick the different ones. I like that they have a decaf version… I think it’s really smart that 

you can make one coffee and that’s it without making a whole pot. 

I: Really interesting. You mentioned the social aspect of coffee before. Do you ever have friends 

over to have coffee? Do you use Nespresso as well? 
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S: Yeah. 

I: Do your friends care that the coffee is from a Nespresso machine? Do you want them to know? 

S: Uhm… Since the kitchen is not big of course they know haha. But yeah… it depends on the 

person I think! If there’s a person I know who likes coffee and is a coffee snob… I like to let them 

know that it’s a good coffee. 

I: Nice. Would you define yourself as a coffee snob? 

S: A litte bit haha. Maybe yeah…. 

I: Haha we understand perfectly. 

S: It’s better not to have a coffee than to have a bad coffee. 

I: We agree on that one!  

S: Like old filter coffee that stays there for a couple of hours… I hate it. 

I: What if you had to describe the best coffee? 

S: …I don’t know…. In Vietnam they have some really good coffee. Maybe it was for the whole 

experience, but we went to a coffee farm, we chose the beans, we saw them get grounded…. And 

then they put this powder into hot water and you got a tiny bit of coffee… they added condensed 

milk, which is really sweet… but it was really good, that was a really good coffee. Not something I 

would have everyday though. The whole organic thing about it seemed really nice…. But my 

favourite one is pure Arabica beans. Not a snob at all… haha 

I: That sounds really nice! Now… let’s make an imagination game. 

S: Sounds fun! 

I: Imagine you are travelling to space. You reach a planet called the Nespresso planet. What is that 

like? 

S: Uhm…. It’s like a combination of coffee bushes and some kind of futuristic metal stuff. With 

some buildings maybe. It’s a modern planet… 

I: Are there people on the planet? 
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S: Sure. 

I: Who are they? 

S: They are people who drink coffee and they got a lot of energy so they can pick the coffee beans. 

I: And… what if we were on Earth? You are driving in the middle of nowhere and you reach the 

Nespresso city. Here there are normal people. What are their coffee habits? Why did they move 

there? 

S: They drink a lot of coffee… and they are crazy haha. No…. Why did they move there… They like 

coffee. 

I: Would you actually live in a Nespresso city? 

S: I think so… I don’t drink TOO much coffee but I think so. 

I: Perfect! So if we were to discuss about the typical Nespresso consumers…? 

S: Ahm… If you walk into a Nespresso shop, you see a variety of people. Yeah… but I think… in 

Copenhagen, a lot of ordinary people have Nespresso machine, because it’s becoming an popular 

thing… Maybe in a smaller city, it’s for people who want to be modern, but in Copenhagen… 

I: So is it a common thing now? 

S: Yeah… It’s getting pretty common, I know a lot of people having their machine. I think a lot of 

people before only had the filter coffee machine… and then a lot of people swapped filter coffee 

with instant coffee mostly because the younger people didn’t really have the filter coffee machine. 

And then this new Nespresso thing came for coffee at home… But I think it’s mostly for the big 

cities. 

I: So we have heard different opinions. Some say that it’s too expensive to have a Nespresso 

machine. What do you think about that? 

S: I think… It’s a priority. It’s more expensive than instant coffee, but it’s also less expensive than 

spending 42DKK on a latte. I live in a place with lots of coffee places and I have a habit to buy a 

coffee when I get out. Now I can make a nice coffee and put it in a thermos to go. And for a good 

coffee! 
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I: Interesting. Why, instead, some people don’t have a Nespresso machine? 

S: Well… my father is an example. He’s too price sensitive… for him it would cost too much per 

cup, he wouldn’t enjoy it. And then I think of those people who don’t really care, who don’t think 

it’s worth it… but yeah. 

I: Do you think… well you might be a particular case, but we’ve heard that Danes don’t really like 

espresso? 

S: Well I don’t drink espresso too much. I can drink it, but I prefer to have a coffee that I can have 

for a while and enjoy. 

I: Ok, so I think we can finish off with a particular question. What if Nespresso started addressing a 

bit more students in their advertisements and communications? Students who may not have 

enough money to purchase a machine now... How would that make you feel? 

S: That would be good. I’ve been a student too. I had my machine for Christmas because I couldn’t 

afford to buy it myself. Yeah. That would be great. 

I: The thing is… since Nespresso is perceived very luxury… 

S: Yes it is… 

I: We are scared that consumers may not be happy with Nespresso including students. 

S: Ok. So that’s really snobby. Well… I think it’s all about the function and the coffee. I can see it’s 

really exclusive, but it’s like the iPhone, the ones with the plastic colours…  

I: Perfect. Would you say Nespresso is actually exclusive? 

S: Yeah… It’s priority. But it’s a luxury priority. It’s definitely not for everyone, a lot of people can’t 

afford it cause it’s expensive to drink a lot of Nespresso…  

I: Great. I think that’s it! 

 

Christian 

I: Goodmorning, and thank you so much for helping us today with this interview. 
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C: No worries, I am happy to help if I can. 

I: Great. So I’ll just start by asking you a few general questions about yourself.. so can you give us 

your name, age, and a bit of a general background about you? 

C: Yes, sure. My name is Christian, I am 35… already, wow… sorry, and I am the owner of a 

company I founded some years ago, I do consumer electronics for energy savings. 

I: Very nice. Do you have any hobbies or passions? 

C: I do… but I don’t have plenty of time. I wish I had time for myself a bit more, but you… you will 

find out how it is I guess to be businessmen. But in general yes, I play sports whenever I can, I read 

a lot, I’m into politics, I try to keep myself updated with every going on in the world… Let’s say I’m 

always busy. 

I: Well then thank you again for taking time to help us! Now I’d like to ask you to give me three 

adjectives to describe yourself. 

C: Well… Busy, did I mention that already? Haha! And also, business-oriented… and probably really 

sociable. I love spending time with people I care about, whenever I can. 

I: Really nice to hear. I guess the fact you have your own company explains that you are business 

oriented? 

C: Yes, that is it. I always had this dream and I made it happen… 

I: Great. What do you think are the values that drive you in life? 

C: Always getting to the point you aimed at. Always try to reach that… I have always done it with 

myself. Otherwise I wouldn’t be the person I am today. 

I: And what do you think about other people? Would they tell me the same about you? 

C: Oh well they would probably tell you I am boring because I always talk about business… But 

again, that’s how life is unfortunately when you have to do many things at the same time! Haha… 

I: Yes I understand! Very nice. Ok, let’s move now to the proper topic of the interview… which is 

coffee. 
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C: Oh is that why we are drinking one now? Haha 

I: Basically! So, what is the first thing that comes to your mind when drinking coffee? 

C: Actually, a tie and my mornings. I have this strange habit… In my morning routine I always have 

this thing that I put a capsule in before putting on my tie… by the time I am done the coffee is 

ready to drink, perfect timing. 

I: Wow, that is impressive. Can you tell me a bit more on your coffee habits? First of all, why do 

you drink coffee? And then, you have one in the morning at home with this machine, and then? 

C: I drink coffee because I love its taste. And it’s usually 4-5 cups per day… but I spend most day at 

the office, so it’s one coffee at home and the res at the office. It’s been quite a routine… And once 

you start drinking coffee in life there’s no going back. 

I: I see, yes! What type of coffee do you drink? 

C: I have a Nespresso machine both at home and at the office and that’s the only coffee I drink for 

now. 

I: Why only that one and not other types? 

C: No really it wouldn’t make sense to have a filter coffee ever at all now for me after Nespresso… 

bleah. 

I: Haha alright, that makes sense. So is it only Nespresso capsules you are buying? 

C: Absolutely. I tried to buy different capsules once and it was awful. Never ever again, it’s not the 

same. 

I: What makes Nespresso so special for you? 

C: The taste, that’s the main thing. And then the variety, the machine which is really fancy… And 

oh, this one is super important: honestly I don’t have time to clean after I have my coffee before 

leaving in the morning… but I don’t actually have that problem anymore. When I didn’t have 

Nespersso I would always come back and find some coffee around the kitchen because I didn’t 

clean it in the morning and that really annoyed me. Now it’s all good. 

I: So is that important for you that everything looks clean and tidy? 
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C: Absolutely, that’s the basis for the day to start well! 

I: Alright. Ok, so… How do you buy your Nespresso capsules?  

C: Sometimes I go to the store for myself, but for the office I mainly do it online.  

I: And how is your opinion about these two things? 

C: I think the online order and delivery system is great, I never had any issues with that… For the 

store, it’s even better. I love going there, people treat you like they know you and you get to hear 

all the news about it. Did you know that you can actually also recycle your capsules taking them to 

the store? For me, as I am in the field of energy savings and so on and I am really worried about 

the environment, this is really important too. I think it’s good you can do yourself a favour and 

have good coffee and also help the environment. 

I: Nice, how did your hear about this recycling activities? 

C: Both in-store and on the online website, they are promoting it. 

I: Interesting, so you really keep yourself updated! 

C: I do, I’m interested in it and in what I drink everyday first thing in the morning! 

I: Great… Ok. So, you gave me three adjectives to describe yourself. Can you give me three more 

to describe Nespresso? 

C: I would say classy, exclusive and… well it is perfection. 

I: Very nice. Do these adjectives talk about you too? 

C: Maybe classy… I am definitely not perfection… Not yet haha! 

I: Haha ok… Let’s make an imagination game now. Imagine you are travelling through space and 

you reach the Nespresso planet. What is it like? 

C: Everything is black and white, but with a lot of light. If I see it from far away, I see many white 

Ns like logos on a black surface. 

I: Let’s get closer to that and land on it. What’s on the planet? 
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C: Oh, there are stairs taking you downstairs in every white N. The light came from a tunnel that 

brings you to a super exclusive… it looks like a shopping centre. But with super expensive lights 

and furnitures, it’s really nice. 

I: Are there people? 

C: Yes and they are all shopping in all these fancy shops. They are all really classy… Like they came 

to this planet just to visit this huge shopping centre and they dressed up appropriately. 

I: Do you belong in there? 

C: You know what, I really like it here. I don’t want to say… You know, I figure that if I say yes then I 

will maybe move a bit away from my current image and pretend I am even more classy than I am, 

but I really do like it. 

I: Nice. Would you say the people you see there are the typical Nespresso customers? 

C: Yes and no. I mean I guess yes, but I can’t say it’s only these people buying Nespresso. Of course 

it’s a very trendy thing that only some people maybe can get, but I think it’s becoming more 

affordable also for medium income people. I’m not super rich, but there are certain good things in 

life that I want and I get them, you know? 

I: Ok, that is very interesting. I think you’ve given us some great insights, but here’s a last question 

for you. What is Nespresso started including students a bit more in its communications? Would 

that bother you?  

C: Why would it bother me? I was a student as well, and if I had known that I could get a decent 

coffee back then I would have totally done it. I think I would actually support it… 

I: Wouldn’t it damage the exclusivity of the brand? 

C: As I said, medium class people also can buy a Nespresso now, so… I still don’t think it would be 

that terrible for us Nespresso consumers to see students in store sometimes. 

I: Awesome, that was just great. Thank you so much! 
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Pernille 

I: Thank you so much for participating to this interview! 

P: Oh, you’re welcome! 

I: Can you please give us some information about yourself? Who you are, what you do, interests… 

P: Okay, I’m Pernille L*****, I’m 32 and I’m the Country Manager for an e-commerce company. 

I’m mother of a 2 years old daughter, like another job ahah! I’m interested in politics, actuality, the 

environment, arts… and… yeah, that’s it basically? 

I: Perfect! If I ask you to describe yourself with three adjectives, which would they be? 

P: Perfectionist. For sure. Then, I’d say art lover… and leader. 

I: Can you please elaborate a bit on these adjectives? Like, why are you a perfectionist? 

P: Well, I want things to be perfect! … I need to have the control of the situation, mostly in 

everything, from family life to workplace. It’s really important that things are done the way I want, 

even if this makes me a little bit bossy sometimes… most of the times, my husband would say 

ahah.  

I: Ahah interesting… and how about art lover? 

P: Oh, I love beauty… I honestly love all kind of art that has something to do with beauty, the 

perfection of shapes, all things that look good and people understand are beautiful… I mean not 

only strictly related to art, probably, but in everything that concerns my life. Aesthetics is 

something I value in every aspect of my daily life, from what I wear to what I buy… I wouldn’t buy 

a product if I don’t think that the packaging is beautiful, actually. 

I: Very nice! And why would you say you are a leader? 

P: That is mostly concerning my career, I think. I’ve always been pretty ambitious when I was 

younger and I needed to become a leader to progress. Probably, it is a bit related to my search for 

perfection… I need that other people follow what I want I think is correct… and yeah… I like people 

following my decision in general ahah oh my god, this sound so bossy and rigid! I’m not that strict 

with people! 
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I: Don’t worry, there are no right or wrong answer, just feel free to say whatever you think and 

you want… This is the purpose of an interview like that, listening to your own points of view! 

P: Oh well, then yes… yeah… It’s just that, like, I’m a bit bossy but I’m not THAT bossy, I’m also a 

caring person! I care a lot about my family, my friends and my colleagues! I always try to listen to 

them and their opinion, because I love them… It’s just that when my opinion is better, I want 

things done my way  

I: I see… Would you say these are your values? Caring about beloved ones and their opinion? 

P: Mmm… I’d say that this is one of the most important value, yes. Like, for instance, let my family 

and friends know that I care about them… And their opinion is really important to me 

I: Would you say that it has some sort of an influence on you? 

P: Slightly… I’m a really precise and decisive, so my point of view in the end is what matters to me 

but… Of course I would say that opinion of my closed ones are somehow relevant to me…  

I: Why is that relevant? 

P: Because… Because yes, I mean, this is what family, love and friendship are about, aren’t they?  

I: Yes… Would you say that your family and friends have the same perception about you? 

P: Ahah yes! They would definitely agree on saying that I’m bossy! And that I’m a perfectionist… 

Which makes me a bit angry, because sometimes it’s just them who are superficial! 

I: Okay… Now that we talked a bit about yourself let’s move to the topic of the interview: coffee. 

P: Interesting! 

I: Can you please share what comes to your mind when you think about coffee? 

P: Mmm… Good taste sensation… Warmth and cosiness… and espressos. 

I: Interesting… and why do you drink coffee? 

P: Mostly because I like it. I like the taste, sometimes it’s not even for the caffeine, it’s just for 

tasting coffee… It’s nice in the morning to use my machine and enjoy the first coffee of the day. 
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Then usually I drink it at work, somehow like a socialising thing. I most times have it with my 

colleagues or with clients... It’s a great way to make the setting a bit more informal. 

I: How many coffees per day do you drink? 

P: Probably too many! Like 4-5? Probably I’m addicted to it and should decrease it a bit, for my 

health…  

I: I see… And… How would you describe your ideal coffee? 

P: My ideal coffee? Strong… I like espressos… After a trip to Italy I started drinking those. Then… 

Let me think… Of course good quality! I’d like organic coffee, or at least something that has been 

sustainably produced! I don’t mind if the price is high, I don’t look at the price. It has to be good 

coffee for sure. 

I: Good… And… Which typology of coffee do you drink at home? Like filter, instant, pods, moka…  

P: If it’s at home than only pods, Nespresso ones. Otherwise with friends I go to cafés here in 

Copenhagen. 

I: Do you drink only pods or other coffees as well? 

P: At home I use Nespresso now, I’m used and I like it, so I don’t see any reason for drinking other 

kind of coffees. 

I: And what do you think about pods in general? 

P: Oh I love them, I love my Nespresso! I think it changed my life routine, it saved me a lot of time! 

And I’m pretty busy, so that’s really good! I think they are fast and really easy… And you don’t 

need to clean after, which sometimes I don’t have the time to… 

I: So, since you have a Nespresso machine, let’s focus more on this. What do you like about it? 

P: You mean the machine or Nespresso in general? 

I: Both things, actually… 

P: Well the machine is really practical and convenient. As I said it saves me lot of time and you 

don’t need to clean after! And as I’m an aesthetics lover, the design of the machine is just so 
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elegant… Just looking at the machine when I make coffee, it is so beautiful that I already like the 

coffee even before drinking it! And the taste of coffee is really good, like those barista coffee you 

can have in Norrebro, but… at your home! Oh, and I love the thing that you can actually recycle 

capsules! You have to go to the shop, but it’s totally worth it! 

I: Do you go to the shop to bring capsules back? 

P: Yes I do! I bought their trash bin, to collect them… and lots of other fancy and nice accessories 

also. 

I: Can… Can you list three adjective about Nespresso, as you did before for yourself? 

P: Mmm, I’d say definitely elegant… High quality… And convenient.  

I: Let’s make an imaginary game now, let’s suppose we’re travelling out in space, and we reach the 

Nespresso planet? How does it look like? What do you see? 

P: A planet? Ahah! Mmm, well… I actually think about the shop now. I think this planet looks like 

the Nespresso shop… With wood, dark colours similar to brown… really fancy and elegant. You 

find all the different capsules to create figures and buildings… buildings look like the machines, so 

really modern and elegant as well. 

I: Nice! And how do inhabitants look like, if there are any? 

P: Yes, there are inhabitants of course! They are elegant as well, in the way they dress… Probably 

they have a good income. They help each other and care about the planet, cause it’s their home, 

and they know a lot about coffee… They are happy, happy people who drink coffee but are not 

addicted… I don’t know! 

I: Really nice… would you like to live on a planet like that? 

P: Definitely yes! It seems like even better than here ahah 

I: ahah nice… but let’s get back to Earth anyhow, whom do you think the typical Nespresso 

consumer is? 

P: Well, it started as an exclusive thing… Which is also something that attracted me at the 

beginning. But now it’s pretty famous and normal people buy it. Probably it is a bit more expensive 
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than other kind of coffee, but it depends on your priority I guess. If you want good quality you can 

buy Nespresso!  

I: Have you ever tried other brands for capsules? 

P: Yes I did, once I bought the Irma capsules… I must say that I don’t really liked them. Just the 

little pod, it didn’t look as nice and the coffee was… I think it was not as good as the original 

Nespresso. And I was a bit afraid that it could get stuck in the machine… I didn’t finish the pack, I 

think I throw it away! 

I: And why did you try then? 

P: Well, just because I was doing my usual groceries at Irma. I didn’t have time to go to the shop… 

But I’d never buy them again, no no no! Only Nespresso for me, I don’t want to cheat on it 

anymore ahah I’m pretty loyal you know. I wouldn’t change from Nespresso, in case that wasn’t 

clear. 

I: Do you usually go to the shop to buy it? 

P: Yes, I love the shop… I love the interior design of it! It looks like a jewellery or a spa! Every time I 

go there it’s this overwhelmingly relaxing and joyful experience, where you feel like a special 

person when you enter there… with the design of interior and the service of shop assistants… 

I: Do you ever buy online? 

P: No, never… It doesn’t have the same experience, not the same feelings! 

I: Which capsules do you usually buy? 

P: Oh, I buy lot of them actually… I like having different varieties for my family and for friends 

when they visit… Like my husband loves the Lungo version, while I like Dharkan! It’s nice that in 

one minute we have the coffee we like, and they are different! And I know that some of my 

friends have different tastes, so I always try to have a stock of capsules for all tastes! I care about 

having the perfect coffee for every guest, and I have this super nice glass bowl with all the 

different capsules and people can have whichever they like the most when they come visit… But 

I’m considering to buy another set, where you can actually put the capsules in order. I would like 
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to make some sort of… artistic presentation ahah so that when people come over they would look 

at it and say “oooh this is very artistic and nice!” ahaha I hope I don’t sound too weird! 

I: Ahah don’t worry… To finish over… Do you think that… Would you be positive or negative about 

Nespresso selling also to students? 

P: Definitely positive about it! The more people enjoy good coffee, the happier I am! I think that 

maybe students do not have the… the need maybe? I don’t know how to explain… 

I: Just… use your own words 

P: What I mean is that maybe they do not really drink coffee to enjoy it? Maybe they drink it to 

stay awake? But I don’t know, probably things changed since I was a student and now they started 

learning the joyful side of drinking coffee!  

I: Thank you so much! 
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15.8 Appendix VIII 

Complete tree maps showing overarching themes, interpretive and descriptive 

codes for each group. 

Prospective Consumers: Lifestyle 

 

 

Prospective Consumers: Coffee Consumption 
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Prospective Consumers: Relationship with Nespresso 

 

 

Overlapping Consumers: Lifestyle 
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Overlapping Consumers: Coffee Consumption 

 

 

Overlapping Consumers: Relationship with Nespresso 
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Target Consumers: Lifestyle 

 

 

Target Consumers: Coffee Consumption 
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Target Consumers: Relationship with Nespresso 
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15.9 Appendix IX 

TRANSCRIPT NOTES 

Moderator: Thank you everybody for being here with us today. This is 

the second part of our data collection for our master thesis and we really 

appreciate you took some time for it. So today we will go on elaborating 

a bit on what we did last time and… well you all know the topic of thesis 

by now. Ok, you all should know that this will be a bit different, because 

you’ll be talking to each other and not only to us directly. Again, there 

are no wrong or right answers, just feel free to say whatever you have in 

mind, this is an open conversation. Also, if it’s not a problem, we’ll be 

recording this session too. 

R: Great! 

M: Awesome. Does anybody have any questions? 

(silence, people saying no with their heads) 

M: Great. Ehm… Let’s first get to know each other. One by one, introduce 

yourself to other people saying a bit about you, who you are, what you 

study, hobbies.... 

R: I’ll start. Hello y’all, I’m Rasmus and I study at DTU. I’m 24, engineer to 

be, work at Nordisk Film… I do crossfit a lot. And yeah…That’s it! 

(short pause of silence, Rasmus looks at the girl next to him) 

K: Hi… I’m Katerine, I’m 22 and study economics at Copenhagen Business 

School, I have a part time job… and… yeah, I like doing sports and staying 

active...yeah. 

(everybody looks at the girl next to K) 

ML: Hello I’m Marie Louise, call me Marie… I’m Danish, I live here in 

Copenhagen and study at DTU… I work in the airport and… I like cooking, 

drinking...  

(M looks at T, next to her) 

Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Presentations 
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T: Hi, I’m Tobias og I study law… at KU… I go to the gym, I like food… 

Ehm...  

(T looks at G, next to him) 

 G: I’m Gabriele. I work as a marketing assistant at KPMG but am writing 

my thesis at CBS. Super stressed. (smile) 

ML: Yeah I know what you mean I’m writing my thesis too… (smile) 

M: Yeah tell me about it.. Haha (laugh). But thank you all again for being 

here. So you all know we are writing the thesis about Nespresso and this 

is the time where we want to go a bit in depth into this. This means that 

we’ll go through a bit of different things and we’d like to hear your 

opinions about it. The focus is on the communication that Nespresso is 

doing. To start, did you ever watch any ads from Nespresso or…? 

R: Yeah. George right? 

ML: I like him! (smile) 

T: I know Clooney’s doing the advertising of Nespresso, but I don’t really 

remember the ad… not much. 

R: How can you not. The ‘What else’ thing. Everybody knows it. 

T: I don’t watch TV so often… (smile) 

R: Hmm.. fair enough (rise eyebrows)  

K: Yeah, I know it… But some are always kinda similar. 

G: Yeah… 

ML: Well, the new one with Jack Black is funny! 

G: Who? 

ML: Jack Black! 

R: Tenacious D. School of Rock. Nothing? 

G: ...Ehm… No? 

R: Jesus… Aaall right.(move backward)  

(G smiles and nodds) 

ML: He’s like an actor, pretty cool one, young- 

T: He’s not that young… 
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ML: Ja but he’s younger than George Clooney  

K: He also plays music right? 

R: He’s a great musician and producer as well. Got many awards even if 

he plays dumb. But he’s brilliant! 

M: Nice nice, ehm...  let’s get back to the ads themselves. Does any of 

you remember anything in particular? 

G: They all look alike 

ML: Yeah.. George always says “What else” but the setting… I don’t 

know. Maybe posh... 

K: It is elegant I think... 

T: Yeah... 

(silence) 

R: To be honest I like them, they’re kind of funny, there’s like, humor in 

it. But not too much. I like the way George plays with the capsules… 

(raise eyebrows ironically) 

(Everybody laughs) 

ML: It’s getting hot inside here hahaha! (laughs) 

(Everybody laughs again) 

T: And there’s always hot girls...  

ML: We girls only look at George! (looks at K and G) 

(K laughs) 

M: What do you think about it Gabriele? 

G: Ehm.. I think they’re ok. I don’t watch tv either… but yeah I know 

them, they’re quite fancy, it’s very Danish I would say. 

R: What do you mean very Danish? 

G: Well. Copenhagen is full of trendy people...  

K: Yeah, I think that it works pretty fine for us here in Denmark.  

R: I don’t think it’s only Danish. I mean, yes, it matches with Danes, but I 

guess people all over the world can relate to them. That’s why they’re 

international and in English right? I think they did a good job with the 
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communication, ‘cause everybody understand what they want to say 

M: And what do you think they want to say? 

R: Well that Nespresso is cool and if you’re cool you drink it.. They like to 

make you think it is exclusive but it’s pretty common now.. But I don’t 

know, that’s just my opinion. 

(silence) 

M: Anybody else wants to add anything? Tobias? 

T: Uhm… Maybe that if you drink then you’re like George. Maybe…? 

(looks confused) 

ML: And for us girls it’s like being with George haha 

(K laughs) 

M: Very nice. We’ll now show you an ad from Nespresso and then we’ll 

talk about it for a bit. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfyeXrdZZ1o  

Well, this was the very first ad where George Clooney appeared in 2006. 

What do you think about it? 

ML: Oh he was so young...  

K: And beautiful haha 

(Everybody smiles) 

(Silence) 

G: It looks very exclusive...  I mean the environment, the fancy shop. And 

then they just list all the good things about Nespresso… and I think the 

emphasis on rich is kind of target to this kind of people. 

K: It’s very very elegant I think...  I like it. 

R: Yeah but it’s 2006 and it’s so old, you can actually see that they just 

changed the whole thing and now it’s not like that anymore. But I have 

to agree, it looks quite nice. Still.. George is not really the main character, 

if you wanna call it like that. 

ML: Oh actually you’re right from what I remember George Clooney is 

like the star and here’s just a customer...  
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(silence) 

M: What do you think about it Tobias? 

T: I think it’s strange the girls don’t go to George cause that’s what they 

do often...  

(ML laughs) 

M: You are actually all correct guys. I’ll just show another ad from a few 

years later, let’s have a look to this: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbDnViGSp5A 

What do you think about it? 

K: Ehm… it feels like the girl doesn’t really care about Clooney but more 

about her coffee… 

ML: Yeah but then you see all the other girls and they just love Clooney.. 

So I think it goes back to what Rasmus was going that Clooney now has a 

lot of attention. 

R: Actually I think it’s not really about George here but more about the 

coffee, that they love it and they’ll do anything to have one. 

M: Gabriele? What do you think? 

G: I see some things change, like the style, but… ehm… It’s still pretty 

much the same. (shakes head a bit) 

M: This is for everybody, who do you think Nespresso is talking to or 

addressing with these ads?  

T: Oh it’s totally the girls. If you wanna have George Clooney you need to 

have Nespresso. 

G: Yeah but I don’t think it’s all the girls...  Maybe the like 30+. I am not 

saying he’s not handsome, but I wouldn’t drink coffee to be with George 

Clooney, I guess?  

ML: Yeah of course but I think it’s still a nice feeling... Or just a very nice 

idea. 

R: I think women can relate pretty easily… Can you see? 

T: Oh… but maybe men. It’s like, if you wanna be cool like George and 
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have success with women, then you need Nespresso...  

G: Yeah I agree on this one. 

K: Yes but what about the coffee? I think it’s also for people who want to 

have a good cup of coffee… Ehm.. I mean there’s a lot about George and 

women but they also show the cup, the foam thing on top… I think… 

They want you to think that if you wanna have like the best of cup of 

coffee then you can have Nespresso and you feel great. 

R: Yes but it’s not the best cup of coffee you can get, there’s a lot much 

better than this...  

K: I’m not saying it is the best, but that’s what they try to tell you  

ML: Yeah you totally see that, I mean all the adjectives from the first ad… 

It’s all about it, and George! 

R: Uhm… True, they try to do that, but it’s just marketing and of course 

they wanna sell it, but I don’t know...  

(Silence) 

M: Great points guys. I’ll show you the very last ad now, and it’s about 

something we talked already at the beginning at the beginning of this 

discussion.. So here it is: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_c_1C-smbM  

(everybody smiles during the final part of the ad) 

R: THAT was Jack Black. (directly to Gabriele) 

G: Ah, he looks familiar a bit. How old is he again? 

R: Like 40 something...  But I think THAT was a great ad. 

M:  Why is that? 

R: Cause it’s funny, it’s fresh, it’s not so serious-  

K: It’s not pretentious…- 

T: If I look at this one, I think it’s more for people like us, like younger...  I 

mean Jack Black is 40 but he’s still like a teenager. 

R: Yeah his movies are for a younger… generation let’s say. At least 

younger than George Clooney. 
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ML: Yeah I think it’s funny that when he says the slogan wrong then he 

can’t get the girl while then… well he says “what else” and the girl is 

there with him. I think that’s funny. 

G: It’s like a father and son thing -  

R: There’s not such a huge difference you know… 

G: No but what I mean is that it looks like George Clooney is teaching this 

other guy.  

M: And what do you think he’s teaching him? 

G: Well… I don’t think it’s only how to get a girl, but how to use 

Nespresso…. properly.  

K: Yeah I think so too… I think this whole thing with the girls is just like a… 

a way they have to make you understand coffee more. So it’s not just “oh 

you can get this girl”, but it’s a...  “look at how I use Nespresso and try to 

do the same”... 

T: Yeah but the thing is that Clooney can use a machine because he’s 

been there for many years… So of course everybody can use it, but only a 

few know exactly how to do it and I think this is what they want to show! 

ML: Oh well… I mean it’s true, when I used a Nespresso for the first time I 

didn’t really know what to press and how to get my coffee the way I 

wanted it… So I think I can relate to Jack Black in this sense, like being 

lost in front of a Nespresso machine. 

T: Yeah I am sure there are so many ways of pressing those buttons… But 

I don’t know them...  

M: Do you think there’s any kind of competition between the two in the 

ad? 

R: Honestly… a bit. It’s like Jack Black is trying to steal the position of 

George… it’s the predominance on Nespresso. Like George is the king 

and Jack Black is the antagonist and he wants to conquer the throne. Like 

Game of Thrones for Nespresso. 

(Everybody smiles) 
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G: But I still think there’s a positive part in that. Of course you can see 

that there’s a bit of competition at the beginning, but then it all gets 

solved and George looks proud of the guy- 

R: Jack Black. 

G: ...using Nespresso correctly. You know what I mean? (sounds annoyed) 

K: Yeah...  

T: I agree too. 

(T, ML, K all nod) 

M: Good, good. So now, if you had to choose the ad you liked the most.. 

Could you please write on the piece of paper in front of you the number 

of the ad you preferred? Let’s make them 1 for the first, 2 for the second, 

3 for the third. The votes will be anonymous so just hand the piece of 

paper to me once you’re done. 

(everybody looks at each other) 

(everybody writes down the number and hands it to the moderator, who 

shuffles and shows them) 

M: Alright. Everybody actually voted for 3, very interesting. Why is that? 

R: That was pretty obvious. Cause Jack Black is there! 

G: The third one is much more targeted to us… young people. 

K: Well to be honest I was actually about to vote for the second one 

cause I think it’s very nice, and the environment looked a bit more… 

elegant…- 

R: But a villa on a lake in Italy, isn’t it like super elegant? (Looks surprised) 

K: Well what I mean is that it’s not a casual place. It looked like a business 

cocktails kind of thing, and not just a random afternoon in a garden. Still.. 

I voted for the third ad because I can’t see myself in a business 

environment like that… not yet at least! 

M: Tobias, Marie Louise, why did you go for number three? 

(T and ML look at each other) 

T: Well… I said it already, I think it’s nice that Clooney is helping Jack 
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Black a bit. And he’s also younger...  

ML: It’s nice cause you can see a generation gap… but they are friendly to 

each other and I really like it. It reminds me of me and my mum and how 

I started drinking coffee.. We are very good friends and… I don’t know, it 

just gives a nice feeling. 

M: We have been talking a lot about the different people in the ads, but 

what I’m asking you now: is there anything else that you would change to 

make this ad look a bit younger or nicer? That can be anything. 

G: The setting for sure. I think it’s nice of course if it’s a villa, but it’s still a 

bit old style...  I would go for a place which is trendy, but hyggeligt at the 

same time, you know what I mean? Like the Ruby in Copenhagen...  It’s 

like a nice place where you can relax, but still a bit… more exclusive than 

the other places. And it is for young people. 

K: I wouldn’t do it in a bar like that, but I see what you say about the 

environment...  

R: But I think… you could actually understand that that place was in Italy 

cause it was sunny, nice… That was Italy for sure. I think I would like 

something like that. Maybe Milan… cause that’s probably the trendiest 

city, isn’t it? 

ML: I love your ideas guys but I think… well, we’re still students, so I think 

it’s nice to dream about poshy and fancy places… but it has to be 

accessible. If you know what I mean...  

T: Yeah I agree completely...  

G: Sorry to completely change topic, but I just wanted to say...  I think it’s 

a pity you just see the capsules and the machine only in the first frame… 

T: Yeah but I think it’s nice they actually focus on people… It looks like it’s 

for everybody.  

ML: Ehm...  I don’t think it’s for everybody cause you can’t really go to a 

villa on a lake in Italy and drink a coffee like that everyday, but I think… I 

see what you mean, like the first two ads are a bit more… exclusive 
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maybe? They are in the store, now it’s a house, it looks like it’s more 

accessible...  

R: Cause nowadays Nespresso IS more accessible compared to what it 

was at the very beginning. Now almost everybody can buy a machine at 

an electronic store with discounts, it’s not that elitist  

G: I wouldn’t buy it, it’s still a bit too expensive for me. 

R: Oh come on, it’s like 500DKK, it’s not too bad. 

G: Yeah, but I’d rather spend my money on something else.(move 

backward) 

R: On that one we agree. (move backward) 

K: Well, I think that they changed the ad because now people know 

about Nespresso as coffee, but maybe they want to communicate 

something? I don’t know.. As Tobias said, it’s more for the people… Like 

those who buy it and those who could buy it maybe? 

M: That’s a very interesting point Katerine. What does everyone else 

think about it? 

ML: I think the third ad is really for people, but more for young people...  

I don’t know if the typical person who buys Nespresso would like it cause 

it’ more funny and…- 

R: But in general all the ads are a bit funny and they all got humor, you 

can’t really say that only this one is funny because they all are. 

ML: Yeah but what I mean is that this one is… if the others are funny, this 

one is super funny… I like all of them but this one is the right one for me. 

Like if I had to buy a Nespresso, Jack Black would convince me. Not 

saying I don’t like George haha 

K: I agree, this ad is more relatable for us, as young people… and it’s like 

we can use it but we are not a hundred percent aware of the right way to 

do it, do you see what I mean? Like when Jack Black gets confused… That 

could be someone young who still don’t use Nespresso that often and 

don’t know all about it. But then Clooney shares the expertise, the right 
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way… The Nespresso way. I don’t know, I just like the exchange between 

those two. They are so different! 

G: Yeah.. But.  (pause) I agree, I liked the third one more… but not 

necessarily because it’s funny. I am a pretty serious person and I just 

relate a bit more to the young person, but not just because he makes a 

mistake, but just for the age, you know- 

R: He’s not even your age… (R smile) 

G: WHAT I MEAN, (annoyed) we said it before, it’s like someone teaching 

something to someone else. It doesn’t matter if the age is not right, the 

concept is still the same, that I relate to the one who… to the one who is 

taught how to drink coffee or whatever. And, I think his attitude is young, 

you actually said it before so I don’t really see an issue here. (cross arms, 

move backward, cross legs) 

M: Ok everybody, that was a very interesting discussion. (Smile) And you 

made a very interesting point about the age. So… despite the attitude of 

Jack Black that makes him look a bit younger, do you think there’s 

anybody else that you might see in his role in a Nespresso ad? That can 

be anybody.. 

R: Leonardo Di Caprio. Got from loser to winner, everybody loves him. I 

can see him playing with Clooney, totally. That would be a freaking cool 

ad 

K: Isn’t he a bit… old maybe? 

R: Leo never gets old. 

K: Mmm… I was thinking more of.. Ryan Gosling? 

ML: Uh! Sexy.. (ML winks and K smiles) 

T: Then maybe also Matt Bomer is a good choice? All the girls love him...  

(G, ML, K nod) 

R: What about Tom Hardy? Isn’t he super cool? 

K: Yeah I like him too!! 

(silence) 
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T: What’s the actor from 50 shades of grey…  

G: Oh I can’t remember his name… 

(silence) 

ML: Ehm what about girls? Emma Watson is my favourite 

K: I think girls would be an interesting choice too...  

(silence) 

M: What do you think about it Gabriele? 

G: I don’t know if I agree with everybody, I think if you wanna target 

younger people you need to… pick someone who really… who really fits 

the image. I can think of lots of people today who look up to… say, Taylor 

Swift, Cara de la Vigne, Justin Timberlake… or maybe someone cute and 

shy like Adam Brody. I don’t think it really matters if it’s boys or girls, it’s 

just about the person being there. 

M: Who would you choose among those you said? 

G: Probably…. Justin Timberlake. He’s always been an idol of our 

generation, and people love him. 

(silence) 

M: As a group, among all the names you mentioned… Can you decide on 

one? 

G: Justin? 

K: I think it would be nice… Maybe… 

ML: Yeah, I think so. He’s funny and good looking. He can do that! 

T: Yes… He’s ok 

R: I disagree. He’s not classy enough for Nespresso. Like, ok, young 

people recognise him but what about older people? Do they know him? 

And I don’t know, for me he doesn’t fit with Nespresso. 

G: Yes but I don’t think it’s really about being too classy here. Wasn’t the 

question… who we would like to see? Of course it can’t be anybody, but 

someone who people like and who is also nice. 

M: Ok, great. Now let’s talk a bit more about the product itself, since we 
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talked already about the setting, the different people….. Gabriele before 

mentioned a key point that capsules and the machine are just shown at 

the beginning of the ad. Is there anything that you would improve or add 

to the ads we have seen? 

T: Not really, I think it’s pretty clear? 

ML: I said it before, but… I think there should be more on how to use the 

machine… Like if they show how to make a lungo coffee then it would be 

awesome. 

K: And a cappuccino too, I love it but I don’t know if I could do it with a 

Nespresso machine… 

ML: Oh I love cappuccino too, that would be super!! 

(ML and K smile) 

(silence) 

G: I think it would be quite interesting to see how to make a lungo.. I 

don’t care about the cappuccino, I am milk intolerant...  But I guess that 

lots of people drink it, so maybe yes, it would be smart. 

M: Thank you guys, your ideas sound great. We still have just a couple of 

points that I would like to cover with you today. So… my question now is, 

where would you like to see an ad like this, with all the right people, 

products and setting, and so on...  

R: I guess social media nowadays are essential especially to talk to young 

people- 

G: Yeah. 

ML: For sure on Facebook… Like, if there are interesting video that 

automatically start, if they are interesting I look at them. 

K: It would also be nice maybe to have them on the sidebar on Facebook 

so they don’t really go… like on the wall, but next to it. This way I see 

them better, otherwise I probably wouldn’t notice and skip them...  

T: What about Spotify? Every young person uses Spotify... 

R: But ads on Spotify are REALLY annoying. I hate when I listen to music 
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and an ad interrupts me. Like, f**k no!  

T: Yes but if you don’t have premium you have to watch them… and if it’s 

funny and good I’m happy to watch a nice ad.. 

R: Are you? 

T: Yeah, like I hate the ad from Nike for example, it’s so boring and 

nobody talks…At least there’s something good to watch when Spotify 

bothers you. 

ML: I think the same is valid for Youtube...  You know when you have the 

ads and you can’t skip them, if it’s something nice then it’s alright...  but 

it gotta be short! 

(everybody nods) 

M: Great. If nobody else has anything to add on this- 

K: Can I …just add something? 

M: Absolutely! 

K: What about TV? Isn’t it like their main channel or something? I guess 

most of the ads are on tv… 

R: As we discussed about it before, who watches TV anymore? It’s a 

channel that is gonna disappear because of the innovation of internet. 

Just think about movies, from TV to Netflix or this kind of things. TV will 

shortly be replaced with computers or something else 

T: Yeah I don’t really watch that much TV either 

G: Mmmm yeah same. 

K: Oh alright, but I think they shouldn’t give up on that for now, but it’s 

just my opinion, I mean, it’s still the media that NOW has the major reach 

of audience, isn’t it? (smiles) 

(silence, some nod) 

M: Great. I just have a very final question for you guys and then you are 

free to go haha! 

(everybody smiles) 

M: Think about your daily life. If Nespresso wanted to reach young 
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people, particularly students, I mean, not as an advertisement, what 

should it do? Where should it be? 

G: I think… Well first of all, it should be a bit more accessible. I am talking 

about those boutiques, they are too… they are not convenient at all. 

Alright, if you wanna buy a machine you can do it in some places, but for 

the capsules you always have to go to that shop in the City.. and I’m 

definitely not going there just to buy coffee when I can get it even 

cheaper at a supermarket. 

K: Yeah it’s a bit far out...   

M: And.. Apart from these, let’s call them, distribution channels? 

R: Well, I am not from CBS but I go there sometimes and I know they 

have a coffee place, Nexus, inside the university where they serve 

Nespresso coffee…I think that is a smart way of reaching students. 

K: Yeah I study there and it’s nice, but most people actually go to the 

normal canteen and they don’t go to Nexus just for the coffee… 

R: Why don’t they put a Nespresso machine in the canteen too then? 

K: I think people are scared that Nespresso costs more so they would still 

go for the canteen...  

M: Gabriele, you study at CBS too, what do you think or know about it? 

G: I usually go to the canteen, I don’t know how much it costs at Nexus. 

And still, if I’m studying in the library I want a long coffee, not an 

espresso-like. 

M: And what about KU? Do you have anything similar, Tobias? 

T: Not really… Not as far as I know… 

M: Do you think it would be a nice move for Nespresso to show up in any 

way at universities? And how? 

ML: I think it would be nice to have a big coffee machine by Nespresso 

also at DTU, I think students would like it… It’s a different thing from the 

rest. I wouldn’t open an entire coffee shop for it, but I think a machine 

would be very nice. 
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G: Yeah, we have one at work at KPMG which is HUGE and so many 

people go there for their coffee… 

T: A machine at KU would be nice, but they could also just become 

partners of the university... I hope I said it right, we are talking a bit too 

much about business here…  Maybe they prefer CBS because it’s more 

exclusive and business related, but if they wanted to reach more 

students they should come to us too! Like posters or something too...  

K: I am sure sometimes Nespresso ads come up on the television in the 

canteen at CBS, but don’t know if students pay attention cause there are 

many ads and things going on. Something more stable maybe... And I 

don’t know if they have a partnership already! 

G: I think it would be good to serve Nespresso coffee during events at 

university, like at the career fair or business cases… They organize also so 

many seminars, they could just be there and give out coffee. Students 

love free coffee...  

R: Who doesn’t! 

T: Oh you know what, if they had like a machine at uni, they could have 

ambassadors wearing a Nespresso t-shirt going around and giving away 

free capsules that you can use at the machine. Like sometimes they do 

with Redbull or Coca-Cola…  

ML: Oh that would be nice!! 

K: Maybe students don’t know much about it… I mean, I thought it was 

way more expensive but I was wrong and I was surprised. So I guess that 

maybe they need to let students know about the prices… Like with 

business cases at universities, so they need to look for the price and 

realise that it doesn’t cost THAT much… I don’t know if students would 

buy it now with low money, but at least they get a good surprise, right? 

(everbody nods, silence) 

M: Awesome. If nobody has anything to add… (looks around, everybody 

shakes their heads) … Then I guess we are good. We had so many super 
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interesting insights today, thank you all so much for helping us out. I 

hope you enjoyed the discussion (everybody smiles) and you had a nice 

time. Please feel free to keep having coffee and food as much as you 

want, and thank you again for your time!  

 
 
 
 

 


